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ivForeword

Foreword
The HIV epidemic in Kenya is characterized as “generalized”, with an HIV prevalence of 5.9 per
cent among people between the ages of 15 and 49 years, but its distribution is highly 
heterogeneous, with key populations disproportionately bearing the burden of infection. 
Because of behavioural, biological, and structural factors that heighten key populations’ risk 
of and vulnerability to infection, HIV prevalence is 29.3 per cent among Female Sex Workers 
(FSWs), 18.2 per cent among men who have sex with men (MSM), and 18.7 per cent among 
people who inject drugs (PWID).

In 2009, the Kenya Modes of Transmission Study estimated that, although these populations 
represent less than two per cent of the general population, they contribute 33% of new HIV 
infections, thus confirming the importance of strategically targeting them with interventions 
to control the spread of HIV.

In line with the Kenya AIDS Strategic Framework (KASF) 2014–2019, the National AIDS and STI 
Control Programme (NASCOP), on behalf of the Ministry of Health, spearheads HIV prevention, 
treatment, and care efforts to halt and reverse the epidemic among key populations. 
In accordance with the national HIV prevention road map adopted in June 2014, NASCOP 
implements a combination of behavioural, structural, and biomedical interventions to 
comprehensively address the vulnerabilities and risks that facilitate the spread of HIV among
key populations.

Through NASCOP’S Key Population’s Programme, key population peer educators lead 
intervention outreach among their peers to ensure widespread programme coverage, 
participation, and impact. NASCOP and its partners have developed this manual to standardize
the information and services that Men who have Sex with Men peer educators provide to their
peers.

It is our hope that this manual will enable Kenya to reduce the number of new HIV infections 
by improving the quality and effectiveness of peer education among Men who have Sex with 
Men.

Dr. Jackson Kioko
Director of Medical Services
Ministry of Health, Kenya
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Course Description
This course prepares participants to disseminate skills and knowledge and promote attitudes that enable men
who have sex with men (MSM) to reduce their HIV and STI risk and vulnerability by practicing sustainable safer
sexual behaviour (3SB).

Overall goal of the curriculum 
To develop individual agency and power for 3SB among MSM in Kenya Agency and power are essential for :

a)  overcoming internalized stigma, self-hatred, shame, guilt, and homophobia; 
b)  claiming one’s human and sexual rights; and 
c)  adopting safer sexual behaviours.  

Specific objectives of the course
This course aims to enable participants to:

• increase their self-worth and self-esteem; 
• increase their agency and power for health seeking; 
• explain what STI and HIV are, and the relationship between STI and HIV;
• assess their risk perceptions for STI and HIV;
• understand the process of behaviour change, its role in reducing risk for STI and HIV transmission, and how 

it can be managed;
• choose and implement prevention and risk reduction options for sustainable safer sexual behaviour;
• identify gender and sexual roles and power dynamics that hinder or support sustainable safer sexual 

behaviour in sexual relationships;
• understand what alcohol and substance abuse are and their impact on risk, and identify strategies for 

reducing alcohol abuse;
• identify prevention and risk reduction options;  use essential communication and life skills for safer sexual 

relationships;
• use their increased agency, power, and skills to access key services, such as HIV testing and STI treatment;
• use their increased agency and skills to strengthen prevention networks and disseminate prevention 

messages; 
• use their increased agency and skills to promote their rights; address stigma, discrimination, homophobia; 

and reduce barriers to information and services; and 
• use their increased agency and power to lead safe and satisfying lives.
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Course modules

Module 1:  Climate Setting

Module 2: Introduction to This Course

Module 3:  What Is Peer Education?

Module 4:  Attitude in Relation to HIV Prevention

Module 5:  Boosting Self-Esteem

Module 6:   Sexuality, Power, Gender, Stigma, and Discrimination

Module 7:  Gender and Sexual Roles 

Module 8: Fairness and Human Rights

Module 9:  Why Human Rights Matter for Behaviour Change and 3SB

Module 10:  Facts about HIV, AIDS, and STIs

Module 11:  HIV Prevention (Condoms, Lubricant, and PrEP) 

Module 12:  Alcohol and Substance Abuse

Module 13:  Changing Behaviour: Options for Sustainable Safer Sexual Behaviour

Module 14:  Let’s Talk about Positive Prevention 

Module 15:  Negotiating with Partners

Module 16:  Problem Solving to Maintain Change for a Safer Life 

Module 17:  Building Community Partnership and Developing Leadership Skills

Module 18:  Violence Prevention and Response

Module 19:  Micro-Planning and Documentation

Module 20:  Post-Workshop Assessment and Workshop Reflection and Evaluation

Module 21:  Closing the Course
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Training methodology
The training will be experiential and participatory at all times. The training uses evocative exercises to facilitate 
the participants’ self-exploration of personal values and beliefs pertinent to attitude change. The activities 
include
• role-plays 
• experience sharing 
• mini-lectures and illustrated lectures 
• group work 
• brainstorming 
• practical teach-back and demonstrations 
• simulation of real life scenarios

Training materials 
• training manuals 
• LCD projector and laptop 
• penile and vaginal models and condoms
• lubricant sachets
• manila papers
• index cards
• training DVDs/videos 

Course trainers 
This training is conducted by trainers of trainers who have been trained and certified by NASCOP.

Course participants 
Participants are MSM community members who express interest in mobilizing their peers for HIV prevention, 
care, and treatment. 

MSM community members who can understand, read, and write basic English and Kiswahili should be given 
priority for training.

The trainings should have not more than 25 participants per class. 
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How to Use This Manual
• Two facilitators should work together to manage a group of participants. 
• Identify and involve expert guest speakers/contributors to enrich the content of the manual, provided 

that the participants are comfortable with such people.
• Allocate sufficient time to prepare for the course, because thorough preparation (including rehearsal of 

activities) is essential to ensure quality and effective facilitation.
• Familiarize yourself with the manual before conducting the training. Each module describes all necessary 

preparation. Organize materials that are usually needed for training, such as flip chart paper, tape, 
index cards and post-it stickers, scissors, and markers. Prepare all handouts, flip charts, cards, and other 
materials and supplies in advance according to the instructions in each module.

• Read the manual and reference materials carefully. Consider the flow of topics, the structure of the 
course, and the training methodology of each activity so that you will know how to conduct the module, 
what you need for each activity, the key messages to convey, how to link modules, and when handouts 
or materials from one module may be used in another module.

• Select a training venue that is appropriate for learner-centred experiential training activities, because 
most of the modules require the participants to move around the room to interact and/or to use learning 
materials. Sufficient space is essential for the success of the course.

• Make sure that the materials presented in this manual are adapted to the local context. Use local 
language or words.

• If co-facilitation is involved, decide how the course will be managed with co-facilitators. Be sure to discuss 
potentially disruptive situations, including how to:

• intervene if a facilitator forgets an important point during an exercise, presentation, or discussion; 
• manage participants who dominate discussions;
• respond to participants who upset others by making negative comments;
• alert each other if the pace of training is too fast or too slow; and
• alert each other when a presentation or exercise is running longer than its scheduled time.
• Additionally simplifying the material is encouraged as long as the learning objectives are achieved. 

However, simplifying the materials should not undermine the quality and accuracy of preparation.

Create a supportive learning environment. Many factors contribute to and affect the learning process. 
The facilitator’s understanding of her/his role is a key factor. A learner-centred training requires 
facilitators to:

• treat participants with respect and as equals, and make sure that the participants treat each other with 
respect and equality;

• maintain confidentiality if the participants share private information with you or each other; and
• make sure that the physical environment helps to create a positive learning environment (e.g., 

thoughtful seating arrangements, comfortable temperature, ventilation and light in the room, scheduling 
of breaks, and other arrangements as feasible).

Focus on enabling participants to use reflective thinking to develop insight, draw conclusions, and integrate 
new knowledge and skills into their lives.

Understand that a facilitator’s fundamental role is to ask useful questions at the right time and in the right 
way to foster creative thinking, problem solving, and internalisation of insight and skills. Remember that 
participatory facilitation involves asking questions to help participants draw their own insight and learning, 
not giving all the answers.
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This manual provides sample questions that facilitators can use to achieve these purposes. Facilitators 
should also use participants’ comments/observations/insights to formulate additional questions and to 
expand reflection, analysis, and insight. Facilitators are encouraged to use their groups as a resource by 
inviting questions, by enabling participants to answer each other’s questions, and by using participants’ 
observations to link topics and issues.

Through behaviour and communication style, facilitators can create a positive, non-threatening, and 
inclusive environment. Facilitators are encouraged to apply learner-centred principles in adapting and 
implementing these materials to ensure a successful learning process.

Pay careful attention to communication. The flow of information during this course is important. When 
people are well informed, they feel valued and part of the team. When there is secrecy, they feel threatened. 
Communication should be as complete as possible and should convey messages of trust. Other tips:

Use icebreaker activities at the beginning of the course and warm-up exercises after breaks to increase 
comfort:

• Read body language of the participants and listen to all ideas.
• Acknowledge and praise participants’ ideas.
• Avoid judging participants and their comments.
• Acknowledge that it is normal to feel nervous, anxious, or uncomfortable in new and unfamiliar situations.
• Show the group that you enjoy working with them.

If time permits, spend time with the participants during breaks and meals so that you are able to 
communicate with them informally.

Learn and use the participants’ names.

Pay attention to the formulation of useful contracts. It is often standard practice to establish a set of 
ground rules, or contracts, with the participants at the beginning of the course to ensure useful and fair 
interactions. Contracts play a very useful role if they help to prevent or manage issues that may become 
controversial or disruptive during the programme. Facilitators often feel that only the participants are 
entitled to suggest contracts. However, in a participatory learning process based on mutual respect, 
facilitators can also propose contracts. For this course, facilitators may want to consider including the 
following:

• Respect one another, including of diversity among participants (e.g., ethnic, sexual role, geographic 
origin, etc.).

• Take responsibility for one’s own learning (i.e., recognize that a peer-based learning process requires the 
active contribution of each person. Also, be responsible for keeping the handouts that are distributed).

• Recognize that facilitators are not the source of all knowledge (e.g., accept reference to other sources).
• Commit to constructive feedback during interactions and throughout the course, and avoid “blame 

games”.

Model correct behaviour. Be reliable and trust others. Remember that your actions are as important as 
your words. Make sure that there is consistency between the two.

Avoid “right/wrong” debates. Except when it is necessary to provide correct factual information, facilitators 
should not engage in right/wrong discussions and should help participants to avoid such situations. In 
fact, right/wrong deadlocks will undermine the methodology and the learning aims of this course, which 
is primarily focused on developing agency and problem-solving skills for 3SB. When providing factual 
information, it is more effective to use the expressions “correct/incorrect” instead of “right/wrong”.

Involve participants in course management. To foster participation and ownership of learning, consider 
introducing a task roster. Invite participants to volunteer to manage some aspect of the course by rotating 
responsibilities for tasks such as time-keeping, energizers, ice-breakers, and daily feedback.

5
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Practice appropriate self-disclosure. When you share what you are thinking, people are more likely 
to trust you. However, revealing too much can be problematic, particularly in cultures in which it is not 
common to share feelings or inner thoughts. Keep the cultural context in mind when considering self-
disclosure. Also, always remember that you need to maintain a professional role and relationship with 
each participant. Excessive or inappropriate self-disclosure may jeopardize your professional role and 
relationship with the group and/or individual participants and may also create a conflict of interest.

Debrief facilitators each day. Facilitators should hold daily debriefings with each other. Debriefings 
provide an opportunity to discuss aspects of the course that need improvement and to make adjustments 
to the agenda or style. Review feedback from the participants’ daily reflection form (appendix 3) to learn 
the opinions of participants. 

At the end of each day, distribute the daily reflection form (appendix 3) to the participants. Ask them to 
complete it individually. Analyse the responses and prepare a simple summary to present and discuss 
briefly the following day. If more appropriate for your group, you may want to conduct these reflections 
as a group discussion. In this case, we recommend that the group selects a person to facilitate while you 
wait outside. Once the group has completed their discussion, you will re-enter the room and be given a 
summary of their reflections.

Suggested questions for debrief discussions (select only the most appropriate/useful for your team of 
facilitators):

• Avoid gender and sexual stereotyping. This course covers structural and behavioural aspects of HIV 
prevention to increase participants’ understanding of the influence of individual and social factors on 
vulnerability, risk, and behaviour change. It is extremely important that facilitators are aware of their 
attitudes about key content areas such as gender and sexuality to ensure that they do not hinder 
participants’ change process.

Equally important, be aware of participants’ attitudes and beliefs and ensure that nobody attempts to 
impose their views on others.

For example, group discussions held to inform the development of this manual revealed that some MSM 
hold stereotypical perceptions about other MSM. Facilitators should ensure that these preconceptions 
do not negatively affect the learning process. Prevent such problems by stipulating agreements/contracts 
at the beginning of the course that emphasize equality, non-stigmatization, and respect for diversity. 
Also, facilitators should make sure that participants do not work all or most of the time in the same 
groups. It is also useful to encourage participants to change seating arrangements every day if possible.

In some sociocultural contexts, facilitators or participants may tell jokes as energizers. It is fundamental 
that facilitators assess whether such jokes and stories may perpetuate sexual, gender, or ethnic 
stereotypes that may offend or alienate some participants.

• How well did we meet the objectives of our modules today? 

• What did we do today that promoted learning?

• What do we want to do differently tomorrow?

• How well did we handle problems that arose during the modules today? 

• How well are we working together? What do we need to improve?

• Which feedback issues from participants should we address tomorrow?

• How thoroughly have we planned tomorrow’s modules? What are our roles in delivering 

the modules? What needs clarification? Are all the supplies and logistics organized?
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For example, some jokes may generate or perpetuate stigmatizing and discriminatory attitudes about 
‘tops’ or ‘bottoms,’ reinforce stigma and discrimination against commercial sex workers or transgender 
people, or perpetuate perceptions of women as inferior to men. Particularly in the context of this course, 
it is critical that facilitators pay attention to group dynamics that may reinforce power imbalances based 
on gender/sexual stereotypes and norms.

Sometimes, agreeing to disagree is a strategy that facilitators may use if a discussion becomes too 
divisive. However, a more effective way is to help the participants reflect on how attitudes become 
barriers to achieving personal and social development goals, such as developing 3SB and reducing the 
stigma and discrimination that MSM face in Kenya. Facilitators can help participants reflect on these 
issues by using value-clarification exercises based on simple questions such as, How might attitudes 
undermine these goals? What alternative attitude might advance or support these goals? These questions 
may be more useful than agreeing to disagree, by fostering self-reflection and useful insights that serve 
the learning objectives of the course. In addition, facilitators are encouraged to formulate and use 
contracts strategically, for example by having contracts that commit the participants to respect diversity 
in the group and to provide constructive feedback.

Use icebreakers and energizers. Facilitators are encouraged to use icebreakers and energizers that they 
are familiar with. Icebreakers and energizers should aim not only to maintain or revitalize participants’ 
energy levels but also to build their confidence to interact openly. Use icebreakers and energizers that will 
make participants move around the room, use the space, and do things that require collaboration or team 
effort.

Monitor participant progress during the training. It is important that the facilitators monitor the learning 
process and how/if participants learn and strengthen their skills. This can be done in the following ways:

• Monitor participants’ knowledge and skills informally during brainstorming, small group work, 
exercises, role-play, and discussions while the course is in progress. These activities provide 
facilitators with opportunities to correct misconception and give correct factual information when 
necessary, and use the group as a resource to do this. 

• Enable participants to reflect on their learning. Reserve a few minutes before the end of each 
module to ask participants to share what they have learned and found useful for preventing or 
reducing STI and HIV risk. Follow the instructions provided in each module.

• Conduct a formal evaluation at the end of the course to get participants’ feedback and identify 
changes to be made. The end-of-course evaluation allows participants to provide feedback about 
the course, the learning materials, the training methodologies, the logistics, and the facilitators’ 
performance. 

• Use participant handouts to strengthen learning. Participant handouts are provided for most 
modules. Ensure that the distribution of these materials does not impede participants’ learning and 
reflective thinking. Although some participants may expect all handouts at the beginning of the course, 
this may not be the most useful way to promote participants’ learning. Facilitators should explain that 
handouts are resources to help participants consolidate learning in their own time. When appropriate 
and useful, handouts can be distributed during activities. Facilitators are encouraged to use their 
judgment to decide the most useful time to distribute these materials. However, most modules specify 
in the instructions of each activity when the handouts should be distributed.

Facilitators should become thoroughly familiar with participants’ handouts while preparing for each session.

The course organizers and facilitators should provide the participants with a folder to collect the handouts 
as they are distributed module by module. Participants will be asked to refer to handouts

7
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DAY 1

TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 10.00

10.00 – 11.30

11.30 – 11.45

11.45 – 13.00

13.00 – 14.00

14.00 – 15.30

15.30 – 17.45

17.45 – 18.15

18.15

Official opening and welcome

Module 1: Climate Setting 

Module 2: Introduction to This Course 

Break

Module 3: What Is Peer Education?

Lunch

Module 4: Attitude in Relation to HIV Prevention

Module 5: Boosting Self-Esteem

Daily reflection

Break and departure
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DAY 2 
Theme: The social needs of MSM in Kenya and their impact on vulnerability and 

risk for STI and HIV

TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 11.30

11.30 – 11.45

11.45 – 13.45

13.45 – 14.45

14.45 – 16:00 

16.00 – 17.00

17.00 – 17.30

17.30

Recap of day 1

Module: 6 Sexuality, Power, Gender, Stigma, and 
Discrimination   

Break

Module 7: Gender and Sexual Roles 

Lunch

Module 8: Fairness and Human Rights 

Module 9: Why Human Rights Matter for Behaviour 
Change and 3SB 

Daily reflection

Break and departure

DAY 3 
Theme: SRH, perception, and rights

TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 11.15

11.15 – 11.30

11.30 – 13.00

Recap of day 2

Module 10: Facts about HIV, AIDS, and STIs

Break

Module 11: HIV Prevention (Condoms, Lubricant, 
and PrEP)

9 Manual for Training Peer Educators for Programmes with Men who have Sex with Men: Facilitators Guide



TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

13.00 – 14.00

14.00 – 15.00

15.00 – 17.00 

17.00 – 17.30

17.30

Lunch

Module 12: Alcohol and Substance Abuse 

Module 13: Changing Behaviour: Options for 
Sustainable Safer Sexual Behaviour 

Daily reflection

Break and departure

Day 3 contd.

TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 10.45

10.45 – 11.00

11.00 – 12.45

12.45 – 13.45

13.45 – 15.45

15.45– 16.15

16.15

Recap of day 3

Module 14: Let’s Talk about Positive Prevention 

Break

Module 15: Negotiating with Partners 

Lunch

Module 16: Problem Solving to Maintain Change for a 
Safer Life 

Daily reflection 

Break and departure

DAY 4
Theme: Options for 3SB

10Five-Day MSM Peer Educators Training Schedule
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DAY 5 
Theme: We are not alone

TIME SESSION FACILITATOR

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 10.30

10.30  – 11.00

11.00  – 12.00

12.00 – 13.00

13.00 – 15.00

15.00 – 16.00

16.00 – 16.45 

16.45

Recap of day 4

Module 17: Building Community Partnership and 
Developing Leadership Skills

Break 

Module 18: Violence Prevention and Response

Lunch 

Module 19: Micro-Planning and Documentation 

Module 20: Post-Workshop Assessment and 
Workshop Reflection and Evaluation

Module 21: Closing the Course 

Departure

11 Manual for Training Peer Educators for Programmes with Men who have Sex with Men: Facilitators Guide
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1
M O D U L E

Climate Setting
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 Envelope containing numbered pieces of 
paper for the self-assessment (activity 1.3) 
(Please use manila paper to prepare the 
pieces of paper.)

 Copies of the pre-training questionnaire 
(activity 1.3)

 A large envelope to keep the questionnaires 
(activity 1.3)

 Blank cards (activity 1.4)

 SUPPORT and HINDER signs (activity 1.4)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

 feel comfortable with each other and the 
facilitators

 self-assess their knowledge on HIV and STI 
prevention

 establish contracts (ground rules) to 
guide equitable and respectful interaction 
during the course

 recognise types of interaction that support 
the contracts and foster learning 

 share their expectations of the course

Module Lessons
 The value of being an equal member of 

the group

 The importance of owning one’s learning

 Our attitudes and their potential impact 
on learning

Materials

?

Duration: Handouts:75 Minutes No handouts

Note: Read this module and plan carefully in advance. Prepare as per the instructions in each activity.

Activities

Activity 1.1: Welcome

1. Welcome participants and thank them for attending the course. 
2. Introduce yourself, other facilitators, and guests if any. 
3. Acknowledge the organisations supporting the programme.

Activity 1.2: Introduction of participants

1. Explain that participants will play a game called “Fruit Salad” to introduce themselves, to build a relaxed 
atmosphere, and to become more comfortable with the participatory and interactive approach of this course.

2. Ask the participants to arrange their chairs in a circle. Stand in the centre and explain the rules of the game. 
In this game, each participant will be a fruit. Depending on the number of participants, there may be a few 
people who choose the same fruit. For example, if you have a group of 12 participants, you may have three 
fruits with four people choosing the same fruit type.

3. Participants choose which fruit they want to be; for example, banana, mango, etc. Model the game for the 
participants: Start walking inside the circle, and as you walk say the following things about yourself:
• your name and where you are from
• what you like to do in your spare time
• your favourite food

At this point say: “And I like….” Complete the statement by naming one of the fruits that is being used in the 
game (e.g., “And I like mango!”).

13



All the people who have chosen to be mango have to get up from their chairs and run around the circle to find a 
new seat. You will also have to “capture” a seat for yourself. The person who is left without a seat will introduce 
himself and call a new fruit name, and so on, until everyone has introduced himself.

Explain the following rules:
• Participants cannot simply shift to the next chair. If someone does this, he will automatically become one 

standing in the middle.
• If someone who has already been introduced ends up standing again without a seat, he will choose a person 

who has not yet introduced himself, and that person will stand in the middle and continue the game.
• If the person standing in the middle says “I like fruit salad,” everybody must run around and try to find a 

different seat.

4. After the introductions, give each person a card or a name tag, and ask him to write his name on it and either 
fold the card in half and place it on the table or floor in front of him or pin it on his chest.

Activity 1.3: Pre-training questionnaire

1. Briefly explain the purpose of the questionnaire.
• It is not at test. It is anonymous, so participants should not worry that it will be used to judge their 

knowledge.
• The questionnaire will enable them to assess what they learn from this course. At the end of the training, 

they will fill in the same questionnaire and compare their answers with those that they give today.
• If there are words in the questionnaire that they don’t understand, they can ask the facilitators, as long as 

they do not ask for the correct answer to a question.

2. Stress that this self-assessment is completely confidential. The participants will be the only ones to know 
which form is their own. Show the envelope in which you will have placed the pre-prepared pieces of paper 
and explain the following: Note that these are pieces of paper with numbers written on them :
• Each person will take a piece of paper from the envelope. On each paper there is a number. This number 

will be the person’s unique code number that he will write on his self-assessment form/questionnaire. 
Participants do not have to show their number to anyone.

• The most important thing is that each participant must remember his code number because it will be used 
again at the end of the course for the end-of-course self-assessment.

3. Distribute the pre-training questionnaire (appendix 2) and allow 10–15 minutes for completion.

4. Collect the completed questionnaires and place them in a large envelope. 

Activity 1.4: Establishing contracts and clarifying expectations
 
Tips: For smooth implementation of the course, it is important that participants commit to the agreed contracts. 
The contracts should be thought through very carefully. The values clarification exercise should be used as an 
opportunity to identify any additional useful contracts.

Steps
1. Explain that this course is based on active participation and interaction. The course uses an experiential 

approach. This means that
• There will be no lectures. Instead, participants will discuss issues, explore points of view and ideas, learn 

new things, and practice skills.
• All participants are equal and have the right to express their views in a manner that respects other people’s 

ideas.
• Participants must take responsibility for their learning by participating.

2. Explain that being in a participatory learning programme requires having some agreements. Sometimes 
people call these agreements “ground rules”, but we call them “contracts” to emphasize that we make 
a commitment to each other to interact according to those principles so that everyone benefits from 
participating in the programme.

14Module 1: Climate Setting
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3. Facilitate a brainstorm to identify key contracts. If participants have difficulty at the beginning of the 
brainstorm, propose the first contract (e.g., punctuality: everyone agrees to arrive on time).

4. Propose and add the following contracts if they are not suggested by the participants:
• Confidentiality: Any personal information that participants share during the course will not be shared with 

outsiders.
• Mutual respect, including respect for diversity among MSM (e.g., whether someone is or is not a sex 

worker, HIV positive, from a certain ethnic group, of a certain age or marital status, etc.).
• Equality: All participants are equal.
• Participants have the right to decline to discuss issues that make them uncomfortable.
• Everyone will be nonjudgmental about other people’s views
• Sharing responsibility for learning: We are here to learn from each other. The facilitator is not the source 

of all knowledge. If participants’ questions cannot be answered immediately, the facilitator will research 
the issue and provide the information as soon as possible.

5. Write the contracts on a flip chart. 

6. When the brainstorm is completed, ask:

Which is the most important/useful contract for you on this list to ensure good learning interaction? Why?

7. Explain that we need to be aware of how different types of interactions may support or hinder the effective 
implementation of our contracts. Provide the following example (or something else not related to this course 
you can think of):

We might agree with the people who live next door that we won’t play loud music after 10 p.m., but we might believe 
that playing loud music late at night once or twice a week is not really a breach of the agreement. However, for our 
neighbours it is a big problem, because they have to wake up at 4 a.m. every day to go to work. This shows that 
sometimes we must examine our beliefs and behaviours to make sure that we do not violate our agreements.

The next exercise will help the participants explore which types of interactions may support or hinder the 
contracts they just made. 

Instructions

• Give each participant two blank cards.
• On one card, each participant writes some types of interaction that would support the agreed contracts. 

Provide one or two examples (e.g., being open-minded or open to other people’s ideas).
• On the second card, each participant writes types of interactions that would hinder the agreed contracts. 

Provide one or two examples (e.g., being inflexible or defensive).
• Participants have five minutes to complete their card writing task.
• Ask the participants to post their cards under the corresponding signs that you will have prepared and put 

on the wall, which read SUPPORT and HINDER.

8. Once all the cards are posted, discuss a few SUPPORT interactions one at a time by asking the following 
questions:

• How would this type of interaction support the effective implementation of our contracts?
• How would this type of interaction support learning for everyone in our group?
• How would this type of interaction help to create a nonthreatening and supportive environment during this course?

9. Discuss a few HINDER attitudes:

• How would this type of interaction undermine the effective implementation of our contracts?
• How would this type of interaction undermine learning for everyone in our group?
• How would this type of interaction undermine creating a non-threatening and supportive environment during this 

course?
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9. Discuss a few HINDER attitudes:
• How would this type of interaction undermine the effective implementation of our contracts?
• How would this type of interaction undermine learning for everyone in our group?
• How would this type of interaction undermine creating a non-threatening and supportive environment 

during this course?

10. At the beginning of the discussion, explain that your role is not to provide the definitive answer on any of 
the issues discussed. If participants argue about the role of any type of interactions in supporting/hindering 
the contracts, facilitators should refrain from taking sides. The role of facilitators is to help the participants 
explore how participants’ concerns can affect the group. A useful way of doing this by asking hypothetical 
questions (i.e., “what if” questions). For example, if participants were arguing about dominating the discussion, 
a useful “what if” question could be:

What if you were trying to express your opinion, and someone was trying to talk all the time or impose his point of 
view continually? What effect would this have on other participants’ feelings and on the group’s learning?

11. Suggest the following types of supporting and hindering interaction if these were not identified by the 
participants:

SUPPORT
• Being patient

• Being encouraging

• Being appreciative of other participants’ 
contributions to the group

• Being focused on problem solving

• Being open to feedback

HINDER
• Practicing prejudice or discriminating 

against others (such as groups of MSM, 
ethnic groups, socioeconomic groups, 
religious groups, or transgender 
people) 

Some behaviours may either support or hinder contracts and learning. For example:
• Being assertive
• Being proud
• Being confident

Help participants explore HOW these behaviours could play either role by asking simple questions such as:

      In which circumstance would these behaviours support or hinder our contracts and learning? How?

12. Ask the participants:
    What did you gain from this discussion about how different types of interactions can support or hinder our 

contracts and learning?

13. Quickly re-visit the list of contracts. Ask the participants if there are any additional contracts they would 
       like to add in view of the discussion they just had. 

14. Ask the group to commit to the agreed contracts.

15. Use the last few minutes of the module to brainstorm the participants’ expectations for the course.  Explain 
       that in the next module we will re-visit the expectations after reviewing the course objectives.
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 Flip chart: Definitions of agency and power 
(activity 2.1)

• Flip chart: Spot the factors (activity 2.1)

• Flip chart: Course objectives (activity 2.2)

• Flip chart sheets containing components 
of the How this course is organised diagram 
(activity 2.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

 define key terms on which this course is 
based, including “determinants”, “agency”, 
and “power” 

 describe how the course is organized and 
how its components are related

 describe the key objectives of the course

Materials

Duration: Handouts:90 Minutes No handouts

Note: Read this module plan carefully. Prepare all the flip charts in advance.

Activities

Activity 2.1: Sustainable safer sexual behaviour and personal agency and power

Lessons 

• What agency and power mean 
• How various determinants interconnect to affect agency and power for 3SB

Steps
 
1. Introduce the module objectives. Explain that this course focuses on helping the participants develop 

knowledge of and ability (or skills) for sustainable safer sexual behaviour. Also explain that during the 
course we will use the acronym 3SB to mean sustainable safer sexual behaviour 

    (write on flip chart: 3SB = Sustainable safer sexual behaviour).

2. Ask: How many of you are familiar with the expression “safer sex / safer sexual behaviour”? What examples can you 
give of what it?

Note: At this stage it is not important to focus on technically precise answers. This initial rapid brainstorm is 
used only to assess the general level of knowledge of the group and to transition into the next phase of the 
discussions. Therefore, at this stage do not provide the precise definition of 3SB. Just acknowledge that at 
this stage there may be different understandings and that the meaning of 3SB will be clarified in module 4.

Module Lessons
Course structure and objectives
The meaning of agency and power
The importance of agency and power for 3SB
How agency and power are affected by 
personal factors (e.g., knowledge and skills) 
and social determinants
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3. Acknowledge that there are many factors that influence our knowledge of and ability (or skills) to practice 
3SB. Show the flip chart labelled Spot the factors:

What we are able to do about discrimination from health providers 
against MSM

What we know about the risk for HIV and STI that we may face as tops, 
bottoms, or versatile MSM

What we know about the ways to prevent or reduce risk for STI and HIV, 
especially for MSM

Whether we know if our perceptions of risk are correct or incorrect

How we are able to deal with harassment by police or arbitrary arrest of MSM

What we know about our rights and support networks for MSM

What we are able to do to access support networks for MSM

How we are able to stay safe if we lack commodities for safer sex (e.g., 
condoms and lubricant)

What we are able to do to overcome social and cultural stigma (e.g., the social 
belief that a real man is not supposed to have sex with another man)

What we are able to do to cope with lack of employment opportunities and 
discrimination in the work place against MSM

What we are able to do to gain skills to negotiate 3SB

What we are able to do to overcome guilt or shame about being an MSM

4. Explain that these are just some of the factors that may influence our knowledge of and ability to practice 
3SB in our lives. Ask the participants to discuss these factors in pairs for five minutes.

5. Ask the following questions:

• Which factors have to do with knowledge for 3SB, and which factors have to do with ability/skills for practicing 
3SB? Mark with a K (knowledge) or with an S (skills) in the blank column.

• Which additional K and S factors affecting 3SB for MSM in Kenya can you identify? (They can write them in the 
blank rows.)

6. Quickly debrief the group and avoid any “I’m right / you’re wrong” debates.

7. Facilitate a rapid discussion by asking the following questions:

• Which of the K and S factors have affected or are affecting 3SB in your life?
• Are these factors affecting only you or other people in your life? Who else?

SPOT THE FACTORS K or S
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At this stage do not ask for specific examples of how the factors they just highlighted have affected their lives.

8. Stress that the previous exercise showed how many factors—often shaped by the social and cultural 
environment—affect knowledge/understanding of and ability to do something about issues we face in life. In 
other words, the knowledge and skill factors that we discussed in the previous exercise helped us to identify 
the key elements of what we call agency. (Show and review a flip chart with the definition of agency).

Personal agency means being able to take action on issues that affect one’s life.

Explain that developing agency for 3SB is one element of the overall aim of this course.

Facilitate a discussion on developing agency for 3SB as follows:

• Ask: What examples can you give of other issues in our lives for which we need agency?

Provide a simple example if the group cannot:

John wants to quit drinking alcohol because he knows that it is damaging is health, but he is facing peer pressure
because all his friends drink, and this makes it hard for him to quit.

• Ask: What does John need to understand about his drinking issue before he can take action about it?

(Possible answers: peer pressure; the social expectations that real men drink a lot; how he is using alcohol to 
cope with stress; how he may be using drinking to boost his self-esteem and confidence; his fear that he may 
lose friends if he stops drinking; what he can do to deal with his lack of self-esteem; what help he may need 
and where to get it; what skills [e.g., for assertiveness or negotiation] he may need to develop and how; etc.)

• Use this discussion to highlight how social and cultural factors may undermine John’s ability to take action 
even if he knows the risks of drinking.

Agency is
• knowing about the issues we face (e.g., the health risks of drinking);
• understanding how other factors (e.g., peer pressure, social expectations that men will drink socially) can 

affect our ability to use our knowledge to take action; and
• using skills to address the issues we face (e.g., communicating clearly one’s own intention to stop drinking, 

negotiating with friends to get their support for this action, socializing without 
     drinking alcohol).

• Once you are sure that the group understands what agency means, explain that agency needs to be supported 
by personal power to be put into action. 

9. Ask: What does personal power means to you? Brainstorm to get the correct responses.

• Record responses on the flip chart and briefly discuss main similarities and differences. Explain that for 
the time being we are going to use a very simple definition of power (write on the same flip chart that you 
used for the definition of agency).

Personal power is being able to implement choices and decisions (how we use our agency).

Module 2 : Introduction to This Course
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• For example: John develops ground rules with his friends that they must respect his decision to have only 
one alcoholic drink when they go out together, even if his friends have more. John decides to stop socializing 
with friends if they put pressure on him to drink too much.

10. Stress that agency and power are parts of the same whole. It may be difficult to separate them because we 
need both of them in our lives to do something about the issues we face like risk for STI or HIV.

11. Ask the following question and facilitate a brief discussion: 
Which other ways can John use his power to put his agency into action?

Possible examples: John makes a rule with his friends that he will go out with them only once a week and will 
have only one alcoholic drink; John makes a rule with his friends that if he goes out with them more than once 
a week, he will drink only soft drinks and his friends will respect his choices.

12. Explain that developing agency and power for 3SB is the overall aim of this course.

Activity 2.2: The course’s structure and learning objectives in the context of the current HIV/AIDS 
situation in Kenya

Lessons 

• Course objectives 
• How the components of the course are related to each other and to agency and power for 3SB 
• Data on HIV/AIDS in Kenya

Course objectives

This course aims to enable participants to:
• increase their self-worth and self-esteem; 
• increase their agency and power for health seeking; 
• explain what STI and HIV are, and the relationship between STI and HIV;
• assess their risk perceptions for STI and HIV;
• understand the process of behaviour change, its role in reducing risk for STI and HIV transmission, and how 

it can be managed;
• choose and implement prevention and risk reduction options for sustainable safer sexual behaviour;
• identify gender and sexual roles and power dynamics that hinder or support sustainable safer sexual 

behaviour in sexual relationships;
• understand what alcohol and substance abuse are and their impact on risk, and identify strategies for 

reducing alcohol abuse;
• identify prevention and risk reduction options;  use essential communication and life skills for safer sexual 

relationships;
• use their increased agency, power, and skills to access key services, such as HIV testing and STI treatment;
• use their increased agency and skills to strengthen prevention networks and disseminate prevention 

messages; 
• use their increased agency and skills to promote their rights; address stigma, discrimination, homophobia; 

and reduce barriers to information and services; and  
• use their increased agency and power to lead safe and satisfying lives.

Steps

For this activity you will need to reproduce the diagram below. Ideally, use one flip chart per component to 
reproduce the diagram as a large picture on a wall. 
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Diagram: How this course is organised

Personal and social 
determinants  

for a supportive 
environment

Agency and power 
for sustainable safer 

sexual behaviour

Personal and social 
determinants affecting 

sexual health

Personal and social 
determinants affecting 
information, access to 
services, and life skills

Personal and social 
determinants 

affecting behaviour 

1. Explain that, just like in the “quit drinking” example, in order to develop agency for 3SB we may need to 
understand the factors that support or hinder our agency and power and what we can do to manage them. 
We call these factors “determinants”, which means that they influence and affect our agency 
and power.

2. Display the How this course is organized diagram and review it with the group. Explain that each oval in the 
diagram represents a core component of this course.

Just like we saw in the “quit drinking” example, most of the factors influencing agency and power for 3SB 
have social roots, because everyone develops ideas, beliefs, and values about sex and relationships through 
social influences. This is why this course explores the interconnections of agency and power with the key 
factors shown in the Spot the factors flip chart, which was used in activity 2.1.

3. Explain that in the next exercise the participants will explore how different factors may be connected to the 
components of this course. 

4. On a wall, show the pre-prepared flip chart sheets that display the course components (one component per 
flip chart sheet).

5. Ask the participants to form pairs.

6. Give three post-it stickers to each pair. Assign to each pair three factors from the Spot the factors flip chart 
(from activity 2.1) and ask them to copy each of their assigned factors on a sticker.

7. Ask them to post their stickers on the appropriate components in the How this course is organised diagram.

8. Gather all the participants around the wall and facilitate a discussion, inviting a few pairs to explain their 
rationale for matching factors and course components. 
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affecting sexuality
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9. Invite comment and observations.

10. Invite a few pairs/small groups to share their ideas, and facilitate a brief discussion.

Note: It is important to ask the participants how different factors may affect agency and power for 3SB, and 
how different factors inter-relate across different components.

If the participants have difficulty with the exercise, ask questions such as:

• How would a sexual role like being top or being bottom affect agency and power for 3SB? What different issues 
and challenges would tops and bottoms face to develop and maintain their ability for 3SB?

• How does harassment by police affect the agency and power of an MSM to develop and maintain his ability 
     for 3SB?
• Which other factors can interact with police harassment to affect agency and power and how? How can we 

maintain our agency and power when faced with the multiple interconnections of these issues?

11. Display course objectives on a flip chart. (The course objectives are listed at the beginning of this activity.)

12. Assign two or three objectives to each pair and ask them to decide which course components each objective 
  is relevant to.

13. After five minutes, ask each pair to share their decisions (be mindful of the usual recommendation about 
  avoiding any “I’m right / you’re wrong” deadlocks).

14. Use the flip chart on which you recorded the participants’ expectations. Facilitate a rapid discussion to 
    highlight which expectations are relevant to the course objectives and which are not. Delete the expectations

       that are identified as not relevant to the course objective.

15. Use the last few minutes of the module to summarize the information on the HIV situation in Kenya (see 
      box 2.1). Use your discretion to highlight the most important pieces of information from the table. Link the
      information you present to the course components and to the course objectives. 

Box 2.1: HIV in Kenya 2015
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1.5
million people 
living with HIV

5.9%
adult HIV  
prevalence

78,000
new HIV infections

36,000
AIDS-related deaths

59%
adults on antiretroviral 
treatment

Source: UNAIDS Gap Report 2016

Kenya is the fourth-largest HIV epidemic in the world, in terms of the number 
of people living with HIV, which was 1.5 million people in 2015. There are 1.1 
million children orphaned by AIDS. HIV was detected in Kenya in 1984. HIV 
prevalence peaked at 10.5% in 1996, and had fallen to 6% by 2013 mainly 
due to the rapid scaling up of antiretroviral treatment (ART).

KENYA (2015)
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Men who have sex with men and HIV in Kenya
HIV prevalence among men who have sex with men in Kenya is almost three times that among the general 
population, and was estimated to be 18.2%.

Condom use among MSM is fairly low, and sexual relations between people of the same sex are illegal in Kenya 
and can carry a prison sentence of up to 21 years.

Homosexuality is commonly considered to be taboo and repugnant to cultural values and morality of Kenya. 

This stance leads to high levels of stigma and discrimination towards MSM as well as other members of the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex (LGBTI) community, deterring many people from seeking the 
HIV services they need. Many have been harassed by state officials and remanded without being informed of 
the charges against them.

Key affected populations in Kenya
Kenya’s HIV epidemic is often referred to as generalized. However, studies have identified concentrated 
epidemics among certain groups who are particularly vulnerable to HIV transmission, as shown below: 

HIV Prevalence among key affected populations in Kenya 

18.3%

18.2%

29.3%

PWD (2011)

MSM (2O10)

Sex workers (2010)

Source: National AIDS Control Council of Kenya
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Flip chart and marker 

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will be able to

 identify the responsibilities of a peer educator

 identify qualities that make someone a good peer 
educator

 understand peer education in one-on-one and small-
group settings

Materials

Duration: Handouts:75 Minutes No handouts

Steps

1. Explain that this activity discusses peer education and peer educators, and that peer education is a type of 
interpersonal communication.  

State that a peer is someone who is similar to another person in a group to which he belongs. Peer educators 
share the characteristics of their peers. 

Ask the group what characteristics they share. (Note: possible responses are sex, sexual orientation, age, 
occupation.)  Mention any other characteristics that the group did not think of (e.g., socioeconomic status, 
health status, marital status, religion).

As peer educators, it will be important to find a balance between being an outsider (educator) and being an 
insider (MSM).

2. Present the following points for peer education:
• Peer education should be seen as advice from a friend who is “in the know” and who shares similar 

challenges and concerns.
• Peer education can take place with one person or with groups.
• Peer education is a good way to share sensitive or taboo information.
• Peer education is most effective as part of a comprehensive programme. 

Ask the group for examples of this last point—Peer education is most effective as part of a comprehensive 
programme.  What other activities are currently happening to reduce the risk of HIV and AIDS for MSM?

Ask the group where peer education can take place. (Note: possible responses are in a bar, in the home, at a 
dance club, on the street, at the workplace.)

Ask the group if they have any questions.

Activity 3.1: Responsibilities and qualities of a good peer educator

Lessons 
• The work of a peer educator in HIV prevention
• The qualities of a good peer educator

Module Lessons
Skills on peer education
The roles and responsibilities of an 
MSM peer educator

Game, brainstorming, mini-lectures group 
discussion, role-play

Methodologies
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1. Ask the group what peer educators do.  Try to get as many different answers as possible. Write participants’ 
answers on the flip chart. Add from the following list if any of the peer educator tasks were not mentioned 
by participants:

What does a peer educator do?
• Facilitates discussions about prevention of HIV and other STIs and how to access care and treatment
• Ensures peers participate in discussions, if with a group
• Disseminates basic facts about STIs, including HIV
• Provides peer counselling and helps peers to make informed decisions about safer sex practices
• Trains peers in appropriate condom and lubricant use
• Promotes condom and lubricant use among peers
• Reports on peer education work
• Participates in review meetings with supervisors
• Motivates peers to seek early and complete treatment of STIs
• Refers peers for testing and counselling and other services in the community, including services 

that defend human rights
• Encourages peers to be faithful to one partner or to a reduced number of partners
• Links HIV-positive peers to local groups of MSM
Stress to the group that a peer educator does more than just share information with his peers; he also 
tries to motivate his peers to change behaviour and learn new skills.

2. Ask the participants to break into smaller groups.  Ask each group to come up with three qualities needed 
to be a good peer educator. Ask one person from each group to share these qualities with the larger group.  

3. Facilitate a group discussion of these qualities.  Add additional qualities from the following list if needed. 

Qualities of a good peer educator

A good peer educator is:
• active, energetic, and outgoing 
• respected by his peers
• well connected to key influential persons in the community 
• accepted by his peers
• a good role model (practices safer sex)
• professional while working–does not come on to (make advances to) his peers or accept advances from them
• well-mannered and easy going
• able to communicate clearly and persuasively in front of a group or one-on-one
• Non-judgmental and sensitive to gender issues  (Facilitator could use this opportunity to discuss gender and 

gender-based violence.)
• open-minded
• tolerant
• devoted and committed
• involved in planning special events for MSM
• trustworthy (guards secrets)
• patient
• a good listener
• empathetic (understands)
• responsible and dependable (e.g., keeps meetings that have been arranged with his peers)

Every peer educator needs to develop skills to communicate with his peers one-on-one and in group settings.
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Activity 3.2: One-on-one role-play 

Lesson: Practical skills for peer education

1. Tell the group that we are now going to look at peer education with individuals and with groups and examine 
how a peer educator can communicate effectively.

2. With the group, decide on a topic that everyone is comfortable facilitating.  It could be how to put on a 
condom or how to recognize STIs or another topic that the group comes up with.

3. Ask for two volunteers to participate in a role-play.  One volunteer will be the peer educator, and the other 
volunteer will be his peer. Read the following out loud, and ask the volunteers to take a few minutes to act 
out the roles:

Don, a peer educator, is on a field visit. His rounds find him in Kalus, where he has previously held discussions with 
some peers. Jossy, a peer, lives in this area.  Don calls him on his cell phone to arrange a meeting. Don arrives at 
the agreed venue 15 minutes later and meets Jossy …

4. After the volunteers finish their role-play, ask the group to answer the following questions:
• How effective was the peer education session?
• What techniques were used to get and hold the peer’s attention?
• How effective were the communication techniques?
• What types of nonverbal communication did the PE use?

5. Ask the volunteers how it felt. 

6. Review the following points with the group:

Explain that one-on-one peer education sessions are most effective when the peer educator
• understands the beliefs, concerns, and needs of the peer;
• makes the peer feel comfortable;
• shows understanding (empathy) and concern;
• asks the peer questions and allows him to make his own informed decisions;
• points the peer to other information and services;
• demonstrates patience when the peer has difficulty understanding what the peer educator  is saying;
• encourages the peer; and
• tries to get his peer to talk about “someone just like him” or “someone he knows very well”  if he is too shy to 

talk about personal experiences (Note: this technique sometimes enables people to speak more freely.).

Activity 3.3: Group role-play

Lesson: Peer education methods

Peer educators also work in group settings.  

1. Explain that we will now do another role-play, but this time with the peer educator will speak with a small 
group.  

2. Ask for four volunteers to be one peer educator and three peers. Read the following role-play out loud:
Mitas, a peer educator, has met several times with two peers who are dating each other. They were able to discuss 
freely how to practice safer sex, and now Mitas is returning to meet with them again. They have agreed to meet at 
the house of the peer’s friend who is also interested in meeting with Mitas. Mitas has arrived, and after greeting, 
the group warmly begins to chat… 

3.  After the volunteers finish the role-play, ask the group to answer the following questions:
• How effective was the peer education session?
• How was the communication style different from the one-on-one session?
• How effective were the communication techniques?
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• What types of nonverbal communication did the peer educator use?
• Did all the peers get involved in the session?
• Which do you think is easier—presenting in a small group or one-on-one?  Why?

4. Review the following points with the group, either through presentation or brainstorming:

Small-group peer education (facilitation) is most effective when the peer educator
• presents materials at a good pace;
• presents accurate information;
• presents information that will be of interest to everyone;
• presents information in a simple, well-organized, easy-to-understand manner;
• shows confidence;
• makes good use of communication materials;
• holds the group’s attention;
• makes the peers feel comfortable;
• clarifies difficult information;
• talks less, asks more questions;
• acknowledges good responses;
• reflects and repeats messages; and
• encourages everyone in the group to actively participate.

5. Conclude by explaining that peer educators are responsible for day-to-day community outreach activities; 
for providing information, education, and services to their peers in project sites; for compiling weekly 
narrative reports; and for mobilizing MSM for prevention, care, treatment, and educational programmes. 
Peer educators are responsible for improving the health and well-being of their peers. 

Outreach workers

1. Inform the participants that you are now going to discuss outreach workers.

2. Ask participants to divide into two groups, and instruct them to come up with the roles and responsibilities of 
outreach workers, guided by the roles and responsibilities and good qualities of peer educators, discussed 
earlier in this session.

3. When they are finished, ask them to return to the circle.

4. Ask each group to share the roles and responsibilities that they came up with.

5. Write these on a flip chart labelled “Roles, responsibilities and qualities of outreach workers”.
End the session by summarizing the roles, responsibilities, qualities of outreach workers    by comparing as 
follows:

Qualities
An outreach worker should:

• Have strong commitment to work with MSM
• Have respect for MSM and their partners
• Have ability to reach and relate to MSM on their terms, and communicate concern
• Exhibit potential & confidence for leadership
• Be flexible in approach to various lifestyles of MSM
• Be able to follow directions, yet take initiative
• Maintain confidentiality.
• Be able to take risks and discern when risks are unacceptable
• Be able to work alone as well as in a team
• Be tough-minded but not judgmental



• Be stable, mature and creative
• Have communicative, organizational and record keeping skills
• Have the ability to network and familiarity with health and social services.

Role and responsibility of ORW

• Develop work plan
• Identify Peer Educators and stakeholders
• Meet regularly with Peer Educator
• Build capacity of, monitor and supervise PE
• Provide education on  HIV/AIDS, STI and other issues that affect MSMs. 
• Engage in analysis & problem solving
• Ensure regular and uninterrupted delivery of commodities.
• Engage in risk education / behavioral change communication
• Initiate formation of MSM support groups, facilitate group/s meetings and foster activities that strengthens 

group bonding/cohesion
• Organize advocacy/meetings

Role of outreach workers Vs Peer Educators
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Outreach worker

1. Develop & provide work plan to PE
2. Build capacity of, monitor and 

supervise PE
3. Ensure regular and uninterrupted 

delivery of commodities.
4. Establish referrals and linkages with 

services.
5. Establish & nurture linkages with 

networks.
6. Provide PE with information and skills 

on HIV/STI, TB, etc
7. Initiate formation of MSM support 

groups and foster activities that 
strengthen group bonding/cohesion.

8.  Build leadership and mentor peer 
educators.

Peer educator

1. Conduct activities  as per work plan
2. Focus on peer – MSM tracking & capacity 

enhancement
3. Deliver commodities to and/or link MSM 

with project/ allied health services.
4. Facilitate linkages between peers and 

services
5. Support sharing of information within & 

between networks
6. Educate/motivate peers on prevention of 

STIs/HIV, TB etc. 
7. . Motivate peers to join/participate in 

support groups and facilitate group 
development processes

8.  Build confidence & self-esteem of peers 
on risk reduction and engagement with 
the program/intervention.



4
M O D U L E

Attitude in Relation to 
HIV Prevention
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 Sufficient copies of the handouts

 Sufficient sets of “What is sustainable/
sustained safer sexual behaviour?” cards 
(activity 4.1)

 Flip chart: What is sustainable/sustained safer 
sexual behaviour? (activity 4.1)

 Flip chart: Definition of attitude (activity 4.1)
 Flip chart: Definitions of agency and power 

from module 2 (activity 4.1)

 Lists of hindering and supporting behaviours 
from activity 1.4 in module 1 (activity 4.1)

 Four flip charts for group work (activity 4.1)

 Handout 1: Sample attitudes that support or 
hinder agency of MSM in Kenya for 3SB (activity 
4.1)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

 recognize how their attitudes and societal 
attitudes affect HIV prevention and risk 
reduction among MSM 

 understand how attitudes may support or 
hinder their agency and power for 3SB 

 accept and value themselves as MSM

Module Lessons
 The meaning of 3SB
 The relationship between societal and 

personal attitudes and their impact on 
agency and power for 3SB

 How to cope with the impact of societal and 
personal attitudes on agency and power

Materials

Duration: Handouts:90 Minutes Handout 1

Note: 
• Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 

cover all the key learning points.
• Prepare all the flip charts and the sets of cards in advance, and ensure you have sets of cards for as many 

pairs as you will have in activity 4.1.

Activities

Activity 4.1: Identifying societal attitudes about MSM and personal attitudes among MSM that support 
or undermine agency and power for 3SB 

Lessons 

• The meaning of 3SB 
• Societal and personal attitudes that support or hinder agency and power to practice 3SB
• How these attitudes affect MSM in Kenya 
• What MSM can do to deal with such attitudes in order to achieve 3SB

Steps

1. Introduce the module by reviewing its objectives. Explain that we will start by defining “sustainable/sustained 
safer sexual behaviour” because we are going to use this idea for the rest of the course.

2. Divide participants in pairs. You will have prepared sufficient sets of cards before the module starts (see the 
resources section of this module). Give to half the pairs a set of cards 1 and 3, and to the other pairs a set 
of cards 2 and 4.

1
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“What is sustainable/sustained safer sexual 
behaviour?” cards

1. Something that I can do when I have sex that prevents or reduces my risk of 
HIV/STI infection

2. Something that I and my sexual partner/s can do when having sex that prevents 
or reduces our risk to get HIV/STI through sex

3. Something that I can do in the right way every time I have sex that prevents or 
reduces my risk to get HIV/STI infection when I have sex

4. Something that both I and my sexual partner/s can do in the right way every 
time we have sex that prevents or reduces our risk to get HIV/STI through sex

4.  Post on the wall a flip chart titled What is sustainable/sustained safer sexual behaviour?. Ask each pair to 
discuss for five minutes which of their two cards they would stick on the flip chart to define 3SB. After five 
minutes, ask the pairs to stick that card on the flip chart, and invite them to gather around the flip chart to 
discuss the results of the activity.

5.  Start the discussion by counting how many cards are on the flip chart. If there are only #3 and #4 cards 
on the flip chart, it means that the participants understand the broad definition of sustainable safer sexual 
behaviour. In this case, you just need to emphasize that sustainable safer behaviour means that people 
protect themselves every time they have sex and they feel they have the agency and power to do this. Ask 
participants to give examples of 3SB, such as
• using condoms correctly every time people have sex, especially if they do not know their HIV status or the 

HIV status of their partner
• using condoms even if one knows his HIV status and the partner’s HIV status
• being sure that one does not have an STI and that the partner also does not have one 

If some pairs placed #1 or #2 cards on the flip chart, ask questions such as
• If we use condoms only sometimes when we have sex, how does this put us and our partners at risk of HIV and 

STI infection?
• If we have unprotected sex with people who use condoms only sometimes when they have sex with other partners, 

how does this put us and our partners at risk of HIV and STI infection?

Note
The aim of the discussion is not to examine which specific sexual practices prevent and/or reduce risk; other 
modules explore this in detail. Here, the purpose is to ensure that participants understand the concept of 3SB. 
Only #3 and #4 cards describe 3SB.

6. Acknowledge that sustaining safer sexual behaviour over a long period of time is very challenging. We need 
to continually guard and strengthen our agency and power to sustain safer behaviour. How can we do this? 
One useful starting point is to become aware of how our own attitudes to sex, to being MSM, or to being 
HIV positive may affect our agency and power. We also must understand how societal attitudes impact our 
agency and power for sustaining safer behaviour and learn how to prevent hostile or unsupportive social 
attitudes from undermining our ability to stay safe.
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7. Display the flip chart labelled Definition of attitude and review it briefly.

An attitude is an action, feeling, or thought that reveals one’s opinion about something or someone. Attitudes are 
developed through impressions and experiences and may be influenced by cultural, social and religious ideas, norms, 
and beliefs. Attitudes are not set in stone; they may change over time.

Ask the participants to provide examples of attitude. Remind them of the discussion on interactions that they 
had in module 1, when the group explored behaviours that hinder or support effective participation in the 
course and the contracts. You may bring back the lists that were developed in activity 1.4 and explain that most 
of those behaviours are in fact attitudes.

If they cannot provide any additional examples to explain what attitudes are, discuss one or two of the following 
examples with the participants:

• A father is asked, “Would you accept your son if he was gay?”, and he answers “Never!” – What attitude/s is 
he showing? (Possible answers: Being intolerant, being inflexible, being unsupportive, being homophobic)

• Mother and daughter are watching the news on TV and there is a report on the so-called corrective rape of 
lesbians. The daughter, who is a lesbian and has not told her mother, comments that it is really a horrible 
thing to do. The mother immediately says, “Nonsense! Those lesbians deserve what they get!” – What 
attitude/s is the mother showing? (Possible answers:  Being hateful, being intolerant, being homophobic)

• A married man who secretly has sex with men is confronted by his wife, who suspects his behaviour. She 
wants him to use condoms with all his sexual partners, including her, but he refuses and says to her, “If 
you complain again, I will beat you senseless.” – What attitude/s is he showing? (Possible answers: Being 
dominant, being inconsiderate, being abusive, being unjust, being selfish)

8. In order to help the participants explore the impact that attitudes may have on agency and power for 3SB, 
display the flip chart with the definitions of agency and power from module 2. Divide the participants into 
four groups and explain that they will brainstorm the following topics:

• Group 1: Most common societal attitudes to MSM in Kenya that undermine agency and power 
     for 3SB
• Group 2: Attitudes that Kenyan society should develop to support agency and power for 3SB among 

MSM
• Group 3: Personal tattitudes among MSM that may undermine their agency and power for 3SB
• Group 4: Personal attitudes among MSM that support their agency and power for 3SB

The groups have 10 minutes to brainstorm. Stress that a brainstorm is not a “right/wrong” debate. Encourage 
the participants to write down their views without trying to resolve all the possible different views in their 
groups. The discussion will continue later in the large group. 

9. Ask each group to produce a flip chart of their brainstorm and to post the flip charts beside each other on a 
wall.

10. When all the flip charts are on the wall, ask the participants to gather. As you facilitate a discussion on the 
results of the group work, make sure to highlight the following attitudes if they were not raised through the 
brainstorms.

11. As you discuss the four flip charts, encourage the participants to offer their views and ideas by using some 
of these questions:
• Which of these attitudes have you experienced? How have these attitudes affected your agency and power for 

3SB?
• What are the most difficult attitudes to deal with? Why?
• Which of these attitudes have become more common in recent times? Why?
• Which of these attitudes are becoming less common? What is influencing these changes?
• How do MSM support each other when they experience negative attitudes?
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• Are supportive attitudes to MSM emerging in Kenya society? What is causing these changes?
• What can MSM do to promote attitudes that help address their issues and needs?

12. Distribute handout 1: Sample attitudes that support or hinder agency of MSM in Kenya for 3SB. Summarize 
    the activity by highlighting how the discussion showed the influence of attitudes—both societal and 
       personal—on agency and power. Make a link to the next activity by explaining that we will discuss in more
           depth the connections between societal and personal attitudes to further understand their impact on agency 
       and power for 3SB.

Activity 4.2: Understanding how societal and personal attitudes interconnect to impact agency and 
power for 3SB, and what MSM can do about it

Lesson:
How societal and personal attitudes interconnect to support or hinder agency and power for sustainable safer 
sexual behaviour among MSM

Steps 

1. Explain the instructions.

Ask the participants to return to their four groups. Group 1 and group 3 will work together. They will select one 
issue from the group 3 flip chart and discuss how this issue is reinforced by some of the societal attitudes that 
group 1 identified in their brainstorm:

• How do societal attitudes affect the personal attitude they selected?
• And how are agency and power for 3SB impacted in such a situation? How are they supported 

or hindered?

Group 2 and group 4 will work together. They will select one issue from group 4’s flip chart and discuss how this 
issue is supported by some of the attitudes that group 2 identified in their brainstorm:

• How do societal attitudes affect the personal attitude they selected?
• And how are agency and power for 3SB impacted in such a situation? How are agency and power supported 

or hindered?

The groups have 10 minutes for discussion.

2. Invite the groups to share the results of their discussion to highlight how the interconnections of societal and 
personal attitudes undermine or support agency and power.

3. Spend a few minutes to discuss the following question:
     What can MSM do to challenge and change negative societal and personal attitudes?

Note: If participants have difficulty identifying answers to this question, you may ask the following questions: 

• What about supporting each other to develop useful personal attitudes, such as the attitudes in flip chart 4?
• What about focusing on developing useful personal attitudes?
• What about seeking allies in mainstream society that can help promote useful societal attitudes, such as NGOs 

working on human rights, health, and good governance?
• What about creating awareness in mainstream society of how negative societal attitudes undermine healthy 

behaviours at the individual level?
• What about reminding each other that social change is incremental and takes time but every little bit helps and 

we should not lose hope?

4. Finally, if time permits, spend five minutes to discuss the following:
What have you learned from this module that is useful to help you develop and sustain safer sexual behaviours?
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Resources for module 4

HANDOUT 1
Sample attitudes that support or hinder agency of MSM in Kenya for 3SB (Activity 4.1)

1. Most common societal attitudes to MSM in Kenya that undermine agency and power for 3SB

a. Being judgmental (e.g., “MSM are immoral.”)
b. Being hostile (e.g., “MSM should not expect any support.”)
c. Being hateful (e.g., “MSM deserve to suffer.”)
d. Being intolerant (e.g., “MSM have no rights in our society.”)
e. Being abusive or violent (e.g., “MSM should be killed.”)
f. Being indifferent (e.g., “I don’t care about what happens to MSM in Kenya.”)
g. Being unsupportive of MSM social needs (e.g., MSM dignity is not a priority in our society.”)
h. Being opposed to addressing MSM social and health needs (e.g., “Health services should not be for MSM.”)
i. Being in denial (e.g., “We don’t have MSM in Kenya.”)

2. Attitudes that Kenyan society should develop to support agency and power for 3SB

• Being nonjudgmental (e.g., “There is nothing wrong with being MSM.”)
• Being supportive (e.g., “We have a responsibility to remove stigma and discrimination against MSM.”)
• Being fair and just (e.g., “MSM have the same rights as all other people.”)
• Being respectful (e.g., “I may not agree with MSM sexual lives, but I respect their right to choose their 

sexual partners.”)
• Being empathetic (e.g., “If I were an MSM, I would want to be treated humanely.”)
• Being concerned (e.g., “I care about what happens to MSM in Kenya.”)
• Being supportive of MSM social needs (e.g., MSM dignity is a priority in our society.”)
• Being in support of addressing MSM social and health needs (e.g., “Health services should exist for MSM.”)
• Being informed (e.g., “We have MSM in Kenya.”)

3. Personal attitudes among MSM that may undermine their agency and power for 3SB

• Being self-judgmental (e.g., “I am a bad person because I am an MSM.”)
• Being self-defeating (e.g., “There is no point in doing anything useful for myself.”)
• Being in denial (e.g., “I can take risks with my life, nothing can happen to me.”)
• Being self-centred (e.g., “I don’t need to worry about anyone else. I care only about myself.”)
• Being manipulative (e.g., “I can pretend to know my HIV status.”)
• Being stigmatizing (e.g., “Effeminate men are to blame for all the problems that MSM face.”)
• Being emotionally or physically abusive (e.g., “My sexual partner has no right to make any decision.”)

4. Personal attitudes among MSM that support their agency and power for 3SB

• Being self-respectful (e.g., “I am as worthy of dignity and respect as any other human being.”)
• Being open-minded (e.g., “I can learn better ways and more ways to protect myself.”)
• Being pro-active (e.g., “I seek out information and people who can help me to learn to protect myself.”)
• Being self-accepting (e.g., “I accept myself and my sexuality.”)
• Being supportive of others (e.g., “I share my knowledge and my skills for protective behaviour.”)
• Being assertive (e.g., “I say no to risky sexual behaviour.”)
• Being respectful of other people’s choices (e.g., “I do not pressure others to do what they do not want to 

do sexually.”)
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“What is sustainable/sustained safer sexual behaviour?” cards (activity 4.1)

Print and cut sufficient copies of these cards, as per instructions provided in activity 4.1.

1. Something that I can do when I have sex that prevents or reduces    
my risk of getting HIV/STI

2. Something that both I and my sexual partner/s can do when having 
sex that prevents or reduces our risk of getting HIV/STI through sex

4. Something that both I and my sexual partner/s can do in the right 
way every time we have sex that prevents or reduces our risk of 
getting HIV/STI through sex

3. Something that I can do in the right way every time I have sex that 
prevents or reduces my risk of getting HIV/STI when I have sex
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Sufficient number of “Vulnerability” and “Risk” cards, 
based on number of participants (activity 5.1)
Sufficient copies of the handouts
Sample attitudes that support or hinder agency and 
power of MSM in Kenya for 3SB (activity 4.1)

Flip chart: Self-esteem (activity 5.2)
Flip chart: How can we undermine our self-esteem as 
MSM? (activity 5.2)
Flip chart: What can we do as MSM in Kenya to boost our 
self-esteem? (activity 5.2)
Flip chart: How would it increase our agency and power for 
3SB? (activity 5.2)
Flip chart: The most important things we have learned 
about how vulnerability and risk interconnect (activity 5.3)
Flip chart: What creates vulnerability for an MSM like 
Jonathan? (activity 5.3)
Flip chart: How vulnerability affects risk (activity 5.3)
Jonathan’s story, from the resources section of this module 
(activity 5.3)

Handout 2: Vulnerability and risk (activities 5.1 and 5.3)
Handout 3: Boosting our self-esteem (activity 5.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

Module Lessons
Self-esteem as an important asset 
for agency and power for 3SB 

What undermines self-esteem 

How to increase self-esteem

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours and 15 minutes Handouts 2 & 3

Activities

Activity 5.1: Exploring what HIV and STI vulnerability and risk mean for MSM, and how agency and 
power affect vulnerability and risk 

Lessons: 
• The interconnections of MSM’s vulnerability and risk 
• The importance of 3SB for reducing risk 
• The role of agency and power as key assets for health-seeking

Steps

1. Link to previous modules by reminding the participants that we discussed agency and power as essential for 
practicing 3SB. The purpose of this module is to understand what causes vulnerability and risk for MSM in 
Kenya.

2. Explain that we will start from understanding what vulnerability and risk mean. Distribute “Risk” cards to half 
of the participants and “Vulnerability” cards to the others.

Risk: the probability that a person may acquire HIV infection, usually as a result of behaviour that enables HIV 
transmission

Note:
Read this module plan carefully. Prepare all the flip charts /handouts and the “Vulnerability” and “Risk” cards 
in advance. Tell the participants to keep their cards until the end of the module because they will be used in 
two activities.

identify causes of HIV and STI 
vulnerability and risk for MSM in Kenya

explain how self-esteem can help them 
develop agency and power for 3SB

boost their self-esteem
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Vulnerability: An individual is vulnerable to HIV when his or her ability to avoid infection is diminished by 
inadequate personal knowledge or skills, by cultural norms that validate risky behaviours, or by circumstances 
that make risk reduction difficult or impossible.

3. Ask the participants to brainstorm examples of situations or behaviours that cause risk as it is described on 
the “Risk” card. If they cannot provide examples, offer some, such as having unprotected sex with a stranger, 
having several sexual partners without knowing their HIV/STI status, and having sex with partners who have 
unprotected sex with others. “Risk” means the chance of direct exposure to a hazard/threat/danger, in this 
case HIV and/or STI.

4. In order to clarify what vulnerability is, ask the participants to use handout 1 from module 4 (Sample attitudes 
that support or hinder agency of MSM in Kenya for 3SB). Ask the participants to work in pairs and to choose any 
attitudes from boxes 1 and 3 and to answer the following questions:

• How would this attitude (or these attitudes) create vulnerability (i.e., weaken our agency and power to protect 
ourselves from HIV and STI)?

• How would diminished agency and power increase our chance of direct exposure (risk) to HIV and STI?

5. Invite the pairs to contribute their thoughts and to share their comments on the views of other pairs.

Note
The purpose of this discussion is to highlight that vulnerability is the result of social and cultural factors 
that interact with personal factors. Often, we experience vulnerability before risk. Vulnerability creates an 
environment that makes it more likely to be exposed to risk.

6. If participants still have difficulty understanding what vulnerability is, give the following examples:
• Stigma and discrimination reduce agency and power among MSM by causing MSM to fear mistreatment 

or hostility from health workers. This fear prevents or discourages MSM from seeking or accessing 
information and services about HIV. By obstructing MSM from gaining information and HIV prevention 
services, stigma and discrimination increase the vulnerability of MSM. 

• Arbitrary arrest just for being MSM reduces agency and power among MSM by discouraging their 
mobilization and their participation in HIV prevention services. Harassment by the police thereby increases 
the HIV vulnerability of MSM. 

Vulnerability is the condition of having insufficient or impaired agency and power to prevent 
or minimize exposure to a hazard (e.g., HIV), which an individual or group experiences because of 
personal, socio-cultural, economic, or policy factors. Personal factors may include alcohol addiction 
or lack of knowledge about HIV, socio-cultural factors may include stigma and discrimination, and 
economic factors may include poverty.

Activity 5.2: Building self-esteem to cope with vulnerability and risk and to develop agency and power 
for 3SB

Lesson: How self-esteem can help us cope with HIV and STI vulnerability and risk and build agency and power 
for 3SB

Steps

1. Brainstorm with the participants on the following question:
What is self-esteem?

2. Record answers on a flip chart and compare them with the following definition (show on flip chart):
Self-esteem (or self-worth) is your opinion about yourself. It is about how valuable you think you are and 
your sense of purpose. It is also about being confident, knowing your strengths and weaknesses, and being 
able to be self-critical without feeling devalued.
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3. Discuss similarities and differences with the brainstorm results and achieve consensus on how the group 
wants to define self-esteem.

4. Ask the following questions and facilitate discussion:

What’s the difference between having self-esteem and feeling superior to others?
What’s the difference between having self-esteem and always wanting to have your own way?

5. Stress that anybody (men, women, rich, poor, and regardless of whom they like to have sex with) can have 
problems with their self-esteem. It is not shameful. 

6. Ask the following questions and facilitate discussion:

What can cause someone to have low self-esteem?
What behaviours can be signs of low self-esteem?

7. Explain that in the next exercise we will focus specifically on what can affect self-esteem among MSM. Display 
next to each other the following flip charts that you prepared before the module:

1. How can we undermine our self-esteem as MSM?

2. What can we do as MSM to boost our self-esteem?

3. How would it increase our agency and power for 3SB?

8. Facilitate a rapid brainstorm on question 1 and write down responses, stressing that for the moment we will 
not discuss the results of the exercise but only generate a list of answers.

Ask the participants to work in pairs, and explain the instructions:

Each pair chooses at least two items from the list of ways that we undermine our self-esteem as MSM. For each 
chosen item, they write on a piece of paper ideas/answers to question 2 and a short explanation of how their ideas/
answers would meet question 3.

9. Help the participants start by selecting one example from those presented in handout 3: Boosting our self-
esteem (Do not distribute the handout yet, but write the example on a flip chart).

10. After you have provided an example and the participants understand what they have to do, let the pairs 
work for a few minutes. 

11. Facilitate a rapid sharing of the answers developed by the pairs. Write their answers on the flip charts.
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12. Distribute handout 3 and facilitate discussion by asking the following questions:
• How useful are the suggestions in column 1 (of the handout) for MSM in Kenya? Why?
• In what situations in your lives could you use them, and how?

13. Next, the participants will use some of the ideas developed in handout 3 to practice boosting their self-    
       esteem through short role-plays. Instructions:

• Participants work in pairs. Each pair chooses one of the answers developed for question 1, from either 
those created by the participants or those suggested in the handout.

• Pairs have 10 minutes to prepare a short role-play (maximum three minutes). They have a choice of either 
creating their own role-play or using the scenarios provided in handout 3.

• Stress that the role-plays should be as spontaneous as possible. There will be no judgment on their acting 
skills or on the content of their role-plays.

• Invite as many pairs as time permit to role-play, but keep in mind that it is more effective to view fewer 
role-plays and have time for discussion afterwards than to have many role-plays and no time to discuss.

Note
Most important will be the debriefing and discussion after each role-play. Use these simple guidelines:

• Begin with the main character and ask him how he felt during the role-play, what challenges he had to 
overcome to boost his self-esteem or confidence in the situation, and how he managed to do it.

• Ask the other person how he felt playing his character. Ask him to imagine what he would do if he was the 
main character in the situation. What would he do differently to boost his self-esteem and confidence?

• Ask the group to give constructive advice: What would they do differently if they were the main character 
in the role-play to boost their self-esteem in that situation?

14. Thank the participants and transition into the next activity.

Activity 5.3: Building self-esteem to cope with vulnerability and risk 

Lessons: 
• How vulnerability and risk can adversely impact agency and power for 3SB 
• How self-esteem can help us cope with such an impact

Steps

1. Explain the instructions:
• In this activity the participants will use their “Vulnerability” and “Risk” cards again.
• The participants stand up and form a circle around the facilitator. Make sure that there is space in the 

room. The circle should be as large as possible, with the facilitator standing in the middle, as far away as 
possible from the participants.

• The space at the centre of the circle represents being at risk of direct exposure to HIV and STI.
• The facilitator will read a story about an MSM in Kenya. His name is Jonathan. (Jonathan’s story is in the 

resources for this module.)The participants will pretend that they are this man. At the beginning of the 
story, Jonathan is safe. Parts of the story will describe risk and other parts will describe vulnerability that 
Jonathan faces.

• If the participants with the “Risk” cards think that the story is describing a behaviour or circumstance that 
may expose Jonathan to HIV/STI, they will take a step forward toward the facilitator.

If the participants with the “Vulnerability” cards think that the story is describing a circumstance that creates 
loss of agency and power for Jonathan, they will take a step forward toward the facilitator.

2. Start telling the story. (The story and instructions are in the resources section of this module.) Complete the 
activity within 30 minutes.

At the end of the story, the closer the participants are to the facilitator, the closer Jonathan will be to getting 
HIV or STI.
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3. After completing the story, ask the participants to return to their seats and briefly discuss the following 
questions in pairs (five minutes):

• What is the most important thing you learned from this story about how vulnerability and risk interconnect?
• If you were to identify the most important cause of vulnerability—i.e., loss of agency and power—for Jonathan, 

what would it be? 
• How does this affect risk in the story?

Facilitate a rapid sharing of responses and record them on the flip chart sheets:

1. The most important things we have learned about how vulnerability and risk interconnect

2. What creates vulnerability for an MSM like Jonathan?

3. How vulnerability affects risk

4. Select a few issues from columns 2 and 3 and facilitate a large group discussion using the following 
questions:

• What would you do to cope with these issues? 
• How would these coping measures help reduce vulnerability and risk?

5. Close the session by explaining that we will continue to expand our exploration of these issues in the 
    next module.
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Resources for module 5

HANDOUT 2
Vulnerability and risk (Activity 5.1 and Activity 5.3)

Risk: the probability that a person may acquire HIV infection, usually as a result of behaviour that enables HIV 
transmission 

Vulnerability: An individual is ‘vulnerable’ to HIV when his or her ability to avoid infection is diminished by 
inadequate personal knowledge or skills, by cultural norms that validate risky behaviours, or by circumstances 
that make risk reduction difficult or impossible.

Examples of risk:
• Having sex without condoms when we do not know our or our partner’s HIV and STI status
• Having several sexual partners without knowing their HIV status or whether they have unprotected sex with 

others
• Having sex when we are drunk or under the effect of other drugs that impair our judgment and clarity of 

mind
• Being forced to have sex with someone and/or in circumstances that we do not want

Examples of vulnerability:
• Stigma and discrimination diminish agency and power among MSM because stigma and discrimination 

prevent MSM from seeking or accessing information and services about HIV.
• Arbitrary arrest just for being MSM impairs agency and power because arbitrary arrest denies MSM’s rights 

as citizens and as human beings, and MSM may be exposed to abuse or even violence. This situation, in turn, 
reinforces stigma and discrimination and increases barriers to information and services.

Activity 5.1: Exploring what vulnerability to and risk of HIV and STI mean for MSM, and how they affect agency 
and power for 3SB 

Print and cut sufficient copies of the risk and vulnerability cards according to the number of participants Use 
index cards or plain paper to prepare the cards.

Risk: potential direct exposure to HIV and/or STI 

Vulnerability: having inadequate or impaired agency and/or power to protect oneself from risk
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HANDOUT 3
Boosting our self-esteem (Activity 5.2)

1. What we can do as MSM
in Kenya to boost our
self-esteem

Tell ourselves that we do not 
have to be ashamed of ourselves 
because of our sexuality.

Tell ourselves that we can fulfil 
our potential like any other 
person.

Address what we fear about 
being MSM.

Tell ourselves that we cannot 
continue to hide and lead double 
lives.

Tell ourselves we must not be 
discriminated against.

Tell ourselves that we must take 
care of our lives and our health.

2. How it would increase
our agency and power
for 3SB

It would increase our acceptance 
of ourselves.

It would enable us to identify, 
value, and develop our strengths.

It would help us identify our fears 
related to being MSM (e.g.,“I can 
never have a stable relationship 
in this environment.”), and focus 
on what we can do about them.

It would help us find people 
who can support our hopes and 
aspirations.

It would help us value our 
contribution to society
and do it well.

It would help us believe that we 
can affect change by changing 
our attitudes about ourselves 
first.

3. How it would increase
our agency and power
for 3SB

By reducing inner shame and 
guilt about being MSM.

By focusing on what we have to 
do to make our lives successful.

By shifting our inner beliefs. For 
example:
“I can have a stable relationship 
if I am clear about what kind of 
relationship I want, and how I 
can communicate and negotiate 
this aspiration with a potential 
partner.”

By reducing our sense of isolation 
and exclusion.

By increasing our sense of 
purpose and achievement.

By increasing our ability to 
think constructively and value 
whatever we can do to make 
change happen.

Activity 5.3 Building self-esteem to cope with vulnerability and risk

How to use Jonathan’s story

You may use the whole story, or you may decide to use only part of it. Ask the participants to move closer to the 
centre of the circle. They will see and feel how vulnerability and risk are closing on you/Jonathan. Depending on 
how big the room is, some “Risk” participants and some “Vulnerability” participants might reach you very quickly. 
If this happens, you have an opportunity to highlight that although Jonathan was vulnerable and experiencing 
risk when he was in the village, his vulnerability increased when he moved to the big city because more social 
factors affected his agency and power, and this rapid increase in vulnerability exposed him to more risk.

If you have a small group and people quickly reach you and you still want to use the rest of the story, ask 
the participants to return to their starting points, and continue to read the story. This will show visually how 
vulnerability contributes to repeated exposure to risk  over a relatively short period of time, like the span in 
Jonathan’s story.
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Please always remember to avoid right-or-wrong debates.

Here is how to use the story as you read it out. The instructions are in square brackets:

1. [Begin to read the story.] Jonathan is around 20 years old. He was born in a remote rural area of Kenya. He 
completed primary school but could not continue his studies because the school was too far and he had to help his 
family make a living. [At this point the “vulnerabilities“ should take a step forward. Lack of education is a 
social factor that contributes to vulnerability. If they do not move, ask questions such as: Has anything 
happened that would make Jonathan vulnerable? Could limited education deprive Jonathan of agency and 
power to protect himself from risk later?]

2. By the age of 13, Jonathan began to worry that something was wrong with him, because everybody was telling 
him that he should interested in girls, but he wasn’t. [The “vulnerabilities“ should take another step forward. 
If they do not, ask, What social expectations about being a boy are making Jonathan feel “wrong”?  How 
can this feeling create low self- esteem? How may low self-esteem affect his agency and power? How might 
health-seeking behaviour be affected?]

3. Jonathan was experiencing pressure to show that he was becoming a “real man”, and this meant having sex with 
girls. Because Jonathan was worried that he was not normal, he had his first sexual experience at 14, with a 16-year-
old girl. [The “vulnerabilities” should take another step forward. If they don’t, ask, Is Jonathan having 
sex with the girl because he really wants to, or because he fears not being normal? What social factors are 
constraining his agency and power to make choices about having or not having sex? How is self-esteem 
affecting his agency and power in this situation?

Some “risks” might also take a step forward. At this stage in the story, we don’t know if there was direct 
exposure to HIV or STI, but there may have been a risk for pregnancy if they didn’t use contraception.]

4. The girl had already been sexually active for two years, but they didn’t use condoms because they could not get 
them and they did not know why condoms should be used. [Both the “risks” and “vulnerabilities“ should take 
a step forward. There was potential direct exposure to HIV/STI, because they didn’t use condoms and 
the girl had already had sex, and we assume that she did not know her status. Risk resulted from 
multiple vulnerabilities: Jonathan felt the need to prove that he’s a real man, and Jonathan and the girl 
lacked knowledge about condoms and sex. Moreover, we don’t know what vulnerability and risk the 
girl experienced before meeting Jonathan.]

5. Jonathan didn’t like his first sexual experience, mostly because his disinterest in the girl strengthened his suspicion 
that there was something wrong with him. Nevertheless, he continued to have sex with the girl just to prove that he 
could be with girls, and they never used condoms. [Just like before, “vulnerabilities” and “risks” should take a 
step forward. Ask what level of self-esteem and confidence Jonathan might feel at this stage, and why.]

6. By age 15, Jonathan knew that he liked boys, although he had not had sex with a boy or man. He also understood 
that people like him were often shunned or even hated, so his feeling of isolation increased. [“Vulnerabilities“ 
should take a step forward. Stigma and discrimination, both outside of Jonathan, are impacting him.

At this point, you may want to pause and ask the participants to compare where most “vulnerabilities” 
are standing compared to most “risks“. The “vulnerabilities“ are probably closer to you than the 
“risks”. This shows that social factors create the conditions for risk to happen. In a way, “risk” needs 
“vulnerability” to exist.  Ask, What is the story showing us about the impact of self-esteem and self-worth 
on agency, power, vulnerability, and risk?]

7. When Jonathan turned 16 he decided that he had to move to Nairobi to make a living and to meet other men like 
him. He went to Nairobi with very little money and no contacts. There was a lot of construction work in Nairobi. He 
found a job but was poorly paid because he had no construction skills and because many people were willing to work 
for even less. He started having sex with men, most of whom were older and more experienced. Sometimes he had sex 
with condoms, but he had sex without condoms if he couldn’t get them. He found it difficult to get the right lubricant. 
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[“Vulnerabilities and “risks” should step forward. Jonathan is in a new environment, facing many 
pressures, and he lacks the knowledge and skills to avoid risk. The lack of lubricant is an important 
issue to discuss. In many places, HIV policies and programmes have ignored the specific needs of MSM. 
Safer sex among MSM requires both condoms and lubricant, and yet polices and budgets often do not 
address these issues effectively. What is the role of self-esteem and self-worth to mobilize MSM around 
these issues?]

8. By the time he turned 18, Jonathan had a network of about six men with whom he regularly had sex,  sometimes 
without condoms. Jonathan didn’t know if these men had other sexual partners, but he thought it was likely. They too 
were probably using condoms only occasionally, because services and programmes promoting safe sex among MSM 
were uncommon. [Once again, both “risks” and the “vulnerabilities” should take a step forward.]

9. Jonathan was finding it difficult to send money home and still have enough to live in the city. One of the men 
he was having sex with told him it would be easy to earn money by selling sex to other men. Jonathan was 
young and good looking, so it would be easy for him to get clients. Jonathan started selling sex, with or without 
using condoms, depending on the circumstances. [Both the “risks” and the “vulnerabilities” should take a 
step forward.]

10. He discovered that it was a good way to earn income. Now he has been doing it for about two years. He has had 
STI three or four times and has never had an HIV test. [“Risks“ should take a step forward.]

11. He heard that other MSM who went to clinics for HIV testing were treated badly by health workers, and he once 
was scolded when he was treated for an STI. The health worker told him that only bad people had this kind of 
problem, that it was his fault because he was unmarried, and that his sex life was immoral. [“Vulnerabilities“ 
should step forward. This part of the story illustrates how social stigma and discrimination reduce 
agency and power for health-seeking behaviour.]
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6
M O D U L E

Sexuality, Power, Gender, Stigma, 
and Discrimination   
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Flip chart: Key social factors affecting 
vulnerability of MSM in Kenya (activity 6.1)

Sufficient copies of the handouts

Copies of scenarios (activity 6.2)

Flip chart with question for group 
discussions (activity 6.1)
Flip chart and markers

Handout 4: Defining gender and sexuality 
(activity 6.1)
Handout 5: Power and agency in sexual 
relationships (activity 6.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

identify aspects of human sexuality and recognize MSM 
sexuality as part of the array of human sexualities
 
identify root causes of stigmatization of MSM, and how 
these causes also affect the sexuality of other people 
and their health-seeking agency and power

identify types of power in sexual relationships and 
how types of power can be used to reduce STI/HIV 
vulnerability and risk, especially for MSM and their 
partners

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours and 45 minutes Handouts 4 & 5

Activities

Activity 6.1: Me and I. MSM sexuality is part of the array of human sexualities.

Lessons: 
MSM sexuality and causes of stigmatization and discrimination against MSM 

Steps

1. Introduce the module objectives. In order to link this module to the previous one, ask the  participants what 
they remember of Jonathan’s story:

• What vulnerabilities and risks did we identify in Jonathan’s story?
• What social and cultural expectations about being a boy shape Jonathan’s vulnerability?
• What social and cultural expectations about being a boy undermine Jonathan’s sense of self-worth 
     and self-esteem?

Note:
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the key learning points. Prepare the flip charts, copies of the scenarios for activity 6.2, and copies of 
handouts 4 and 5.

Module Lessons
MSM sexuality is part of the array of human sexualities 

The root causes of stigmatization of MSM sexuality 

The effects of these causes on the sexuality of 
other people 

Types of power in relationships 

How types of power can be used to lead safer 
and satisfying lives 
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2. Show the following flip chart that you will have prepared in advance, and facilitate a brief discussion vis-a-
vis the issues identified in the previous brainstorm:

Key social factors affecting vulnerability of MSM in Kenya

• Social expectations and norms/rules about male behaviour (e.g., Becoming a “real man” means 
having sex with women. Men should have sex only with women.) 

• Social norms/rules that permit or restrict sexual interaction (e.g., Sex should happen only between 
married, heterosexual couples.)

• Social expectations and norms /rules for women (e.g., Women should have sex only with their 
husband.)

• Belief that only heterosexuality (being straight) is normal and natural (e.g., Other sexualities violate 
the natural order.)

3. Present the following definition of sexuality from handout 4:

Sexuality is a very important part of our identity as human beings. It is influenced by many factors during our 
lives. It includes sexual orientation: heterosexual or straight (feeling emotional, romantic, or sexual attraction 
to people of the opposite sex); homosexual (feeling emotional, romantic, or sexual attraction to people of 
the same sex); and bisexual (feeling emotional, romantic, or sexual attraction to people of both sexes). It also 
includes issues of gender including how we think about ourselves as men and women (gender identity), how 
we think that men and women should be like (gender expression – for example how they should dress) and 
what they can do or not do (gender roles – for example what decisions they can or cannot make) and not just 
sexually. It includes the sexual roles that we play (top, bottom, versatile) and how we express them in our 
sexual lives.

4. Explain the following:

• Through Jonathan’s story, we saw how social expectations about masculinity and about heterosexual 
relationships can create vulnerability for MSM. These social and cultural expectations play a large role in 
maintaining stigma and discrimination against MSM.

• Because most people think of sexuality only as sexual behaviour, MSM are viewed though this narrow 
perspective and are denied their comprehensive identity.

• This is why it is very important for us to understand what sexuality really is, so that we can dispel misconceptions 
and promote respect and equality. This is a very important way to boost our self-esteem and self-worth, and 
thereby to develop agency and power to lead better and safer lives.

• In the next activity we will take important steps to achieve these aims.

5. Invite the participants to imagine that the blank flip chart you are showing them represents human sexuality. 
Ask the participants to suggest words or short sentences to describe sexuality.

Note
The box below provides examples of what you can suggest if participants have difficulty identifying aspects of 
sexuality. Make sure to add the four items that will be discussed in step 7.
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Human sexuality (example of what the box might look like after the exercise)

Pleasure    Feeling good     Feeling horny    Touching      Hugging      Kissing

Feeling loved     Feeling wanted     Caring     Feeling safe

The brain      The skin     Sexual organs

Being HIV negative      Being HIV positive      Having/not having an STI

Being younger     Being older

Feeling respected   Feeling equal    Feeling different    Feeling excluded    Feeling persecuted

Penetrative sex (anal, vaginal, oral)

Masturbation     Ejaculation

Safer sex     Unprotected sex     No sex

Agency and power in relationships

Public life      Secret life      Double life

Money     Favours     Exploitation      Status

Social norms about which relationships men and women can have

Belief that only straight (i.e., heterosexual) people are normal and natural

Having children       Not having children

Making choices and decisions

No rights    Obligations     Rights      Responsibilities

Straight    Gay     MSM     Bisexual      Transgender     Intersex

Being top      Being bottom       Being versatile

Inner stigma       Social stigma and discrimination       Homophobia

Being in a stable relationship        Having several relationships       No relationships

6. Once you have several descriptions on the flip chart, facilitate discussion by asking the following questions:
    Which of these items can be parts of the sexuality of people over their lifetime, regardless of whether they are 

straight, gay, MSM, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or intersex?  Why? 

Note 
It is important to highlight that many of these issues can be part of every person’s sexuality. For example, sexual 
organs are parts of every person’s sexuality. Feelings and emotions are also experienced by all human beings 
as part of human sexuality. Having multiple sexual partners can be experienced by everybody, regardless of 
whether they are straight, gay, MSM, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or intersex. Anyone can be infected by HIV 
or an STI.

By making these connections, the participants realise that MSM sexuality is one of the ways in which human 
sexuality is expressed.

7. Stress that some of the elements of sexuality on this list can make a huge difference in HOW different people 
can or cannot lead safe and fulfilling lives. For example, there are some items on this list that can make it 
possible for some people more than for others to
• use agency and power in relationships, 
• make choices and decisions about their sexual lives, and
• express their sexuality without fear of being persecuted or discriminated against.
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Discuss with group

8. Ask: If you were to select only 
four elements from the human 
sexuality box (in step 4) that are root 
causes of stigma, discrimination, 
and homophobia against MSM and 
criminalization of same sex behaviour, 
which would you select and why? 

The term intersex was adopted by science in the early 20th 
Century and applied to human beings whose biological sex 
cannot be classified as clearly male or female. An intersex 
person may have the biological attributes (e.g., the sexual 
organs) of both sexes or lack some of the biological attributes 
considered necessary to be defined as one or the other sex. 

(Source: http://www.ilga-europe.org/hme/issues/trans-and-intersex/intersex/
what-is-intersex)

9. Invite a few responses and note them on the flip chart Key social issues affecting vulnerability of MSM in Kenya 
from step 2.

Key social factors affecting vulnerability of MSM in Kenya

• Social expectations and norms/rules about male behaviour (e.g., Becoming a “real man” means 
having sex with women. Men should have sex only with women.) 

• Social expectations and norms /rules for women (e.g., Women should have sex only with their 
husband.)

• Social norms/rules that permit or restrict sexual interaction (e.g., Sex should happen only between 
married, heterosexual couples.)

• Belief that only heterosexuality (being straight) is normal and natural (e.g., Other sexualities violate 
the natural order.)

If the participants do not mention these four key social factors or only some of them, discuss briefly with the 
participants:

What relationships or connections can you identify between these four key social factors and those you brainstormed, 
and why?

10. Divide the participants into four groups. You may ask the participants to name their groups in any way they 
want, even by using slang words that mean gay or homosexual. Explain the following instructions for the 
activity (you may want to write the following questions on a flip chart or prepare them on paper slips to give 
to each group):

Group 1 will discuss 
• What social expectations and norms about being a man can create problems like stigma, discrimination, and 

homophobia against MSM in Kenya?
• What are the impacts of these expectations and norms on MSM’s agency to lead safe and fulfilling sexual lives, 

including 3SB?

Group 2 will discuss
• What social expectations and norms about being a woman can contribute to violence in relationships between men 

and women?
• How do these expectations and norms contribute to homophobia and violence against MSM?

Group 3 will discuss
• What social norms for heterosexual relationships can push MSM to lead secret lives or double lives?
• What can the consequences be for MSM’s agency and power for 3SB with all their partners?

Group 4 will discuss 
• How can the belief that only heterosexuality (being straight) is normal and natural increase HIV risk and vulnerability 

for MSM?
• How can the belief that only heterosexuality (being straight) is normal and natural affect the STI/HIV risk and 

vulnerability of MSM’s sexual partners and other people?
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11. Give groups 25 minutes to discuss and five minutes each to present their ideas on flip charts. Facilitate 
   a brief exchange of comments and observations. Emphasize that stigma, discrimination, homophobia, 
      violence, and the criminalization of sex work and homosexuality pose significant barriers for MSM in seeking 
     and receiving HIV services.

12. When discussion is over, ask the participants to gather around the flip charts of the four groups and use 
  them to show how the group helped to define what gender is. 

13. Distribute handout 4: Defining gender and sexuality and read it. 

14. Discuss the definition of gender in segments, and as you go through these segments ask: 
        What similarities can you see between your brainstorms and the issues highlighted in this segment of the definition 

  of gender? 

Note:  As you discuss what gender is, you may want to ask the participants to give an example of what a gender 
norm or role is.
• Examples of gender norms: All men and women must get married and have children; women must not 

initiate sex; men can have sex before marriage, but women should not; men can have multiple partners, but 
women should not; men are strong and do not seek help. 

• Examples of gender roles: Men are dominant in sexual relationships, women are subservient; men are 
decisive, women are gentle and accommodating. 

15. Bring back the Human sexuality flip chart from step 4 and facilitate discussion by asking the following 
       questions: 

• How do sexuality and gender connect? Which elements of sexuality are also parts of gender? 
• How can gender norms and roles affect agency and power of MSM to prevent or reduce risk for STI and HIV? 

16. Conclude the activity by asking participants the following question:  

What have you learned about MSM sexuality and human sexuality that helps you strengthen your agency and 
power for preventing or reducing your STI and HIV risk? 

Activity 6.2: Power and agency in sexual relationships: Understanding the types of power that are 
necessary for reducing our HIV/STI vulnerability and risk 

Lessons: How to use types of power in sexual relationships to reduce HIV vulnerability and risk and other 
problems, especially among MSM and their partners 

1. Say: Since we started this course, we have been talking a lot about agency for 3SB. However, in order to use our 
agency to reduce HIV/STI vulnerability and risk in sexual relationships, we also need to deal with power imbalances. 
For example, if one of the partners is making all the decisions. 

2. Ask the participants to form pairs and to take five minutes to discuss how many types of power in sexual 
relationships they can think of (for example: power to make decisions). When the time is up, ask the pairs to 
share their ideas and write them down on a flip chart. 

3. Distribute handout 5: Power and agency in sexual relationships. Explain these types of power and ask the 
participants to identify which type or types of power relate to or correspond to the types of power that they 
wrote on the flip chart in step 2. 

Note: Help the participants understand what distinguishes the types of power by asking: How can “pride” 
contribute to power over? And how can it contribute to power within? What examples of different situations can you 
give to answer these questions? 
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Steer the participants away from “right/wrong” deadlocks by helping them reflect on different circumstances 
and situations in which an attitude or a behaviour can become an expression of power.

4. Divide the participants into four groups. Give each group a scenario (see the resources for this module) and 
ask them to discuss 

• which type/s of power they can identify in their scenario 
• how the types of power affect the people in the scenario 
• the impacts on their HIV vulnerability and risk, or coercion, or other problems 
• what types of power could be used in their scenario to boost agency for 3SB, and how 

Groups have 10 minutes for discussion and five minutes each to present. 

5. If time permits, conclude the module by asking participants to respond to the following question: 

From this module, what is the most useful lesson to help you prevent or reduce your risk for HIV and STI? 
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Resources for module 6

HANDOUT 4
Defining gender and sexuality (Activity 6.1)

Sexuality is a very important part of our identity as human beings. It is influenced by many factors during our 
lives. It includes sexual orientation: heterosexual or straight (feeling attraction to people of the opposite sex); 
homosexual (feeling attraction to people of the same sex); and bisexual (feeling attraction to people of both 
sexes). It also includes issues of gender, how we think about ourselves as men and women (gender identity), 
how we think that men and women should be like (gender expression – for example how they should dress) 
and what they can do or not do (gender roles – for example what decisions they can or cannot make) and not 
just sexually. It includes the sexual roles that we play (top, bottom, versatile) and how we express them in our 
sexual lives.

Gender is not about biological differences between “male” and “female” (e.g., chromosomal, hormonal, and 
anatomical characteristics such as having a penis or a vagina). It is about the social and cultural expectations 
that define what it means to be a man or woman, including social and political roles, responsibilities, rights, 
entitlements and obligations, and the power relations between men and women1.  These social and cultural 
expectations create very specific norms (“rules”) and roles for men and women. For example, men are expected 
to be strong and women to be gentle, men are expected to play a leading role, while women are expected to 
follow and obey.

These gender norms and roles also influence opportunities for men and women to express themselves, what 
choices they can make, and how acceptable such choices are (e.g., what kind of relationships they can have). 
Therefore, how a society views gender norms and roles will affect the power and agency of different groups of 
men and women to make decisions and choices about their lives.

Gender identity: A person’s deeply felt internal and individual experience of gender, which may or may not 
correspond with the sex assigned at birth.

Gender expression: The external display of one’s gender, through a combination of appearance, disposition, 
social behaviour, and other factors, generally measured on a scale of masculinity and femininity 2. 

1 Adapted from Health Policy Project. 2015. Gender & Sexual Diversity Training. USAID. http://www.healthpolicyproject.com/
pubs/398_GSDGuide.pdf

2 Adapted from Health Policy Project. 2015. Gender & Sexual Diversity Training. USAID. http://www.healthpolicyproject.com/
pubs/398_GSDGuide.pdf
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HANDOUT 5
Power and agency in sexual relationships3 (Activity 6.2) 

1. Power within, derived from a sense of self-worth and understanding of one’s preferences and values, which 
enable a person to realize sexual well-being and health.

2. Power to influence, consent, and/or decline.
3. Power with others to negotiate and decide.
4. Power over others; using sex to manipulate, control, or harm other people.

Power within: We have this type of power when we are confident, self-assured, and feel that we have worth as 
human beings regardless of our biological sex, gender, or any other aspect of who we are. 
Power within is fundamental for developing and using agency and making and carrying out one’s own voluntary 
decisions.

Power to: We have this type of power when we can talk openly and without fear about the issues that concern 
us, when we feel that we can communicate our point of view or our needs without fear of being judged. This 
type of power is very important for building openness and trust in relationships, and for feeling valued and 
equal.

Power with: We have this type of power when we can negotiate with others without fear of being rejected, 
mistreated, or abused. This type of power is essential for our agency to negotiate with others.

Power over: This type of power is used to impose ideas, values, and choices on others. In order to use this 
power, a person would have to deny all the other three types of power to someone else and undermine the 
agency of the other person.

Scenarios for Activity 6.2 

3 Adapted from USAID Interagency Working Group. 2010. Gender, Sexuality and HIV Training Module. 
http://www.healthpolicyinitiative.com/Publications/Documents/1408_1_IGWG_GSHIV_Module_Oct_2010_acc.pdf

Group 1: Joseph’s story 

I am a 25-year-old gay man in Mombasa. I had very good marks at school and I was very popular 
with the other students. When I turned 12, I started to feel different. I started to have fantasies about 
kissing boys and touching them and being naked with them. At 14 I realized that I was very attracted 
to another boy. I had no words to describe what was happening to me until one day in a magazine I 
read an article about a man who had been arrested because he had been found in an “immoral and 
against nature” situation with another man. The article was full of very harsh words to judge these 
two men, and for the first time I learned the word homosexual. The way it was used in the article 
give me a very strong impression that it was a horrible thing to be a homosexual, something that I 
should be ashamed of and keep secret. Time went by and I kept to myself. I became withdrawn and 
lost my friends. At 17 I fell in love with someone who was 21. At the beginning everything was great, 
but after a while I started to feel that he was making me do things in bed that I wasn’t really happy 
about. I wanted to tell him, but I was very scared that I would lose him and be alone again. He liked 
to be dominant and rough, and I didn’t tell him for a long time that I was not enjoying that type of 
sex. Finally, one day I told him. He didn’t say very much, but then he started to make excuses every 
time we were supposed to meet. I got very worried that he would leave me, so I told him that I would 
do whatever he wanted me to. Now I am 19, and I am still seeing him. I don’t know if I really want 
this relationship, but I don’t want to be alone either. I would like to change things in our relationship, 
but I don’t know how.
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Group 2: Samuel’s story 

I am a 22-year-old man. I grew up in the countryside. I have been having sex with men since I was 
15. I don’t mind girls either. To me, sex is just sex. I am planning to get married soon. I don’t want to 
deal with the hassle of finding excuse after excuse for why I don’t have a girlfriend, so I will just go 
back to my village and find a nice good girl who is obedient and doesn’t have modern ideas about 
women’s rights. I’ll marry her, I’ll keep her busy with having children, and I will continue to have my 
other life when I want to. Besides, I feel that this is the only way I can resolve the problem I have with 
the man I am seeing. He is married too, just to have a cover. We like each other very much, but he is 
very worried about people finding out about his “secret life”. He told me that he would stop seeing 
me if I didn’t get married because he feels that I too need a public image like a “normal” man. I will 
do what he says, because it’s hard to find a good mate and I don’t want to lose him, even though I 
know it’s going to be stressful to keep up a marriage like the one I’m going to have. 

Group 3: James’s story 

I am 42. I have been having sex with men most of my life, but always in secret. I am happy for the 
younger generation. Things are changing a little for them, for the better. I am married and have 
children, like most men of my generation. I have always found it difficult to talk about sex and my 
sexual life, even with the men I meet. Recently, I met a younger man. He is very nice and I like him 
a lot. When I am with him, I feel I’m young again. The only thing that worries me is that I think he 
is having sex with other men. We use condoms, but I still worry about it. I would like to discuss 
this issue with him, to tell him how it worries me—mostly for him—and to have a way to get him 
to understand that I would like him to consider my situation too. After all, I don’t want to get some 
disease and then have to lie to my wife. I like my wife and she has been a good wife and companion. 
I feel guilty enough as it is, and I don’t want any other complications. I would like him to understand 
my needs, so that we can find a way to move forward. I could threaten him to stop seeing him, but 
I think he wouldn’t care. I don’t know what to do. 

Group 4: Fred’s story 

I am 34. I have been selling sex since I was 23. I used to be a very good looking guy, but I am facing a 
lot of competition now. There are more and more guys on the scene, and they are all younger than 
me. I have a regular client that I have been seeing for a few years. He used to be generous and nice 
to me, but lately he hasn’t been the same with me. I think he has found someone younger to replace 
me. I also think that he knows that I know and that he is trying to push me to do things that I don’t 
really want to do, like having sex without condoms. Last time I saw him, he gave me a hint that there 
are others out there who don’t have all the issues I have about “having fun”. On top of it, he likes 
to drink a lot and I am not comfortable with being around him when he is drunk. I feel I am stuck, 
because I don’t have many clients anymore and I can’t really say no to him. I don’t know what to do. 
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M O D U L E

Gender and Sexual Roles
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Flip chart: Gender Norms, Sexual Roles 
diagram (activity 7.1)

Banner reading “MSM’s gender and sexual 
puzzle in Kenya” (activity 7.1)

Sheet of A4 paper labelled Top, sheet of 
A4 paper labelled Bottom, and sheet of A4 
paper labelled Versatile (activity 7.1)

Sexual role cards: Top, Bottom, Versatile 
(activity 7.1)

Paper strips (activity 7.1)

Case studies (activity 7.2)

Cards with questions (activity 7.2)

Tape

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

how gender and sexual roles among MSM may affect 
risk perception and risk-taking

how different types of power in relationship are 
connected to gender and sexual roles among MSM, 
and how these connections may influence risk-taking
 
strategies for expressing gender and sexual roles 
among MSM that may contribute to improving self-
perception of risk and reduce sexual risk-taking 
behaviour

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours No Handouts

Activities

Activity 7.1 : Gender and sexual roles among MSM

Lessons: 

• How gender and sexual roles influence power dynamics in sexual relationships 
• How roles and power dynamics affect HIV and STI risk

Steps

1. Introduce the module’s objectives and say: 

Gender roles and norms increase HIV risk of men who have sex with men. Some common beliefs (e.g., “Bottoms are 
feminine and are the weaker partner.”) cause stigma and discrimination against MSM. Such common beliefs affect 
MSM’s sexual roles and increase their risks and vulnerabilities. 

Note:
Read this module plan carefully. Prepare all the materials, including the diagram for activity 7.1 and sufficient 
paper strips and copies of the case studies. Create the cards that will be used in activity 7.2.

Module Lessons
Equity in gender and sexual roles  

How roles and power dynamics affect 
HIV and STI risk
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2. Show the following diagram on the flip chart (you will have prepared it in advance):

Stopping the 
spread of STIs and 
HIV among MSM 

1

2

Agency and 
power for 3SB

3

Inequities
 (e.g., stigma) 

5

Vulnerability 
and risk 

6
Sexual roles 

(top, bottom, 
versatile)

4

Gender and sexual 
norms (e.g., only 

straight people are 
normal)

Begin to explain the diagram by reassuring the participants that it does not represent anything new and 
complicated. In fact, it shows what we have been discussing during the last few modules.

• This programme is about helping to stop the spread of STIs and HIV among MSM in Kenya (oval 1) by 
developing agency and power for 3SB among MSM (oval 2).

• MSM experience the following inequities (oval 3):
o stigma and discrimination
o inequity in health care access, employment, religion of choice, residence 

• These inequities are the result of gender and sexual norms that society creates and expects everybody to 
follow (oval 4). Ask the participants to give examples of gender and sexual norms that Kenyan society expects 
all men and women to follow.

• Inequities created by gender and sexual norms influence vulnerability and risk (oval 5), and agency and 
power in MSM’s sexual relationships (oval 2). Remind the participants of Jonathan’s story. 

This is why we have paid a lot of attention to the role of agency and power to overcome inequities and to 
develop 3SB to prevent or reduce STI/HIV risk. 
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• Today we are continuing our exploration to understand how the sexual roles that MSM play in their sexual 
relationships (oval 6) may be influenced by gender and sexual norms (oval 4). We will explore the following 
questions:

• How can MSM’s acceptance of gender and sexual norms increase their HIV vulnerability and risk?
• How can MSM’s acceptance of gender and sexual norms reinforce inequities?

We are exploring these questions in order to understand how our agency and power for 3SB may be affected.

Invite the participants to follow you to the area of the room where they will play the MSM’s gender and sexual 
puzzle in Kenya.

3. Before starting the module, you will have posted high up on the wall a banner with the title “MSM’s gender 
and sexual puzzle in Kenya”, and under the banner three A4 paper sheets in a line, with space between 
each sheet. On each A4 sheet, write a sexual role: Top, Bottom, and Versatile.

MSM gender and sexual puzzle in Kenya

Top………………..Bottom………………..Versatile

Explain that these are “umbrella sexual roles”. How MSM express them is influenced by how MSM have 
internalized society’s gender roles and norms for heterosexual men and women. Society expects everybody to 
conform to these roles.

Please mention that feminine gender expression does not mean that an MSM is bottom.

Ask the participants to give examples of gender norms and roles. If they cannot, suggest the following:

• Examples of gender norms that society may expect: All men and women must get married and have children; 
women must not initiate sex; men can have sex before marriage, but women should not; men can have multiple 
partners, but women should not; men are strong and do not seek help.

• Examples of gender roles that society may expect: Men are masculine, women are feminine; men are dominant in 
sexual relationships, women are subservient; men are decisive, women are gentle and accommodating.

4. Promote discussion by asking the following question:

How do gender norms and roles affect MSM who are tops, bottoms, or versatiles?

Note 
If participants cannot respond, provide some examples of how sexual roles are influenced by gender roles 
and norms:

• A top might be dominant because he may have learned that a man is expected to be dominant.
• A top might be protective because that’s what he learned that men are supposed to be.
• A bottom might be dominant if that’s the gender role he has internalized as a man.
• A top, a bottom, or a versatile MSM might be “out” or “closeted”, and this will be influenced by many different 

issues, including how he has absorbed gender norms and roles. For example, he may have a family situation 
in which he is expected to be straight, and he may face very serious consequences if he were “out” about his 
sexuality. Therefore, he may be “closeted” with his family and pretend that he is straight, and may even have 
sexual relationships with women in which he strives to play the roles expected of a man, to appease his family. 
However, he may be “out” with a very limited circle of gay friends. Therefore, the social and sexual norms that 
he has internalized largely influence how he will manage himself in different situations, including his sexual 
relationships.

• A gay man, regardless of his sexual role, may be a “queen” or a “diva” with his close friends because that is the 
gender role that he associates with being gay, whether by choice or because he has absorbed social stereotypes 
about gay men.
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5. Divide the participants in pairs and assign one of the umbrella sexual roles to each pair. A few pairs will 
discuss the same sexual role. Give paper strips to the pairs and ask them to do the following:

• Discuss the gender norms or roles that influence MSM who play the umbrella sexual role you are considering.
• Write each of these gender norms or roles on the paper strip. Post the paper strips under the umbrella sexual 

role you are discussing.

6.  When the participants have posted all their paper strips, ask them to gather around the puzzle. At this point, 
make sure you also have the flip chart with the diagram you discussed in step 2 of the module. Facilitate a 
discussion about the gender norms that the participants identified in relation to the umbrella sexual roles. 
Use questions such as:

• Do you feel that any of these gender roles on the paper strips are stereotypes (i.e., “labels” that people put on 
tops/bottoms/versatile MSM)? Which ones? How are these stereotypes created? (Mark the “stereotypes” with an 
“S”.)

• Are most of these gender norms (and roles) borrowed from heterosexual relationships? If so, how does this 
happen?

• (Use the diagram from step 2.) How can these stereotypes worsen the inequities that already exist for MSM who 
play umbrella sexual roles?

• How can these stereotypes increase vulnerability and risk for MSM who play umbrella sexual roles? For example, 
how do they affect self-perception of risk?

• How can these stereotypes undermine agency and power for 3SB among MSM who play umbrella sexual roles?

Note 
Participants may want to discuss how people choose to be a specific sexual role (i.e., top/bottom/versatile). A 
useful way of having this conversation without getting stuck in an “I’m right / you’re wrong” debate is by asking 
the participants to close their eyes for five minutes and to remember how they came to be in their sexual roles. 
While they have their eyes closed, ask them to think individually about the following questions that you will ask 
at 30-second interval (participants do not have to disclose any answer—they will answer only in their 
minds):

• How old were you when you had sex for the first time?
• What sexual role did you play the first time you had sex? Top-bottom-versatile?
• Before having sex for the first time, had you decided to play that sexual role? Did these factors include gender 

norms and roles? If so, what were the gender norms and roles that influenced your sexual role?
• Has your sexual role changed since the first time you had sex? Has it changed more than once? What has 

influenced the change? If you haven’t changed, what influenced you to remain in the same sexual role? Have 
gender norms and roles influenced your decision?

Ask the participants to open their eyes.

Stress that, most likely, every person was influenced by different factors.

Explain that you will now ask a question that participants can answer simply Yes or No:

Among other issues, did gender norms and roles influence your sexual role?

Participants can share more information if they want, but make sure that you or others do not pressure anyone 
to disclose what they are not comfortable with.

Note
As in all other instances in this course, the sample questions provided for the activity in step 6 and in this note 
are not prescriptive. You can formulate your own questions to achieve the learning objectives for the module. 
Use what the participants say as additional points to explore and ask about.

For example, participants may say that versatile men care about each other more than tops and bottoms. This 
would be a very useful issue to explore in order to examine how gender issues influence perceptions of 
sexual roles. 
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Ask the following:

• What has created a perception that versatile men are more caring than tops or bottoms? 
• Is it because they negotiate their relationships differently?
•  Is it because they manage power in relationship differently? 
• How do versatile men learn to do this? 
• What issues prevent tops and bottoms from using power in relationships similarly to versatile men? 
• What gender issues influence these scenarios?

Also, pay attention to addressing misconceptions. For example, some participants may say that being a bottom 
is a risk. In such a case, it would be very useful to discuss whether this is a stereotype held in the local MSM 
community and what beliefs or experiences may contribute to create it.

If time permits, discuss additional questions:

• Are these gender norms different in different social settings (e.g., in different ethnic groups, or depending on class 
[poor/ middle class /rich], or depending on levels of education, or depending on exposure to new ideas)? What are 
the main differences, if any? Have these gender issues for MSM changed over time in Kenya? How?

• Do these gender norms influence whether a man changes his sexual role in a relationship? How does this happen? 
How is it negotiated? And how is power used in these negotiations? 

As you facilitate discussion, you can add more paper strips with additional gender norms and roles as they are 
identified. Use what the participants say to formulate additional questions.

7.  Conclude the activity by explaining that we will apply the insights from this discussion to scenarios in the 
next activity.

Activity 7.2: Gender norms and roles, sexual roles, sexual identities, and risk-taking

Lessons: 
The interconnection between gender, sexual roles, power, and risk-taking in sexual relationships 

Steps

1. Ask the participants to continue to gather around the gender and sexual roles puzzle, and invite them to 
bring their chairs. Explain that in this activity we are going to expand our discussion on how gender roles 
and norms influence our lives, including how we express our sexuality in our relationships. Gender norms 
and gender roles, together with sexual roles and sexual orientations, are key elements of people’s sexual 
identities.

2. In order to understand what a sexual identity is, invite the participants to contribute to the following exercise:
• Explain that we are going to explore how sexual identity develops. Draw a large box on a flip chart and ask 

the group to suggest a name for the MSM that we are going to create (e.g., Paul), and write inside the box: 
“Paul’s sexual identity”. (Please note: The character created for this exercise must not be based on any of 
the participants).

• Ask the participants to decide his sexual orientation (e.g., homosexual or bisexual). Write it in the box. (If 
necessary, explain that heterosexual is also a sexual orientation. For our purposes we are considering only 
homosexual or bisexual).

• Ask if this man is top/bottom/versatile, and write it in the box.
• Ask what age he is, and write it in the box.
• Ask whether he is married or unmarried, and write it in the box. Ask the participants to decide if he is out 

or closeted, and write this inside the box.
• Ask the participants if he carries any internalized stigma about his sexuality, and write it inside the box.
• Ask the participants to think about the social environment that this man likely grew up in. Was it rural/

urban? What is his level of education? Did he grow up in a traditional family, based on traditional gender 
and sexual norms and roles for men and women? Were they very religious?
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• Does he have access to MSM networks? Did he grow up in an environment in which there is gender inequity 
(i.e., in which women are expected to be subordinate to men, especially in matters of sexuality)? Write all 
the answers to these questions outside of the box.

• Ask the participants if he is employed, a student, unemployed, and write it outside the box.
• Based on the issues outside and inside the box, ask the participants to decide which of the gender roles 

and norms identified in the puzzle affect Paul, and write these inside the box. Repeat this process for as 
many gender roles and norms as the participants select.

• Explain that now we have a good idea of key elements of his sexual identity. We have his sexual orientation, 
we know whether he is top/bottom/versatile (i.e., his sexual role), and we have several additional gender 
issues influencing how he thinks about himself as a man and as an MSM. All these elements give us a 
general picture of how he feels about being an MSM (i.e., his sexual identity). In many ways, they were 
influenced by factors outside of the box, and especially by how he has internalized gender norms about 
men and women and sexual relationships.

Note 
Stress that this exercise is only a very simplified way to show how a sexual identity develops. 

The usefulness of the exercise is in helping us understand that sexual identity is a lot more than sexual orientation 
and sexual role, because these factors interact with how a person internalizes gender norms, expectations, and 
stereotypes that society expects men and women to follow and reproduce, especially in sexual relationships.

3. We have discussed in previous modules that gender and sexual roles influence agency and power in our 
sexual lives. Just like among straight cisgender people and transgender people, gender and sexual roles 
among MSM affect their agency and power to manage risk perceptions and risk-taking behaviour. Explain 
that we will now explore how this happens through scenarios.

4. Give to each participant one of the four case studies provided in the resources section of this module. More 
than one participant will have the same case study. Give them strips of tape and ask them to tape the cases 
studies on themselves, after they have read it. Give each person a card with one of the following:

a. What gender norms are influencing the characters in the scenario of the other participant?
b. How are the gender norms in the scenario of the other participant affecting self-risk perceptions of the people 

involved?
c. How are the gender norms in the scenario of the other participant affecting different types of power in 

relationships?
d. How are the different types of power used in the scenario of the other participant affecting perception of risk and 

risk-taking of the people in the scenario?
e. If you were the main character in the scenario of the other participant, what would you do to increase your 

agency and power to improve your perception of risk and to reduce your risk-taking behaviour? Why?

5. Instruct the participants to
• walk around the room and find a person with a different scenario;
• read each other’s scenario, and discuss the questions on their respective cards;
• swap discussion cards, split up, and find people with different scenarios; and
• repeat the process with as many people as possible within the allocated time.
(If necessary, demonstrate how the exercise has to be performed.)

6. Once they have completed the activity, ask a few participants to share what they discussed.
     Important: Focus mostly on that last question:

• If you were the main character in the scenario of the other participant, what would you do to increase your 
agency and power in the situation?

• How would this improve your perception of risk and reduce your risk-taking behaviour, and why?

7. Conclude by asking the following question:

What have you learned from this module that is useful to help you prevent or minimize HIV and STI risk?
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Resources for module 7

Scenarios for activity 7.2

1.  Joseph’s story

I am a 25-year-old gay man in Mombasa. I realized when I was in my early teens that I am a bottom. I am fine 
with myself, even if I have had to deal with many problems in my life. I would like to have a stable relationship, 
but it’s complicated here. Men can’t live together and can’t be a family, and the men I like tend to get married 
to have a cover. Most people think that bottoms are all effeminate men, but this is just their prejudice and 
ignorance. Most people could never imagine that I am a bottom, probably because in their minds a bottom 
cannot be like me—muscular and masculine. But let’s go back to what I was talking about—the kind of men I 
like. I like men who are men, if you get what I mean. And usually these men are married. I like them a bit rough 
in bed. So, I thought I got lucky. I met this man who is a real man—tough, dominant, and strong. He knows what 
he wants, and I like to please him. It’s almost like we are married. We have seen each other for nearly a year 
now, and I trust him. He always tells me that I am the only man he has had sex with, so I wasn’t too worried 
about condoms. But a month or so ago, I just happened to be near his house because I was visiting a friend of 
mine who works in that area. I was talking to my friend, and we heard a lot of shouting and screaming coming 
from the house of my partner. At first I could not understand what was going on, but then I saw him running 
out of the house with his wife running after him and shouting insults at him. She was accusing him of wasting 
all their money with whores. Next time I saw him, I confronted him with that, but he said to me what he said 
to his wife: “If you don’t like it, quit!” I was angry, but I could not quit, so we are still having sex, mostly with no 
condom.

2.  Samuel’s story

I am a 22-year-old man. I finally got married, mostly to satisfy the man I was having a relationship with. He 
is very worried about people finding out about us, and he wanted me to find a cover. I thought the marriage 
would be easy to manage, but my wife has turned out not to be the simple, obedient country girl I thought she 
was. She asks lots of questions all the time about where I go and why I stay out late, and I am getting fed up with 
her. I am very stressed out with her, and have started to smoke and drink a lot. Sometimes, I even drink when 
I am with him and I don’t remember what happened during sex. I ask him, and he says everything is fine and 
I should not bring our marriage problems into our little time together. He never talks about his marriage, so I 
feel I cannot talk about mine, but I am really stressed out, and I worry that my drinking is getting out of control.

3.  James’s story 

I am 42, married with children, and for some time I have been seeing a younger man who I really like. When I 
am with him I feel young again. The only thing that worries me is that I suspect he is having sex with another 
man too. We were really good about using condoms, but then I am not sure what happened—maybe because 
we feel so close, or maybe because we feel familiar with each other. Anyway, a couple of times we did not use 
condoms, but he told me that I should not worry because I am the top, and tops don’t face much risk. And I 
always pull out before coming, so we should be OK. I still use condoms with him, but now it is more difficult 
because we broke the habit, so it’s difficult to go back to using condoms every time. I also feel that I am more 
of a man without a condom. In a way, it’s like with my wife. I have never used a condom with her, because she 
is in control of things with the pill. I should not worry about precautions, because I am a man. He doesn’t seem 
worried about it, and he is the one facing more risks, because he is the bottom, so maybe I don’t really to need 
to worry so much.
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4.  Fred’s story

I am 34. I have been selling sex since I was 23. I used to be a very good looking guy, but I face lots of competition 
now. There are more and more guys on the scene, and they are younger than me. I am versatile, so I’ve always 
had no problem getting clients. But now my age is becoming an issue. I have a regular client I have been seeing 
for a few years. He used to be generous and nice to me, but lately he hasn’t been the same with me. I think he 
has found someone younger to replace me. I also think that he knows that I know, and he is trying to push me 
do things I don’t want to do, like having sex without condoms. He is versatile too, and I wonder if he is having 
sex without condoms with other men. I have tried to be more top with him because I think it’s less risky for me. 
He seems to like it. Maybe this is how I can manage.
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M O D U L E

Fairness and Human Rights
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Sufficient copies of the handouts 

Flip chart: Inequities: Unfair and avoidable 
differences among groups in societies. Because 
they are unfair and avoidable, they can and 
should be prevented.  (activity 8.1) 
Flip chart: Sexual norms, inequities, and HIV 
(activity 8.1) 
Flip chart: Fairness is (activity 8.1) 
Flip chart: Human rights: Minimum basic legal 
standards for human dignity (activity 8.1)

List of statements: Finding out about our 
human rights (activity 8.1) 
List of statements: Finding out about our 
sexual rights (activity 8.1) 

Handout 6: The Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights in simple language (activity 8.1) 
Handout 7: Sexual rights (activity 8.1)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

 explain how fairness and human rights 
interconnect 

 explain how sexual rights are human rights 

 name at least four sexual rights that they feel are 
important to their lives and their health as MSM 
and as human beings 

 explain how sexual rights can support developing 
agency and power for 3SB 

 identify which opportunities exist in the 
participants’ context to claim and enjoy these 
rights

Module Lessons
Fairness and sexual rights as human rights
Fairness’s interconnections with human 
rights for 3SB 

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour and 15 minutes Handouts 6 & 7

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Prepare all the flip charts and sufficient copies of handouts 6 and 7.  

Activities

Activity 8.1: Fairness and human rights 

Lesson: The roles of fairness and human rights in achieving 3SB for HIV prevention among MSM

Note: Please ensure that you complete step 11 of this activity within 45 minutes in order to reserve 30 minutes 
for the role-plays.  

Methodologies: Pair work, the Rights Walk, role-plays, discussion 

Steps 

1. Introduce the module objectives. This module begins with an exploration of the concept of fairness. 

The reason for doing this is because in the previous modules we explored issues that create a social 
environment that is often unfair to MSM (e.g., stigma and discrimination). 

Unfairness—the lack of fairness is a very serious cause of vulnerability and risk for MSM, and we saw how 
unfairness makes it difficult to develop agency and power for 3SB, for example through denial of services.

In any society, a lack of fairness creates differences in how people are treated. However, because such 
differences are created by unfairness, they can be prevented by restoring fairness. There is a word that we 
use to describe these preventable unfair differences: inequities. 
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2. Show the following flip chart that you prepared in advance: 

Inequities: Unfair and avoidable differences among groups in societies. Because they are unfair and 
avoidable, they can and should be prevented. 

Explain that you will not ask the group to talk about the inequities that they experience as MSM. In this 
module we are exploring tools for restoring fairness.

3. Show a flip chart with the following ways of describing fairness: 

Fairness is 
• the essence of justice 
• basic protections and rights for every single person 
• equality before the law for every human being
• equal access for all to social goods and resources, such as education, health, and employment, and participation 

in social and political life

4. Ask the participants to work in pairs and to discuss for a few minutes which of the above definitions would be 
the most useful in Kenya for helping to address the inequities that MSM face, and why. Pairs should provide 
examples. 

5. Facilitate a brief discussion by inviting the pairs to share their views. Highlight key similarities in what the 
participants are sharing, to show that each of the definitions is a way to describe fairness in relation to 
addressing inequities. 

6. Explain that there are tools to promote the principle of fairness. These tools were organized over 60 years 
ago into the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Show the following simple definition of human rights 
(you can write it on the flip chart):

Human rights: Minimum basic legal standards for human dignity 

7. Facilitate a brief discussion by encouraging the group to discuss the following question for a few minutes, 
expressing their views without judgment: 

How can this understanding of human rights help promote and achieve fairness for everyone in society? 

8. Explain that all human beings have 30 fundamental human rights, which are affirmed in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. These 30 fundamental human rights constitute the universal minimum 
basic legal standards for human dignity. 

Note
In some settings, participants may not be familiar with the English word dignity. If his happens, possible 
alternative words to explain dignity include respect or regard for being a human being. 

9. To find out what they know about their fundamental human rights, invite the participants to follow these 
instructions: 

The participants stand in a circle as far away as possible from you. You will be in the centre. You will read out 
one statement at a time. If they think that the statement is about one of the 30 fundamental human rights, 
they will take a step forward. If they think that the statement has nothing to do with the 30 fundamental rights, 
they will not move. You will give the correct answer after each statement. When people make a mistake, they 
take a step backwards. 

By the end of the activity they will see how good their knowledge is. The closer they are to you, the more 
rights they know. 
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Explain that due to time constraints you will not use all the 30 fundamental rights, and that some of the 
statements may have nothing to do with them. Please note: sample statement are provided in the  resources 
for this module. 

10. Once you have completed the activity, distribute handout 6: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 
simple language. Review it quickly with the group and prompt discussion by asking the following questions: 

• Which human rights were new to you? 
• Which human rights are very important to you as MSM in Kenya, and why? 
• Which human rights are the least enjoyed by MSM in Kenya? What’s the impact on their vulnerability 
     and risk for HIV? 
• Which human rights are you able to enjoy in Kenya as MSM? 
• Which human rights are most important for MSM in Kenya to develop agency and power for 3SB, and why? 

11. Ask the participants to again form a large circle around you. Explain that the 30 fundamental human rights 
have been adapted to health. Most important, human rights have been applied to address sexual health, and 
this is why we also have sexual rights. Every country that, like Kenya, has ratified the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights must also implement sexual rights, because sexual rights are human rights. 

We will play an activity to check our knowledge about sexual rights. Explain the instructions: 
Just like before, participants stand in a circle as far away from you as possible. You will be in the centre.

• Read out one statement (provided in this module’s resources) at a time. If participants think that the 
statement is about one of the sexual rights, they will take a step forward. If they think that the statement 
has nothing to do with sexual rights, they will not move. When people make a mistake, they take a step 
backwards. 

• By the end of the activity they will see how good their knowledge is. The closer they are to you, the more 
rights they know. 

12. Once you have completed the activity, ask the participants to continue to stand in a circle around you. 
Distribute handout 7: Sexual rights. Review it quickly with the group.

The responsible exercise of human rights requires that all persons respect the rights of others.

13. Use a ball or make a ball with some paper. Give the ball to one participant. Explain that we are going to 
play an activity called “hot potato” to help us reflect on what we have learned in this module. Explain the 
instructions: 

You will keep your eyes closed while you say “the potato is getting warm…warmer…even warmer…hot!” While 
you speak, the participants must pass the ball very quickly around the circle. When you say the word “hot”, they 
will stop and the person left holding the ball will have won the right to answer the question that you will ask. 
Due to time constraints, the game might have to end before everyone has a chance to answer a question.

Here are some sample questions you can ask (if you are short of time, prioritize the questions in bold):

• What health and social services have you experienced in Kenya that promote these rights?
• What could you do to claim these rights? What opportunities exist to claim these rights for MSM in Kenya?
• What sexual rights were new to you?
• Of sexual rights that you remember, which one is most important to develop agency and power for 3SB, 
     and why?
• Which of the sexual rights we discussed can help MSM deal with stigma and discrimination? How? 
• Which of the sexual rights we discussed can help MSM access health services in Kenya? How?
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14. Ask the participants to work in small groups of three, and give the following instructions for the next exercise: 

• Each group of three will have 10 minutes to prepare a role-play of no more than five minutes.
• Role-play the following situation: 

Two people will play two friends going to a health facility, and one person will play a health worker. The two 
friends are going to the health facility because one of them is worried he may have an STI and may have infected 
his friend. The health provider will react in a homophobic way when he (or she) realizes that the two clients are 
MSM. How will the two clients claim their rights to have the services? How will they manage the reaction of the 
health worker?

Allow as many role-plays to be demonstrated as time permits, but remember that it is more useful to have 
fewer role-plays with useful debriefing after each role-play.

15. Ask the two clients what they did to manage the reaction of the health worker and claim their rights.

16. Ask them what they could do differently to be more effective.

17. Ask the health worker how it felt to be confronted by two assertive clients who knew their rights. 

18. Ask the health worker what the two clients could do differently to manage the interaction more constructively 
and to bring the health worker to acknowledge their rights.

19. Open the discussion to the group. Ask them how the clients could better respond to the health worker’s 
homophobia while remaining focused on claiming their rights.

20. Thank the performers and the group. If time permits, close the module by prompting discussion with the 
       following question:

   What did you learn from this module that helps you to develop your agency and power for 3SB?
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Resources for module 8

HANDOUT 6
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in simple language 4   (Activity 8.1)

Human rights: Minimum legal standards for human dignity 

1. All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

2. Everyone has the right to be protected from discrimination without any distinction of race, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

3. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person.

4. Everyone has the right to be protected from slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be 
prohibited in all their forms

5. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

6. Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law (we have human rights no 
matter where we go).

7. We all are equal before the law and entitled without discrimination to equal protection of the law.

8. Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals if their rights are violated.

9. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

10. Everyone has the right to fair trial.

11. Everyone has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty.

12. Everyone has the right to privacy of the person, home, family, and correspondence.

13. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state. Everyone 
       has the right to leave any country, including his/her own, and to return to his/her country.

14. Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.

15. Everyone has the right to a nationality. No one can be arbitrarily denied of his/her nationality nor denied 
  the right to change nationality.

16. All men and women are entitled to marry and form a family. They are entitled to equal rights when they get 
      married, during marriage and if the marriage ends.

17. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.

18. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.

19. Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression.

4 http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/index.shtml 
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20. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 

21. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen 
   representatives.

22. Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security.

23. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just conditions of work and to protection 
       against unemployment. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.

24. Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic 
       holidays with pay.

25. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of the person and of 
  the family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to

      security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood 
  in circumstances beyond his/her control.

  Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out 
  of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.

26. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental 
   stages.

27. Everyone has the right to freely participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to 
  share in scientific advancement and its benefits. (Right to play)

28. Everyone is entitled to a fair and free world in which the rights and freedoms established in the Universal 
  Declaration on Human Rights can be fully realized.

29. Every person has the right to take responsibility for promoting human rights in their community. In exercising 
   their rights, individuals must respect the rights and freedoms of others.

30. No state, government, organisation, or individual can take away human rights from any person.
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HANDOUT 7
Sexual rights 5  (Activity 8.1)

Sexual rights embrace human rights that are already recognized in national laws, international human rights 
documents, and other consensus statements. They include the right of all persons, free of coercion, 
discrimination, and violence, to

• the highest attainable (achievable) standard of sexual health, including access to sexual and
     reproductive health care services;
• seek, receive, and impart (disseminate) information related to sexuality;
• sexuality education;
• respect for bodily integrity (no sexual coercion, abuse, or violence);
• choose their partner;
• decide to be sexually active or not;
• consensual sexual relations;
• consensual marriage;
• decide whether or not, and when, to have children; and
• pursue (lead) a satisfying, safe, and pleasurable sexual life.

Finding out about our human rights (Activity 8.1 Step 8)

Only statements marked with √ indicate the fundamental human rights from the Universal Declaration on 
Human Rights.

• All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. (√) 
• Everyone has the right to achieve the highest level of wealth.
• Everyone has the right to achieve the highest possible level of political influence.
• Everyone has the right to be protected from discrimination, without any distinction of race, colour, sex, 

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. (√)
• We have human rights no matter where we go. (√)
• Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution. (√)
• Parents have the rights to decide who their children should marry.
• Governments have the right to decide which human rights people can have and which they cannot.
• Everyone has the right to reasonable working hours and periodic holidays with pay. (√)
• Everyone has the right to achieve the highest level of happiness.
• Everyone has the right to social security. (√)
• Everyone has the right to education. (√)
• Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. (√)
• Everyone has the right to know the wealth and assets of their prime ministers, presidents, and parliamentarians.
• Everyone has the right to health. (√)

Finding out about our sexual rights (Activity 8.1 Step 10)

Only statements marked with √ indicate fundamental human rights from the World Health Organization’s 
working definition of sexual rights.

• Everyone has the right to the highest attainable standard of sexual health, including access to sexual and 
reproductive health care services. (√)

• Governments have the right to discriminate against non-heterosexual people. 

5 World Health Organization 2006. Defining sexual health: report of a technical consultation on sexual health, 28–31 
January 2002, Geneva: WHO. http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/sexual_health/defining_sexual_
health.pdf  These definitions do not represent an official WHO position, and should not be used or quoted as 
WHO definitions. 
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• Everyone has the right to know another person’s HIV status.
• Everyone has the right to seek, receive, and disseminate information about sexuality. (√)
• Everyone has the right to sexuality education. (√)
• Everyone has the right to impose their sexual desires on their partners.
• Everyone has the right to know another person’s sexual orientation.
• Everyone has the right to have his/her body respected and protected, including from any kind of sexual 

coercion, abuse, or violence. (√)
• Everyone has the right to choose their partner. (√)
• Everyone has the right to decide to be sexually active or not. ( √)
• Everyone has the right to consensual sexual relations. (√)
• Health workers have the right to tell people which sexual orientation is acceptable. 
• Everyone has the right to consensual marriage. (√)
• Everyone has the right to decide whether or not, and when, to have children. (√)
• Everyone has the right to lead a satisfying, safe, and pleasurable sexual life. (√) 
• Everyone has the right to have sex with anyone they want, no matter what their age is. 
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9
M O D U L E

Why Human Rights Matter for 
Behaviour Change and 3SB
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Sufficient copies of the handout 

Flip chart: Sustainable safer sexual 
behaviour (activity 9.1)

Jonathan’s  story from module 5 
(activity 9.1)

Handout 8: MSM and law in Kenya 
(activity 9.1)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will 

how sexual rights can work to prevent and minimize 
HIV/STI vulnerability and risk

the role of sexual rights in developing agency for 3SB

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour Handout 8

Activities

Activity 9.1: Human rights and 3SB

Lessons: 

How positive experience of sexual rights before and after becoming sexually active can prevent and minimize 
vulnerability and risk of HIV among MSM 

Note

• A very important issue to stress is that people often feel that human rights, including sexual rights, can be 
enjoyed only when there is a policy and social environment that makes it possible. Although the existence 
of such an environment is certainly very important, each person can use his/her agency and power to affirm 
and practice these rights in their sexual relations. Social change often begins by first modelling in our own 
lives what we want to change in society. 

• Carefully read the resources for instructions on how to use Jonathan’s story in this module.

Steps

1. Introduce the module objectives. In this module, we are going to discuss how human rights can play a very 
important role in helping people develop the attitudes, skill, and knowledge necessary for sustainable safer 
sexual behaviour. We are going to do this by using Jonathan’s story.

2. Divide the participants into four groups and explain the instructions:

• Each group will use handout 7: Sexual rights, which was distributed in module 8.
• The facilitator will read Jonathan’s story sections.
• Every time the facilitator stops reading the story, the groups will have three minutes to discuss the issues 

that are creating vulnerability and risk for Jonathan, and they will decide which sexual rights would help 
Jonathan develop his agency and power (and what type of power) for 3SB.

• The facilitator will conduct a large group discussion to enable each group to share their views and receive 
comments and observations from others.

Note:
Read this module plan carefully and prepare the flip chart on 3SB and the handout on MSM and the law 
in Kenya.

Module Lessons
How sexual rights work to prevent and 
minimize HIV and STI vulnerability and risk
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3. Once the activity is completed, show the flip chart with the definition of 3SB.

Sustainable safer sexual behaviour - 3SB

Something that I can do in the right way every time I have sex that reduces my risk of getting HIV 
and STI when I have sex

Something that both I and my sexual partner/s can do in the right way every time we have sex that 
reduces our risk of getting HIV and STI through sex

4. Ask the participants to work in pairs and use handout 7: Sexual rights to discuss the following questions:
• If you were Jonathan, which would be the three most important rights that would help you develop your agency 

and power for sustainable safer sexual behaviour? Why?
• If you were Jonathan, which would be the three most important rights that you would want to model/express in 

your relationships to help your partners also develop their own agency and power for 3SB? Why?

Note: It is very important to focus on the second discussion question above. This question aims to enable the 
participants to reflect on how they use power in their relationships.

The following are some of the questions that should be asked and discussed:
• Is it enough to focus on only our own rights to reduce vulnerability and risk? Why yes/no?
• What are the potential consequences if someone does not respect the rights of their sexual partners? How would 

vulnerability and risk be affected for those involved? What inequitable sexual and gender roles might be reinforced? 

5. Give the participants 10 minutes to discuss, and then invite the pairs to share their views.

6. Ask the following question, and spend just a few minutes discussing the responses:
What did you learn from this activity that will help you prevent or reduce HIV and STI risk in your life?

Activity 9.2: Frequently asked questions about MSM and the law in Kenya 

Lessons:
• Knowledge about being MSM
• Kenya’s laws relating to sexual orientation of MSM

Steps

1. Invite a legal expert for a Q & A interaction. Allow as many participants as possible to ask questions, and do 
not allow a few people to dominate the discussion. Encourage the participants to avoid repeating the same 
questions.

Stress that this is not an opportunity to use the legal expert to address specific personal issues of the 
participants. However, the participants may contribute their own experiences as examples of problems that 
MSM face if they feel comfortable to do so, but this activity cannot focus on only one case, or use all the time 
to answer the questions of only a few participants.

2. Encourage the participants to find out as much as possible from the guest speaker during the Q & A activity 
(e.g., Are sexual rights addressed in Kenya’s Bill of Rights? Which rights provide opportunities to improve the 
situation of MSM?).

In order to be useful to as many participants as possible, this activity should explore the most common 
problems and/or needs for clarification around the law and MSM in Kenya. If you do not have a guest speaker, 
use handout 8: MSM and the law in Kenya.

3. Conclude by discussing participants’ responses to the following question:
What have you learned from this activity that will help you prevent or reduce risk for HIV and STI in your life?
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Resources for module 9

HANDOUT 8
MSM and the law in Kenya (Activity 9.1)

Frequently asked questions

1. What exactly does the Constitution say about same-sex relationships?
• Nothing; the Constitution does not govern how people relate in their private spheres; such matters are 

left to statutes of parliament, such as the penal code cap 63 of the laws of Kenya, which in section 162-
165 criminalizes same-sex sexual conduct but not same-sex relationships. Having a homosexual sexual 
orientation is not an offense under Kenyan law. But when a man has sex with another man or a woman 
with another woman, then that is an offense under section 162 of the Kenyan penal code. It is also an 
offense to attempt to do the same under section 163 of the Kenyan penal code. Although the Constitution 
of Kenya 2010 does not govern relationships, the Constitution in article 45 allows marriage only between 
members of the opposite sex. It must be appreciated that the Constitution does not forbid marriage 
between same sex couples. Article 45 can be challenged in court by articles 19, 20 (3,4 & 5), 24, 27, 28, 

     and 31.

2. If the law does not prohibit same-sex relationship, what are the reasons one might 
     be arrested?

• The law does not prohibit same-sex relationship; but it does criminalize same-sex sexual conduct. Further, 
being lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender is not a crime. The crime is in having sex with a person of the 
same sex. Identities are not criminalized, only the same-sex sexual conduct is criminalized under section 
162-165 of the penal code of Kenya cap 63 It must however be underscored that same-sex relations are 
protected under article 31 of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, which states that personal matters of one’s 
life such as his/her/their relations must not be questioned or inquired unnecessarily. Any arrest made on 
the basis of identity or relationships is illegal and arbitrary. One can be arrested only for engaging in same-
sex sexual activity, soliciting clients for prostitution, living on the earnings of prostitution, or operating a 
brothel. The criminalization of same sex applies to both gays and lesbians, since the penal code in section 
162 (1) states “any person”.

3. Some MSM have been arrested by the police for being gay, but when taken to the   
   police station, they are charged with something different. What should they do in 

such a case?
• Such arrests are arbitrary and the subsequent charges improper and trumped up. Should you be arrested 

simply for being gay, seek help from GALCK (Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya).
• Arrests related to sexual orientation are mostly legal when-

- You are caught having sex and there are witnesses who testify that they saw the sexual act.
- The sexual activity was not willingly consented (rape) by the partners, and the victim reports to the police.

4. What do I do when arrested and charged with sodomy?
• Initial advice, stay quiet and say nothing to the police at any circumstance, even if they threaten or entice 

you. Secondly, you have a right to a lawyer; call the GALCK lawyer or anyone who can assist you from the 
police station holding since the Constitution in article 49 guarantees this.

• Usually, in sodomy cases, there are two common ways for the police to adduce evidence; one is to produce a 
medical report (P3 form) signed by a government doctor who has examined the accused person’s genitalia 
and found evidence of penetration. The genital examination by the doctor must be done with your full and 
informed consent. If you do not want undergo a genitalia examination, you have a right not to be forced. 
The results of this test will be used against you in court and it is highly advised not to consent or undergo 
any genitalia test.

• The other way is to have the person you were having sex with testifying against you in court. If they do, 
they will be implicating themselves in the crime if it was consensual.
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5. What happens when one is arrested by the police for carrying lubricants?
• Carrying lubricants is not a crime; such an arrest is illegal. The police are not allowed to stop and search 

you, according to article 31 of the Constitution. Call GALCK if arrested for carrying lubricants.

6. The police arrest people for unnatural walk. What should they do in such cases?
• There is no offense like an unnatural walk, the Constitution in article 39 protects the freedom of movement. 

Article 33 protects the freedom of expression, which includes walking however you please.

7. In the event of an arrest due to cross-dressing, what is one to do if taken to the 
     police station?

• Article 27 (4) of the Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of dress. Cross-dressing is not a 
crime, unless you use fake identity documents and false names to deceive people and acquire property or 
services from them. If arrested, seek help from GALCK.

8. How can I relate to the police in the event of a mistaken identity?
• In case of mistaken identity, politely inform the police of your real legal names and use your ID or other 

supportive legal documents to prove it. Should you have cross-dressed, remind them that article 27 (4) 
of the Constitution protects cross-dressing and article 27(5) forbids private citizens (including the police) 
from harassing or discriminating people on the basis of their dress. Should they ask you for a bribe, refuse 
and call GALCK.

9. Can I sue for coercion?
• Any non-consensual sex is a crime. Should there be coercion, report to the police, do not wash yourself 

or change your clothes, but go to a hospital within 72 hours for purposes of collecting the evidence of the 
perpetrator and also to get post-exposure HIV preventive drugs.

10. Can I sue my partner for injuries during sex?
• If you consented to have sex with him, you cannot sue him. Unless you can prove that even though you 

consented, you withdrew the consent whilst having sex, asked him to stop, but he continued and injured 
you. This would however be very difficult to prove because it is your word against his.

• Always insist on consensual sex and negotiate safety measures before engaging in sex.

11. How do you engage legal proceedings in cases where you are denied your health     
   rights? Do these legal proceedings actually work in the Kenyan context?
• Yes, these proceedings work in the Kenyan context. Article 43 (a, 1) guarantees this right. Such a legal 

proceeding would work best when the denial of health services is by a government hospital or clinic.
• Further, article 43 (2) forbids anyone from denying another emergency medical treatment.
• The proceedings are not visible in Kenya because hardly anyone formally complains and actually goes to 

court. You should if denied.

12. Is there a law specialization on the rights of the minority/vulnerable groups in 
       the society?

• There is no specialization per se, but the Constitution protects minority groups in articles 20 (b), 21 (3), 27 
read together with article 260 (definition of marginalized groups).

13. What can a student do if the parents disown him after realizing that he is gay, thus 
   interrupting his education?
• Sue the parents through the children court, arguing under the Constitution of Kenya articles 53 (b,d,e) as 

read together with the Children’s Act relevant section.

14. What does one do once outed by the media?
• If by “outed” you mean having his photos published and his identity and sexual orientation revealed, this 

is absolutely legal and you have no legal redress unless they said you were LGBTI and in truth you aren’t. 
Such would be a defamation case, where you would initially demand they apologise. Should they not, you 
can go to court, but you must prove that they lied about you being LGBTI-which is quite difficult.
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• However, even if you are LGBTI, if the media publish incorrect and defamatory information, such as how 
promiscuous you are, then you can sue for defamation and recover damages.

15. How are drop-in centres protected by the law?
• Articles 33 (1a), 36, and 37 adequately protect the drop-in centres. However, they must be registered under 

the law and remit rates and acquire all licenses under the city council or any local government by-laws. 
GALCK Phone Number: 020-2426060

How to use Jonathan’s story in activity 9.1

Please note: The answers provided for each section are only examples of possible answers. Let the participants 
offer and discuss other viewpoints. 

1. (Begin to read the story) Jonathan is around 20 years old. He was born in a remote rural area of Kenya. He 
completed primary school, but could not continue his studies because the schools were too far and he had to help 
his family make a living. (Ask the group to discuss what issues are already creating vulnerability for 
Jonathan. Answer: Lack of sexuality education. What sexual right/s would help reduce Jonathan’s 
vulnerability if affirmed/enforced? Answer: The right to sexuality education. What type of power 
would these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within.)

2. By age 13, Jonathan felt that he was different, because everybody was telling him that he should be interested in 
girls but he wasn’t. He started to worry there was something wrong with him. (What is creating vulnerability 
for Jonathan at this point? Answer: Social expectations about being a boy and social norms about 
heterosexuality being the only normal and natural sexual orientation. What sexual right/s would 
help reduce Jonathan’s vulnerability if affirmed/enforced? Answer: The right to sexuality education; 
the right to seek, receive, and impart (disseminate) information related to sexuality. What types of 
power would these sexual rights help to develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

3. For boys of his age, there was already a lot of pressure to show that they were becoming “real men” by having sex 
with girls. Because Jonathan was so worried that he was not like boys were expected to be, he had his first sexual 
experience at 14 with a 16-year-old girl. (What issues are creating vulnerability and risk for Jonathan at 
this point? Answer: Social expectations about being a boy and social norms about heterosexuality 
being the only normal and natural sexual orientation. What sexual right/s would help reduce 
Jonathan’s vulnerability if affirmed/enforced? Answer: The right to sexuality education; the right to 
seek, receive, and impart (disseminate) information related to sexuality; the right to choose their 
partners; the right to decide to be sexually active or not.  What types of power would these sexual 
rights help to develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

4. The girl had already been sexually active for two years, but they didn’t use condoms because they could not get 
them and they did not know why condoms are important. (What issues are creating vulnerability and risk 
for Jonathan and the girl at this point? Answer: Social expectations about being a boy and a girl; lack 
of sexuality education and access to prevention services for adolescents, including condoms. What 
sexual right/s would help reduce Jonathan’s and the girl’s vulnerability and risk if such rights were 
affirmed/enforced? Answer: The right to sexuality education; the right to seek, receive, and impart 
(disseminate) information related to sexuality; the right to choose their partner; the right to decide 
to be sexually active or not; the right to the highest attainable (achievable) standard of sexual health, 
including access to sexual and reproductive health care services. What types of power would these 
sexual rights help to develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

5. Jonathan didn’t like his first sexual experience, mostly because his disinterest in the girl increased his worry that 
there was something wrong with him. He continued to have sex with the same girl just to prove that he could be 
with girls, and they did not use condoms. (All of the sexual rights apply here. What types of power would 
these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)
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Please note: At this stage it may be useful to help the group reflect on the fact that Jonathan is still around 14 
and he may already have been at risk of HIV, just like the girl. Most of the vulnerability and risk that Jonathan 
and the girl are facing could have been prevented or minimized if there was a culture of sexual rights as tools 
to save lives, and if these rights were respected in programmes and services. These rights would also help 
Jonathan to develop power within and power with, and to respect the rights of his sexual partners.

6. By the time he was 15, he knew that he liked boys, although he had not had sex with another boy or man. He also 
understood that people like him were often shunned or hated by the community, and he was feeling more and 
isolated. (What issues are creating vulnerability and risk for Jonathan at this point? Answer: Social 
expectations of about being a boy and social norms about heterosexuality being the only normal and 
natural sexual orientation. These expectations are increasing his inner stigma. What sexual right/s 
would help reduce Jonathan’s vulnerability and risk if such rights were affirmed/enforced? Answer: 
The right to sexuality education; the right to seek, receive, and impart (disseminate) information 
related to sexuality; the right to choose one’s partner; the right to decide to be sexually active or not; 
the right to the highest attainable (achievable) standard of sexual health, including access to sexual 
and reproductive health care services; the right to pursue and lead a satisfying, safe, and pleasurable 
sexual life. What types of power would these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, 
power to, and power with.)

7. When Jonathan turned 16 he decided to move to Nairobi to have a chance to make a living and to meet other men 
like him. He went to Nairobi with very little money and no contacts. There was a lot of construction work in Nairobi. 
He found a job but was poorly paid because he had no skills in construction and there were many people ready to 
do the job for even less. He also started to have sex with men, mostly with men who were a few years older than him 
and more experienced. Sometimes he would have sex with condoms, sometimes without if he couldn’t get them. 
Also, it was very difficult to get the right lubricant. (All the above rights apply here. What types of power 
would these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

8. By the time he turned 18, Jonathan had a network of about six men with whom he had sex regularly, sometimes 
without condoms. Jonathan didn’t know if each of these men had other sexual partners, but he thought it was likely, 
and probably they too were using condoms inconsistently because very few services and programmes to promote 
sexual health and safety among MSM existed. (All the above right apply here, What type of power would 
these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

9. At the same time, Jonathan was finding it difficult to send money home and still have enough to live in the city. 
One of his partners told him that it would be easy to earn money by selling sex to other men. Jonathan was young 
and handsome, so it wouldn’t be difficult for him to get clients. Jonathan started selling sex, with and without using 
condoms, depending on the circumstances (All the above apply here. What type of power would these 
sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

10. He realized that it was a good way to increase his income. He has been doing it for about two years. He has had 
STI three or four times, and has never had an HIV test. (All the above rights apply here. What type of power 
would these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)

11. He heard that other MSM who went to the clinic for testing were mistreated by the health workers. And he had 
a bad experience when was once treated for an STI. (All the above rights apply here. What type of power 
would these sexual rights help him develop? Answer: Power within, power to, and power with.)
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M O D U L E

Facts about HIV, 
AIDS, and STIs
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Sufficient copies of the handout 

Slide presentation: Health Education Drop-
in-Centre (activity 10.1)

Cards: STIs, HIV, mucous, scout cell, and T4 
cell (activity 10.3)

Signs: No risk, Low risk, and High risk (activity 
10.4)

Sexual practice cards (activity 10.4)

Handout 9: STI challenge quiz (activity 10.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
How STIs and HIV are transmitted 
and prevented 

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours and 30 minutes Handout 9

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the key learning points. Prepare all the materials in advance, including copies of handout 9.

Activities

Activity 10.1: Reviewing essential information about preventing HIV/STI transmission and pregnancy

Lesson
Preventing STI/HIV transmission by eliminating or minimizing risky behaviours 

Steps 

1. Introduce the module by reviewing the module’s objective. Explain that being knowledgeable about STIs/HIV 
is a key starting point for sustainable safer sexual behaviour. Use the following questions to brainstorm with 
the participants: 

• How many ways do you know in your language to describe STI? 
• Which symptoms do you know for these STI?

2. Record participants’ responses on the flip chart, and explain that you will refer to this list later in the module 
when you will review essential information about HIV and STIs.

3. Introduce the Health education drop-in-centre slide presentation by explaining that it will provide essential 
information about preventing HIV/STI transmission and preventing pregnancy. It is important to include the 
issue of dual protection—preventing STI/HIV transmission and pregnancy—because some MSM have female 
partners. Also explain that most of the information on the slides has been translated into Swahili, and this 
information will provide a useful comparison with the participants’ brainstorm.

name STIs that are common among MSM 
in Kenya and explain how they can be 
prevented

describe the symptoms of these STIs 

explain where to get STI treatment and how 
to prevent the spread of infections during 
treatment

discuss modes of HIV transmission

explain how to prevent HIV/STI transmission 
and pregnancy (dual protection)
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4. As you go through the presentation, invite questions and provide clarifications as necessary. Refer to the 
participants’ brainstorm list to address misconceptions.

5. Once you have completed the presentation, use the following questions to review the presentation’s key 
messages (adapt the questions to meet the needs of the group):

• What should you do if you are unsure about having an STI?
• What if you suspect that your partner has an STI? What would you do?
• What if you were a client of a sex worker and were unsure about him having an STI? What would you do?
• What if you were a client of a sex worker and you were unsure about having an STI? What would you do?
• What if during sex you realized that your partner has an STI? What would you do?
• What services would you go to if you are worried about having an STI or being exposed to HIV?

Stress the following points if the participants do not raise them:

• Some STIs can be cured with medicine but some STIs can’t be cured and will be with you forever.
• The good news is that HIV and STIs are preventable. We will explore more about options for prevention in 

the next modules.
• The sooner you get tested and treated for STI, the better chance you have of either curing or treating it 

before it gets worse. Also, you will lower your chance of spreading the STI to others.
• Because there is no cure for viral STI, including HIV, it is important to reduce or stop the behaviours that may 

put you at risk of infection, such as having sex without a condom, sharing needles, or having many sexual 
partners.

• Like any other group, if more MSM get tested and treated for STI and reduce their risk behaviour, the better 
our chance of lowering the high rates of HIV and STI among MSM in Kenya.

Activity 10.2: STI challenge quiz 

This activity will enable the participants to check what they know or think they know about STI and HIV.

Steps

1. Invite the participants to stand in the middle of the room to play the STI challenge quiz. 

2. Explain the instructions:

• The facilitator will read out one statement at a time (refer to handout 9: STI challenge quiz). If the participants 
think it’s true, they will move to one side of the room. If they think it’s false, they move to the opposite side.

• After you read a statement and the participants move to false or true corners, ask a few people from each 
group to explain why they feel the statement is true or false. Encourage the participants to change their 
opinion if they hear a convincing argument to do so. Finally, reveal the correct answer before reading out 
a new statement.

3. Conclude the activity by asking the following question:

What lesson from this module will help you protect yourself and your partner from HIV and STI?

Activity 10.3: How STI and HIV interact

Lesson: How STIs increase the body’s susceptibility to HIV infection

Steps 

1. In this activity we will discuss how having an STI increases one’s chance of getting HIV. We will do this through 
assimilation, in which the participants will play different roles. This activity will help participants better 
understand how STI and HIV spread in the body and how the body tries to fight them. The participants will 
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also learn the connection between HIV and STI and how preventing and treating STI infection can lower the risk 
of getting and spreading HIV.

2. For this activity facilitators should prepare the following materials:

Roles 

Mucous membrane lining cells (pink parts). Write 
‘vagina’ ‘rectum’ ‘mouth’ ‘urethra’ on front.

Scout immune cell
Write ‘scout immune cell’ on front. 

T4 white blood cells 
Write ‘T4’ on front. 

STI germs
Write ‘STI’ on front.

HIV germ 
Write ‘HIV’ on front.

Minimum 
number
 
3

1

1

1

1

Suggested 
number

8

4

3

4

4

Coloured 
card 

Pink

Green 

Orange 

Blue 

Yellow 

Use other colours if these are not available.

3. Explain the instructions for the simulation role-play.

• Each participant will play a role in this exercise to experience what happens when HIV is transmitted 
during sex and how STI makes it easier for HIV to infect the body.

• Each participant receives a coloured card and wears it around his neck. Participants assigned to play HIV 
should receive an HIV (yellow) card.

• The pink card holders form an inverted U shape in the middle of the room (arrange the chairs to form an 
inverted U if you don’t have enough participants).

• The scout cells (green card holders) stand around the outside of the U.
• The T4 cells stand around the outside of the U but further out.
• The facilitator stands at the open part of the U. 
• Ask the STI and HIV (blue and yellow card holders) to stand by you at the open part of the U: STI germs on 

one side and HIV germ on the other.

Refer to the figure below for a visual explanation of the above instructions.

Scout cellScout cell

T4 cellT4 cell

Scout cell

Facilitator

STI germs HIV germs 
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4. Introduce the players using the following script:

• I will be the narrator and director of all scenes. I have the only speaking part. The pink parts are non-moving, but 
the others are moving parts.

• Before we begin, let me introduce you to the players.

• First, we have a body cavity, formed by the pink parts in the shape of a U. A body cavity is lined with pink parts, 
which are special cells that line the surface of vagina, rectum, urethra (use colloquial words if the participants 
do not understand these terms), and mouth. Such lining is the same in all sites. These overlapping cells  form a 
barrier that provides some protection against HIV and STIs.

• I am the penis that brings STIs and HIV. (Alternatively, a volunteer can play this role.) 

• All pink parts now join hands and choose the body cavity you would like to portray.

• The people with green cards are scout immune cells, affectionately known as scout cells. The scout cells’ job is to 
rush to the pink parts if any irritant or germ enters the body cavity. The scout cells then try to destroy the germ.

• The people with orange cards are the T4 cells. They are among the cells that try to protect the body from 
infections. When a germ enters the body cavity, the T4 cells signal other cells in the blood stream to start making 
antibodies to fight the infection.

• A strange coincidence is that T4 cells and scout cells have a specific receptor on the outside called a CD4 receptor. 
Receptors are like docking or landing points.

• Scout cells and T4 cells, raise one arm and open your hand. Keep your arm raised. This is the CD4 receptor.

• Now meet the HIV germ. HIV is a scary germ, but is really sort of wimpy, in that it cannot live on its own. It has to 
get inside a cell and live there. If HIV doesn’t infect a cell and get inside it within 24 hours (often only 6–8 hours), 
the HIV germ will die.

• The HIV germ has a protein on the outside called an attachment protein. 

• Germs, please raise one arm and make a fist.

• In order for HIV to infect a cell, the attachment protein has to find a cell with a specific receptor. It just so 
happens that the one and only receptor that fits HIV is the CD4 receptor.

• These, of course, are on the scout cells and the T4 cells, represented by their raised, open hands. If this connection 
is not made, then the infection cannot happen.

• Last, meet the STI germ. These can be bacterial ones, like gonorrhea and chlamydia, or viral ones, like herpes. 
(Use colloquial terms to make sure the participants understand.)

• STI germs, do a dog paddle motion with your hands and paddle against the joined hands of the pink parts.

• Pink parts drop your arms to show that you have been infected and the layer of protein is disrupted.

• STI germ, now leave the body cavity and pink parts join hands.

5. After the exercise, ask the following question:

What are the key factors that affect how STI and HIV can affect our bodies?
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6. Summarize the activity as follows:

• Now we have a better understanding of how STIs and HIV can enter and infect our bodies, in particular these 
three key factors: 1) the amount of germ, 2) the length and number of times we are exposed to this type of germ, 
and 3) the health of our pink parts.

• You can see that bottoms, tops, and versatiles are at risk, depending on how they are exposed to these three 
factors.

• Knowing these three factors can help us prevent getting HIV or another STI through sex, because there are ways 
to minimize these factors.

• We say that the STI-HIV connection is a double-edged sword for two reasons:
o If you don’t have HIV and get an STI, you are more likely to also get HIV.
o If you have HIV and get an STI, you are more likely to pass HIV to sexual partners.

• This is why we need to prevent both STIs and HIV, and why it so important to get tested and treated for STIs.
• The good news is that many STIs are treatable. Treatment will get rid of the bacteria STI and reduce the chances 

of HIV transmission. Let’s remember this when we talk about our prevention options in the next module.

Activity 10.4: Risk continuum exercise for understanding how circumstances may affect STI and HIV 
risk, and how gender and sexual roles may influence these risk levels

Lesson: How the risk of sexual practices increases or decreases depending on circumstances and sexual 
behaviours 

Steps

Before starting the module, post high on the wall the following signs:

No Risk-----Low Risk -------High Risk

Please note: make sure that the signs are aligned and that there is some space between each sign.

1. Ask the participants to recall the definition of risk that we used in module 5. Encourage the participants to 
provide the definition in their own words, then show the definition on the flip chart.

The probability that a person may acquire HIV infection, usually as a result of behaviour that enables 
HIV transmission

In order to fully understand what risk behaviour is, we need to understand how the circumstances in which such 
behaviours happen may change the level of risk of these behaviours. The next exercise—the risk continuum 
analysis—will help us understand this.

2. Distribute the sexual practice cards (see this module’s resources for a list of sexual practices), and ask 
participants to tape them below the signs that the participants believe they belong under.

Once all the cards have been placed, facilitate a discussion. For example:
• Which cards were easier to place and why?
• Which cards were more difficult to place, and why?

The next part of discussion will focus on exploring how different circumstances may change the risk level of 
sexual practices. This is the most important step to achieve the learning aims of this activity. There may not be 
time to discuss all the cards. Select those you think may provide more opportunities for discussion, are more 
sensitive to discuss, and those that generate more arguments. Focus on the cards that have been placed in the 
spaces between risk levels. Also, it is important that you select at least one card from each risk level. The key 
question in this discussion is

• How would the level of risk of this sexual practice change if it happened under such circumstance? (You will then 
give an example of specific circumstance or situation.)
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Or
• How would this circumstance or situation (give a specific example) change the level of risk of this sexual practice?

Note

The risk continuum exercise enables the participants to discuss the three factors (mentioned in 
activity 10.3) that influence how STI and HIV infect the human body—1) the amount of germ, 2) the 
length and number of times you are exposed to the germ, and 3) the health of our pink parts.

For example some participants may engage in very unproductive “I’m right/you are wrong” discussion 
about the exact placing on the continuum of specific sexual practices, such as “having unprotected 
anal sex and ejaculating outside” verses “having unprotected anal sex and ejaculating inside”. Clearly, 
both practices are high risk, but the facilitator’s role here is not to take sides. The role of the facilitator 
is to help the participants reflect on the three factors by asking questions such as

• How can the three factors cause STI or HIV infection if one ejaculates outside of the body? What examples 
can you give?

• If a person continued to engage in this sexual practice over time (factor 2) how would this affect the other 
two factors, and therefore STI and HIV risk?

By asking these kinds of questions, facilitators help the participants understand that these practices 
are high risk and that wanting to pinpoint and compare the exact levels of risk of these two practices 
will not make much difference in terms of protecting oneself and others, because both are high risk. 
Also, through these kinds of questions the participants connect and internalise the information that 
has been provided and discussed up to this stage in the course.

3. Ask the participants to consider the sexual practices on the wall in terms of risk for STI transmission. Discuss:
• Would you move any of these cards? Where and why?
• Which circumstances would create different levels of STI risk for these cards? How?

4. Reserve the last 10 minutes of the activity to discuss how gender and sexual roles may also contribute to the 
level of risk of many sexual practices. At this point you will have to refer to the MSM’s gender and sexual roles 
puzzle (from activity 9.1), which ideally will be posted on the wall opposite to or beside the one used for the 
risk continuum. Randomly pick two or three of the gender norms/roles from the puzzle and two or three 
sexual practices from the risk continuum and ask the following questions:

• How and why would this gender norm /role influence the level of risk for HIV of sexual practice X?
• Would this be true for tops, bottoms, and versatiles, or would it be different for each of these sexual roles?
• How and why would this gender role /norm influence the level of risk for STI for the same sexual practice?
• Would this be true for tops, bottoms, and versatiles, or would it be different for each of these sexual roles?
• What kind of power would be involved in overcoming the stereotypes or the vulnerability that these gender 

norms and roles create?

5. Conclude by asking the following question:

What lessons from this module will help you to prevent or minimize your risk for HIV and STI?
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Resources for module 10

HANDOUT 9
STI Challenge Quiz (Activity 10.2)

1. HIV and AIDS are the same thing.

FALSE
HIV is the virus that causes AIDS.
AIDS is the late stage of HIV infection, when a person’s immune system is severely damaged and has difficulty 
fighting diseases and certain cancers. Before the development of certain medications, people with HIV could 
progress to AIDS in just a few years. Currently, people can live much longer—even decades—with HIV before 
they develop AIDS. This is because of highly active combinations of medications that are also available in Kenya.

2. STI means Sexually Transmitted Infection. There are many infections that can be transmitted through sex.

TRUE
HIV is also an STI, although HIV can also be transmitted in other ways.

3. HIV cannot be transmitted from an infected mother to her baby during pregnancy.

FALSE
HIV can be passed from mother to child during pregnancy, birth, or breastfeeding. However, there are 
treatments to prevent this type of transmission, and they are highly effective.

4. Having multiple sex partners or the presence of other STIs can increase the risk of infection during sex.

TRUE
Especially if practicing unprotected sex, and if the person does not know his and his partners’ HIV and STI 
status.

5. Unprotected receptive anal sex (when a person is penetrated anally by a man’s penis) is riskier for HIV and 
STI transmission than unprotected insertive anal sex (when a man uses his penis for anal penetration).

TRUE
Because the internal lining of the rectum can be easily torn, and this makes it easier for the HIV virus to enter 
the body.

6. If an STI is treatable, it means it can be cured.

FALSE
Treatable means that the symptoms can be reduced with drugs. In some cases, the symptoms can disappear 
for a long time, like what happens in many cases with HIV treatment. However, the HIV virus stays in the body. 
An STI is curable when the cause of it can be eliminated—for example, some STIs can be cured with antibiotics.

7. Condoms are the most effective protection against the spread of STIs.

FALSE
• Abstinence from sexual intercourse is the best way to prevent the spread of STIs.
• Condoms are the next best prevention, but only complete sexual abstinence is 100 per cent effective.
• There are some STIs that even condoms cannot prevent completely.
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8. Biologically, both men and women have an equal risk of acquiring an STI from a sexual partner.

FALSE
Women are more vulnerable to STI than men are because women’s mucous membranes are larger and more 
sensitive. Small tears are common in the vagina. However, unprotected anal sex is the most risky sexual practice 
for HIV and STI transmission in both men and women, and therefore condoms and water-based lubricant must 
be used during anal sex.

9. Women who take contraceptive pills are protected from pregnancy and STI.

FALSE
• Fluid exchange puts you at risk of contracting STI. The pill is not a barrier that prevents fluid exchange.
• When taken consistently, the pill is an effective hormonal method for preventing pregnancy.

10. Using two condoms at once (“double bagging”) provides more protection against STI and HIV.

FALSE
• Condoms are made to be used alone—friction between two condoms can cause breakage.
• Do not combine a male condom with a female condom.

11. Condoms are not always effective in preventing human papilloma virus (HPV), which causes genital warts.

TRUE
• HPV can be transmitted by touching (hand to genital or genital to genital) an infected person’s lesions.
• Genital warts can be found on parts of the genitals (testicles, vulva) that are not covered or protected by a 

condom.
• Genital warts are transmitted during an outbreak. However, a person may not be aware that he or she is 

having an outbreak, since warts are not always visible.
• HPV has been linked to anal cancer in men. Gay and bisexual men with HIV are especially at risk of anal 

cancer because they are at higher risk for persistent HPV infection. And, unlike other sexually transmitted 
diseases, condoms do not prevent HPV infection.

12. Someone infected with chlamydia usually has noticeable symptoms.

FALSE
• Most people infected with chlamydia show no symptoms (the same is true for gonorrhoea).
• If left untreated (with antibiotics), chlamydia (and also gonnorhoea) can cause long-term complications 

(infertility and pelvic inflammatory disease in women and prostatitis in men).
• Symptoms: In women—pain or dull ache in cervix, heavy feeling in pelvic area, pain when urinating or 

during intercourse, heavier menstrual flow, heavy cervical discharge; in men—urethral discharge, pain when 
urinating, epididymitis.

13. A person with herpes can infect a partner even if he or she does not have any visible lesions.

TRUE
• Transmission is possible in the absence of lesions.
• The contagious time is at the beginning of an outbreak, during “shedding”, when the infected person feels 

pain or a tingling, burning, itchy sensation.
• The least contagious period is when the infection is dormant and there are no visible lesions.

14. Gonorrhoea can be cured with antibiotics.

TRUE
• There are different types of STI, and bacterial and viral are among them. Gonorrhoea is a bacterial STI. 

Bacterial STIs can be cured with antibiotics. Viral STIs cannot be cured, although they sometimes go into 
remission (meaning you have no symptoms); antiviral drugs may help some people maintain a state of 
remission.
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• Symptoms: In women—pain or dull ache in cervix, heavy feeling in pelvic area, pain when urinating or 
during intercourse, heavier menstrual flow, heavy cervical discharge; in men—urethral discharge, pain when 
urinating, epididymitis.

15. Only women can be tested for STIs.

FALSE
• Both men and women can be tested for most bacterial and viral STI.
• The tests differ for men and women and depend on a person’s sexual behaviours (the healthcare provider 

may need to take oral, cervical, urethral, or anal cell cultures).
• There are three types of STI tests: blood tests (syphilis, HIV); cell cultures (chlamydia, gonorrhoea); and visual 

inspections (HPV, herpes).

16. Which one of the following STI cannot be cured: Chlamydia, Gonorrhoea, Genital herpes?
• Genital herpes. You can get genital herpes even if your partner shows no signs of the infection.
• If you have any symptoms (like a sore on your genitals, especially one that periodically recurs) laboratory 

tests can help determine if you have genital herpes.
• There is no cure for herpes, but treatment is available to reduce symptoms and decrease the risk

of transmission to a partner.

17. It is very useful for sexually active MSM to get tested regularly for HIV and STI.

TRUE
• Knowing your HIV and STI status is important to help you and your partner stay negative if you

are, and to avoid re-infection if you test positive.
• Because HIV infection is enhanced by the presence of an STI, knowing your STI status is also Important.

18. Showering or washing immediately after sex prevents HIV and STI transmission.

FALSE
• Transmission happens because of the exchange of bodily fluids that enter the body. Washing

or showering will not stop the infection.
• However, good hygiene is highly recommended for many other reasons, and keeping our body clean—all 

parts of our body—is good healthy practice.

19. MSM are also at risk of viral hepatitis.

TRUE
Hepatitis A, B, and C are caused by viruses, and these diseases affect the liver. For Hep A and B, vaccines are 
available. Hep C is often transmitted by sharing needles, but can also be transmitted through sex. Hep C has no 
vaccine, and treatment may be complex.

Sample sexual practice cards (activity 10.4). Write each of the following practices in large letters on a half-A4-
size card.

Facilitators are encouraged to add other practices that are relevant. 
• Mutual masturbation
• Deep kissing 
• Giving oral sex without a condom
• Giving oral sex with a condom
• Being the penetrative anal sex partner (the top) using a condom
• Being the receptive anal sex partner (the bottom) using a condom
• Receiving oral sex without a condom
• Receiving oral sex wearing a condom
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• Rubbing the penis against the anus without a condom 
• Having unprotected sex always with only one partner and not knowing his HIV and STI status, and not 

knowing you own HIV and STI status
• Having unprotected sex with only one partner and knowing that he is HIV negative and has no STI and 

knowing that you are HIV negative and STI free
• Having unprotected sex with concurrent sexual partners (not group sex) without knowing their or your HIV 

and STI status
• Having unprotected group sex with casual partners and not knowing their HIV and STI status or your own
• Having protected group sex and knowing the HIV and STI status of the others, but not your own
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M O D U L E

HIV Prevention (Condoms, 
Lubricant, and PrEP)
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Sufficient copies of the handouts 

Sufficient male and female condoms, penile 
models, and lubricants for demonstration 
and practice (activity 11.1)

Guidelines/steps on correct condom use 
(activity 11.1)

Handout 10: Facts about male condoms and 
essential steps to use them correctly (activity 
11.1)
Handout 11: Using the female condom for 
anal sex (activity 11.1)
Handout 12: Pre- and post-exposure 
prophylaxis for HIV (activity 11.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will

Materials

Duration: Handouts:90 minutes Handout 10, 11, 12

Activities

Activity 11.1: Demonstrate proper use of male and female condoms

Lesson: Correct use of male and female condoms for same-sex activity 

Steps

1. Brainstorm with the participants on what they know about male and female condoms and their importance 
on STI and HIV prevention.

2. Discuss the results of the brainstorm, and add additional key points that were not identified by the participants. 
Display on a flip chart. Distribute handout 10: Facts about male condoms and essential steps to use them 
correctly.

3. Explain that this activity focuses on reviewing and practicing correct condom use. Using a penile model, 
demonstrate how to correctly use a male condom. Be sure to implement all the necessary steps, explaining 
each step as you proceed.

4. Ask the participants to do male condom demonstration in pairs/ small teams. Distribute male condom packets 
and a penile model to each pair /team and the guidelines/steps on correct condom use. Allow enough time 
for each participant to practice at least once.

5. If time permits, ask one person per pair/team to demonstrate without consulting the guidelines while 
the other person explains each step. At the end of each demonstration, ask the large group whether the 
demonstration was done correctly or if any step was missed or performed incorrectly. Make sure you address 
any issue not addressed by the group.

Note:
• Read this module plan carefully. Prepare all the materials in advance.
• For activity 11.2, invite a health provider to discuss the pre- and post-exposure prophylaxis with the group 

and answer questions. If you cannot access a health provider, find out before conducting this module if there 
are health facilities that provide these services in the area where the participants live and work. 

Module Lessons
Skills for 3SB 

When specific additional prevention and risk 
reduction options may be appropriate for MSM 

demonstrate correct use of male and female 
condoms and lubricants

explain what pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) and 
post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) for HIV are and 
when they may be appropriate for MSM
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6. Distribute handout 11: Using the female condom for anal sex, and explain it to the participants.

7. Demonstrate the correct use of female condoms. Next, ask for two volunteers to demonstrate it. The other 
participants will use the instructions in handout 11 to assess the demonstration.

8. Lead a Q & A with participants. Point out any elements of the demonstration that were omitted or incorrect.

Activity 11.2: Understanding how pre- and post-exposure prophylaxis may provide an additional option 
to prevent and reduce risk for HIV transmission among MSM

Lessons: What PEP and PrEP are and when they are appropriate for MSM 

Note: It is important to ensure that participants do not develop misconceptions, such as that PrEP is a 
replacement for 3SB or that PEP is a safety net for not practicing 3SB.

Steps

1. Ask the following questions to prompt discussion:
• Have you heard of pre-exposure prophylaxis and post-exposure prophylaxis for HIV? 
• What do you think they are?

2. Collect a few responses, distribute handout 12: Pre- and post-exposure prophylaxis for HIV, and review it 
with the group. 

3. Introduce the guest speaker, a health provider, who will provide an overview and answer the participants’ 
questions. 

4. If you cannot get a health provider as a guest speaker, inform the participants about health facilities that 
provide these services in the area where the participants live and work. 

5. Ask the participants to work in pairs or small groups of three. Assign question A to some pairs and B to the 
other pairs. They have five minutes to discuss.

A. If someone told you that you don’t have to worry about 3SB because there is PrEP, what would you say? 
B. If someone told you that you don’t have to worry about 3SB because there is PEP, what would you say? 

Note 
As the pairs share their views, resolve any disagreement or dispute by asking the participants to refer to the 
information in handout 12. 
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Resources for module 11

HANDOUT 10
Facts about the male condom and essential steps to use it correctly (Activity 11.1)

Facts about male condoms

Condoms can help to prevent STI, HIV, and pregnancy.

Most penises are not too big or too small for a condom. Condoms can be stretched to fit over a forearm.

Condoms do not leak and the virus (HIV) cannot get through.

Condoms do not eliminate sensation. The idea of sex and sexual pleasure is in the mind. Sex with a condom 
can be as pleasurable as unprotected sex. Since partners are protecting each other, this should give even 
greater pleasure and satisfaction, as they are both safe from STI and HIV infection and unintended pregnancy.

Asking a partner to use a condom does not mean you do not trust them. You are making a responsible 
statement about both of your futures by using condoms.

Most condoms are lubricated. However, if extra lubrication is desired, use a water-soluble lubricant such as 
KY Jelly. Water and saliva are good substitutes, but if you use saliva make sure that it is the saliva of the receptive 
partner (the bottom). This is important to prevent transmission of hepatitis virus if the top partner has it. Never 
use petroleum jelly products such as Vaseline or body lotions, because they can cause the condom to tear or 
break.

Condoms are tested thoroughly and should not break with proper use and storage prior to use. Never 
leave condoms on a windowsill, in a wallet, in your back pocket, or under a florescent light. All these places 
will accelerate condom deterioration. Even when condoms are used, if they are not used correctly and 
consistently each time a person has sex, an STI or HIV may be passed on.

Essential steps to demonstrate proper male condom use with a penis model
• Check expiration date to make sure condom is still good.
• Open the package carefully. Do not tear the latex with your fingernails or teeth.
• Hold the tip of the condom, squeeze out the air, and roll it down over penis model.
• Roll the condom down to the base of the penis. Be sure you leave a reservoir at the tip to capture semen.
• After ejaculation, withdraw penis from partner.
• To prevent spilling of the semen, the condom must be held at the base while withdrawing from the partner’s 

body. The penis should be removed from the body before it goes limp.
• Remove the condom, tie it in a knot, wrap it in tissue or other paper, and discard it in a place
    where other people will not find it. 

Male and female condoms are not used together.
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Main causes of condom breakage/burst:

1. Expired condoms: Use condoms before the expiry date printed on their packaging.
2. Poor storage: Don’t keep condoms in your wallet, sit on them, or store them in places where they can get 

damaged.
3. Air space: Squeeze the tip of the condom as you roll it on to make sure that there will not be an air bubble at 

the tip. An air bubble may burst during sex due to the friction.
4. Not leaving space for ejaculate when putting the condom on: After squeezing the condom to eliminate 

excess air, make sure that you don’t wear the condom too tight at the tip of penis. Usually half an inch of 
space is necessary to collect the ejaculate.

5. Double bagging: Don’t wear two condoms on the penis. Double bagging will cause slipping of condoms.
6. Use of wrong lubricant: Don’t use oil-based lubricants.
7. Drying: Condoms that are old and/or improperly stored become weak and will probably break during sex.
8. Opening the packaging with sharps or teeth can make small tears that cause bursting during sex.

What to do in case of condom burst: Wash with water and soap (don’t use harsh chemicals). If resuming sex, 
use new condoms and the right type of lubricant correctly. Seek PEP as soon as possible and within 72 hours. 
PEP will be explained later in this session.
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HANDOUT 11
Using the female condom for anal sex (Activity 11.1)

Method 1: Use by receptive partner (bottom)   

1. Check the expiry date. 
2. Find the arrow on the packaging, and tear downwards carefully to avoid tearing.
3. At the closed end of the condom, squeeze the flexible inner ring between your thumb and second or 

middle finger so the ring becomes long and narrow.
4. Gently insert the inner ring into the anus. (Some users prefer to remove the inner ring before insertion, to 

make the condom more comfortable.) Push it far inside. When the condom is properly inserted, the outer 
ring will hang about one inch out of the anus.

5. Leave the outer ring on the outside of the body.
6. Add lubricant to the inside of the female condom or on the penis.
7. Guide the penis inside the outer ring into the female condom. If the penis enters to the side of the female 

condom or pushes one of the sides of the outer ring inside the anus, stop, adjust the outer ring, and start 
again.

8. To remove the female condom, twist the outer ring and gently remove.
9. Tie a knot and dispose of the condom in the trash. Do not put it into the toilet.
 

Method 2: Use by insertive partner (top)

1. Remove the inner ring. The ring can be placed on the outside of the condom, as this can provide additional 
stimulation to the receptive partner.

2. Place the condom like a sock over the erect penis. 
3. Add lubricant to the condom and or to the partner’s anus.
4. Holding both rings in place at the base of the penis, and insert the penis into the anus or vagina. As with 

the male condom, it is recommended to use the female condom only once, and to use a new one for each 
sex act.
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HANDOUT 12 
Pre- and post-exposure prophylaxis for HIV (Activity 11.2) PrEP 6

What if a person is in a situation in which he/she may be at a high risk for HIV (e.g., if the person has 
an HIV-positive partner)?

• PrEP is a new HIV prevention method in which people who do not have HIV infection take antiretroviral 
pills daily to reduce their risk of becoming infected.

• When used consistently, PrEP has been shown to reduce the risk of HIV infection among adults at very 
high risk of HIV infection through sex, including MSM and heterosexually active men and women.

• For some individuals at very high risk for sexual exposure to HIV, PrEP may be a much-needed additional 
prevention method, but it will not be right for everyone. PrEP is an intensive approach that requires strict 
adherence to daily medication (meaning, taking the drugs every day as prescribed) and regular HIV testing. 
It is not intended to be used in isolation, but in combination with other HIV risk reduction methods, which 
for MSM include condoms, monthly HIV testing, counselling to reduce risk behaviour and to encourage 
adherence to the daily pill schedule, and management of STIs.

• If it is used effectively and by people at very high risk, PrEP may play a role in helping to reduce the 
number of new HIV infections. PrEP is not a replacement for 3SB.

PEP

What can you do if the condom breaks during sex, or if you have unprotected sex and are not sure 
about the HIV status of the other person, or if you are a victim of forced unprotected sex?

• See a health provider and describe what happened.
• If you don’t know your HIV status, you will first need to have a test. The other person should also be tested.
• If you cannot get the other person to have a test or to tell you his/her HIV status, and if your HIV test result 

is negative, the health provider may prescribe a 28-day treatment of antiretroviral drugs to prevent the 
possibility of HIV infection.

• However, for this to have a chance to work, you must start the ART within 72 hours from the time you had 
unprotected sex.

• It is also very important that you complete the treatment for 28 days and do the follow-up as advised by 
the provider.

• PEP does not mean that you can practice unprotected sex. You must continue to practice 3SB.

6 Adapted from: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 2012. PrEP A New Tool for HIV Prevention. CDC Fact Sheet.
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M O D U L E

Alcohol and Substance Abuse 
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Sufficient copies of the handouts 

Flip chart: Alcohol and substance abuse 
(activity 12.1)

PowerPoint presentation: Introduction to 
psychoactive substances (activity 12.1)

Flip chart: How alcohol and substance abuse 
can affect MSM (activity 12.1)
Flip chart: How does one know when alcohol 
use is too much? (activity 12.2)

Handout 13: Alcohol and substance abuse 
(activity 12.1)
Handout 14: Alcohol abuse: Strategies for 
cutting down (activity 12.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
How alcohol and substance abuse hinder 3SB

Addiction is an illness, not an immoral habit 

Risk reduction strategies for alcohol abuse

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour Handout 13 & 14

Note: 
Identify local health and social services that assist people who struggle with alcohol and substance abuse or 
addiction. Be prepared to provide this information during activity 12.1.

Activities

Activity 12.1: Alcohol and substance abuse

Lessons : Substance abuse and its impact on HIV vulnerability and risk

Steps 

1. Explain that this activity discusses alcohol and substance abuse. Stress that we are not having a discussion 
to judge anyone. This discussion is about understanding how these substances may affect 3SB and health.

2. Ask the group what the expression “alcohol and substance abuse” means. Show the flip chart labelled Alcohol 
and substance abuse. 

3. Facilitate a brainstorm by asking the following question:

What is alcohol and substance abuse?

4. Record responses.

5. Clarify the following: 

• Alcohol abuse is the excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages.
• Drug abuse is the improper use of drugs (e.g., taking Piriton to sleep instead of taking it to treat allergies, sniffing 

glue to get high instead of using it as an adhesive).

explain what alcohol and substance 
abuse mean

identify how alcohol and substance abuse 
may hinder 3SB and impair health 

identify strategies for reducing alcohol 
abuse that are applicable to their lives

Methodologies
brainstorm, discussion; TRUE /FALSE game
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6. Ask the following question and facilitate discussion:
    How many different types of alcoholic drinks and other substances are consumed among the MSM you know?

If the participants are reluctant or have difficulty suggesting substances, you may write examples on the flip 
chart. Ask if they have heard of them and if they know whether these substances are used among MSM as well.

Record their responses on the same flip chart.

7. Make a PowerPoint presentation Introduction to psychoactive substances (appendix 7), and distribute 
    handout 13.

8.  Show the flip chart: How alcohol and substance abuse can affect MSM, which you prepared before conducting 
the module:

• How can alcohol and substance abuse impair our judgment and influence HIV risk among MSM?

o Not using condoms and lubricants correctly.
o Not remembering if a condom was used during sex.
o Forgetting to use condoms. 
o Not noticing when the partner removes the condom.
o Higher risk of STI and HIV because of not being in control of safer sex.
o Forgetting to take medicines (including STI treatment and ARVs).
o Loss of control of personal safety and security of belongings.
o Increased potential of exposure to sexual violence.
o Increased potential exposure to physical violence.

• How alcohol and substance abuse can affect MSM financially:
o Clients have sex without paying.
o Clients rob intoxicated MSM.
o Intoxicated MSM cannot negotiate the price for sex. 
o Alcohol (and other substance) cost money that could be used for other purposes (e.g., food, family, to 

set up business, health care).

9. Read out the flip chart and make sure that everyone understands each item. At this stage, your purpose 
is only to check that the group understands the list, not to discuss. Ask the group to offer any additional 
items to be added to the list. Emphasize that this is not a right/wrong debate and that, for the moment, all 
suggestions will be added to the list.

10. Explain the instructions:

• You will read the revised list again. 
• As you read, the group will decide the five most important ways that alcohol and substance abuse affects 

MSM on the list. 
• Each person will walk up to the list and put a mark against the five most important items he has selected.

• beer
• wine 
• liquor
• spirits
• change mnazi
• busaa
• muratina
• marijuana, bhang/weed/ndom/

ombidho/ganja, ndukulu/kichwodho

• khat-miraa/veve/muguka/
guks/gomba/mbachu

• cocaine-unga, brown sugar
• heroin/morphine
• amphetamine, matembe
• Valium/mchhele
• kuber/ndovu/rwara
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11. Once this task is completed, invite the participants to gather around the flip chart. First, discuss the items 
that have most marks.

• Why do you think these issues are so important for MSM?  
• Do they affect MSM differently from other groups?  
• How?

Activity 12.2: Impact of alcohol and substance abuse on HIV/STI risk

Lesson: How alcohol/substance abuse makes MSM vulnerable to HIV

Steps

1. Transition into the next activity, which will continue to explore the impacts of alcohol and substance abuse on 
HIV/STI risk and health. Explain that the purpose of this activity is not to go deeply into how each substance 
works in the body or mind. We know that they can have very bad effects on health. The purpose is to explore 
how alcohol and substance abuse can undermine 3SB. 

2. Refer to handout 13: Alcohol and substance abuse for the statements used in this exercise. Think about the 
issues that were raised in the previous exercise to guide your selection of the statements, as you may not 
have the time to use all of them.

3. Invite the participants to form a line in front of you. This is a true/false exercise. You will read one statement 
at a time. If the participants think it’s true, they will not move. If they feel it’s false, they will take one step 
back.

4. After each statement is read and the participants make their choices, ask why they think it’s true or false, and 
help them exchange opinions before you reveal the correct answer.

5. Show the following flip chart that you will have prepared before conducting the module.

How does one know when alcohol use is too much?

Responsible alcohol use for men is not more than two alcoholic drinks per day.

The following questions can point to alcohol use becoming a problem:
• Have you ever felt you should cut down on your drinking?
• Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
• Have you ever felt bad or guilty about your drinking?
• Have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning as an eye opener to steady your nerves or get rid of a 

hangover?

The best way to find out if alcohol use is becoming a problem is to visit a health facility. A counsellor will help 
you assess your situation.

6. Before reading the four questions on the flip chart, explain that each participant will answer YES or NO 
privately in his own mind. No one will be asked to disclose any personal information or feeling unless they 
want to. This is a rapid and personal self-assessment, and it’s useful only if they participants are honest with 
themselves.

7. Once you have gone through the questions (wait 10-15 seconds between each), inform the participants that 
if they answered yes to any of the questions, it may be advisable to seek help. Inform the group where they 
can get help.
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8. Highlight the fact that initially tobacco was not included in the list of substances. In fact, it has negative 
impact on health, and there is clear scientific proof that tobacco causes lung cancer. Add tobacco to the 
original list of substances that MSM use.

9. Distribute handout 14: Alcohol abuse: strategies for cutting down. Review it with the group and discuss:

• Which of these tips do you find most useful for reducing alcohol use? Why?
• Which of these tips would be the hardest to use? Why?
• What else could you suggest to help someone wanting to reduce drinking?

10. Conclude the activity by discussing briefly:

What have you learned about alcohol and substance abuse that is useful to help you with 3SB?
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Resources for module 12

HANDOUT 13
Alcohol and substance abuse (Activity 12.1)

Alcohol abuse is the excessive use of alcoholic beverages.
Drug abuse is the improper use of drugs (e.g., taking Piriton to sleep instead of taking it to treat allergies, or sniffing 
glue instead of using it as an adhesive).

For HIV-positive individuals, it is not
known whether any level of alcohol
consumption is safe.

There are safe drinking levels for
individuals on anti-retroviral drugs have
been established.

Taking tobacco and recreational/
illicit drugs while on ARVs is not very
dangerous.

Alcohol abuse can undermine the 
immune system, even in HIV negative 
people.

Alcohol abuse does not affect how the 
body absorbs medications.

Alcohol is an intoxicant and a central
nervous system depressant. This means
alcohol abuse can impair clear thinking 
for decision-making, for example it can
undermine decisions for practicing 3SB.

Long term alcohol abuse mostly causes
problems to the liver.

TRUE

FALSE
No safe drinking levels have been established for 
people on ART. In fact, even for healthy people, there 
is still debate about what” safe drinking level” means 
because safe drinking levels are influenced by many 
factors for different people.

FALSE
These substances may affect both the immune 
system and how the drugs are absorbed by the body.

TRUE

FALSE
In some cases, even moderate quantities of alcohol 
can create serious side effects.

TRUE
• Judgment is frequently the first mental capacity 

affected by alcohol. Poor decision-making, rapid 
decision-making, not being realistic in decisions is 
common.

• Poor attention and concentration.
• Loss of inhibitions—we say things or do things 

that we normally would not.
• Exaggerated emotion (anger, fear, anxiety, 

sadness).
• Blackouts with loss of memory.

FALSE
There are many long-term problems:
• Nutritional deficiencies effecting mental abilities.
• Damage to physical organs including the brain, 

liver, heart, stomach.
• Breakdown of bone and muscle tissue.
• Memory loss or impairment.
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Drug abusers lack moral principles or
Willpower, and they could stop using 
drugs simply by choosing to change 
their behaviour.

Drugs change the brain in ways that
foster compulsive drug abuse. This is 
why quitting is difficult, even for those 
who are ready to do so.

• Impaired attention and concentration.
• Inability to get along with others.
• Difficulty coping with school or employment 

demands.
• Alcohol withdrawal effects include tremors, 

excessive perspiration, and hallucinations.

FALSE
Drug addiction is a complex disease, and quitting 
takes more than good intentions or a strong will. Just 
think about how difficult it is to quit smoking.

TRUE
Drugs contain chemicals that tap into the brain’s
communication system and disrupt the way nerve 
cells normally send, receive, and process information. 
Over time, this disruption creates addiction to the 
drug because the person feels that he/she cannot 
function without it.
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HANDOUT 14
Alcohol abuse: Strategies for cutting down (Activity 12.2)

Small changes can make a big difference in reducing your chances of having alcohol-related problems. Here 
are some strategies to try:

Set goals: Decide how many days a month you wish to drink and how many drinks you can have on those 
days. You can reduce your risk of alcohol dependence and related problems by drinking within your acceptable 
health limits.

Keep track: Keep track of how much you drink. For example, keep bottle tops to track the number of drinks 
you have taken and to alert you when you reach your limit.

Pacing and spacing: When taking alcohol, slip slowly and pace yourself, preferably one alcoholic drink per 
hour. Also drink non-alcoholic drinks such as water, soda, and juice alternately with drinks containing alcohol.

Include food: Don’t drink alcohol on an empty stomach. Eat some nourishing food including starch before 
drinking alcohol so that the alcohol will be absorbed more slowly into your system.

Avoid “trigger” situations: If certain people or places make you drink alcohol even when you don’t want to, 
try to avoid them. If certain activities, times of day, or feelings trigger the urge to drink, then find alternative 
activities to do.

Handle urges: When the urge to drink occurs, remind yourself of your reasons for wishing to avoid alcohol.

Distract yourself: Always involve yourself with healthy, distracting activities. You may also talk it through with 
someone you trust.

Know your “NO”: At times, someone may give you alcohol to drink when you do not want it. Politely but firmly 
tell the person “NO”. The faster and more firmly you say “NO” to these offers, the less likely you are to give in.

Seek help: If you want to quit drinking alcohol, ask for support from people willing to help, such as boyfriend/
girlfriend wife/husband, parents/guardian, or non-drinking friends. You may also consider joining your local 
branch of Alcoholics Anonymous or any other support group to acquire a network of friends who have found 
ways to live without alcohol. If you are dependent on alcohol and decide to stop drinking completely, don’t go 
it alone. Consult a doctor or counsellor to plan a safe recovery.
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M O D U L E

Changing Behaviour: 
Options for Sustainable 
Safer Sexual Behaviour 

13
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Sufficient copies of the handouts 

Flip chart: Three key factors (activity 13.1)
Flip chart: Prevention and harm reduction 
definitions (activity 13.2) 
Flip chart: Prevention and harm reduction 
options (activity 13.2)

Signs: NO WAY; YES, BUT…; READY TO TRY IT;  
BEEN DOING IT; BEEN LIVING IT;  DID IT BUT 
STOPPED  (activity 13.3)

Behaviour change ladder (on the floor or on 
a flip chart) (activity 13.3) You will also need 
these signs in module 14.

Handout 15: Three factors influencing whether 
STIs and HIV infect the body (activity 13.1)
Handout 16: Options for STI and HIV prevention 
and harm reduction (activity 13.2)
Handout 17: Stages of change theory (activity 
13.3)
Handout 18: Preparing for action (activity 13.3)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
The interaction of personal and social factors 
in the behaviour change processes

Prevention and harm reduction options to 
reduce risk and vulnerability 

How to assess which stage of the behaviour 
change process one is at and manage it to 
enhance 3SB

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours Handouts 15, 16, 17, 18

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the key learning points. Prepare all the materials in advance.

Activities

Activity 13.1: Consolidating our understanding of how STI and HIV infect the body

Lessons : How STIs and HIV infect the body

Steps 

1. Introduce the objectives of this module. Remind the participants that in activity 10.3 we discussed three key 
factors that influence how STI and HIV infection happens. Ask the participants to name these factors, and 
show the factors on a flip chart.
• The amount of germ 
• The length and number of times we are exposed to the germ
• The health of our pink parts 

2. Distribute handout 15: Three factors influencing whether STI and HIV infect the body. Review it with the group, 
and address any questions. 

3. Explain that we can eliminate or limit the influence of these three factors by adopting sexual practices that 
prevent or minimize
• the quantity or dose of the germ that we come in contact with
• exposure to the germ (i.e., for how long and how often we come in contact with it)
• our body’s susceptibility to infection (i.e., how healthy your pink parts are).

identify prevention and harm reduction 
options that they can use

explain how personal sexual choices relate 
to their HIV and STI risk behaviour

describe the stages of the behaviour change 
process and assess their readiness to get 
tested for HIV and be screened for STI
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Activity 13.2: Understanding the difference between prevention and harm reduction options

Lessons 
• The difference between prevention options and harm reduction options
• How they support each other in helping us to better manage risk

Steps

1.  Explain that in this activity we begin to identify solutions to better manage STI and HIV risk. It is important to 
understand that we have different types of options: prevention options and harm reduction options. Show 
the definitions on a flip chart.

Prevention options are the most effective way to reduce chances of getting or transmitting HIV 
and STI.

Harm reduction options are practical methods to reduce risk and the chances of getting STI or 
HIV. These options are for persons who may face circumstance that make it difficult to use the 
prevention options (when facing gender-based violence or difficulties in partner negotiation). Harm 
reduction options are not as effective as prevention options. For many, they are the first step 
towards changing behaviour and reducing risk.

2. Ask the participants to form pairs and discuss the following question for three minutes:

What is the difference between prevention options and harm reduction?

Invite a few responses and stress again the definitions (show the flip chart).

Prevention means options that enable us to avoid risk.

Harm reduction means options that help us reduce risk when it occurs (i.e., to minimize the 
three factors that influence how STIs and HIV enter the human body).

3. Explain that we are going to explore in more depth the difference between prevention and harm reduction.

4. Post on the wall the flip chart: Prevention and harm reduction options, showing some prevention and harm 
reduction options that you have copied from handout 16: Options for STI and HIV prevention and harm 
reduction.

Options 

Get tested and treated for STIs (including 
testing for gonorrhoea) every 3–6 months.  

Avoid sharing needles. 

Stop using drugs or alcohol.

Avoid anal douching before or after sex.

Use condoms and lubricants correctly EVERY 
time with EVERY partner for anal and/or 
vaginal intercourse.

Prevention Harm reduction 
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5. Invite the participants to stand in front of the flip chart and read it. Each participant will decide which options 
are for prevention and which are for harm reduction by placing a mark (e.g., X) in the corresponding columns. 
Participants cannot discuss their decisions with anyone else, but can refer to the definitions flip chart used 
in step 1 above (make sure it is visible). Give the participants five minutes to complete the task.

6. Discuss the results by stressing that we must keep in mind the difference between prevention and harm 
reduction in order to identify correctly which is which. Ask the following questions:
• Which options marked as preventions are harm reduction? Why?
• Which options marked as harm reduction are prevention options? Why?

Note: At this stage it is not essential to arrive at the correct answers, you will do this in step 7.

7. Distribute handout 16: Options for STI and HIV prevention and harm reduction, and review it with participants, 
comparing it with the results of the previous discussion. Correct the flip chart accordingly.

8. Transition to the next activity by stressing that both prevention and harm reduction options are important 
for managing behaviour change to help us get to our goal: 3SB. Therefore, let’s discuss in more depth what 
is involved in behaviour change.

Activity 13.3: Stage yourself—how ready are YOU for change?

Lessons: How to assess one’s risk for STI and HIV and apply the behaviour change stages in order to self-assess 
one’s readiness to access HIV testing and/or STI screening

Steps:

1. Before starting this module, the facilitator should have identified different points in the room and placed the 
following prepared flip charts showing behaviour change stages: 
• NO WAY 
• YES, BUT… 
• READY TO TRY IT
• BEEN DOING IT
•  BEEN LIVING IT
•  DID IT BUT STOPPED

2. If space permits, draw a ladder on the floor by using a marker pen (or on a flip chart if space does not permit 
using the floor).

3. Explain that people go through stages when it comes to changing behaviour.

4. Distribute and review handout 17: Stages of change theory. As you discuss the stage, use the ladder you 
prepared. In the ladder, each stage will be each step (refer to handout 16 for examples). Move accordingly.

 

Options 

Look at your genitals (including anus) for 
sores, irritated skin, or discharge before 
having sex, and do not have sex if these are 
seen.

Avoid unprotected penetrative or oral 
vaginal and anal sex.

Prevention Harm reduction 
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(Please note: you will need the behaviour change ladder again in the next module.)

5. Explain that when people are trying to make a change to reduce their chance of getting HIV/STI, they go 
through stages.

6. The participants will now be involved in an activity where they assess their own readiness to do one of the 
options. Refer to handout 16: Options for STI and HIV prevention and harm reduction.

7. Begin by giving an example, such as “Get screened for STI every three months.”

8. Ask the participants to stand beside the flip chart that displays the stage that most closely represents how 
they feel about going for STI screening and treatment every three months. Remind the participants that they 
need to be honest and that it is okay and normal to be in any of the stages.

9. After they have placed themselves at their stages, facilitate a discussion with the following questions:

• What factors influence our being at that particular stage, and how do they affect our agency and power to 
     move on?
• Have those who are in the ready-for-action stage ever felt the way the participants in the contemplation stage feel? 

What helped them to move to the ready-for-action stage?
• Have those in the action stage ever felt the way the participants in the pre-contemplation stage feel? What helped 

them to move to the action stage?

Note 

It is important for participants to feel comfortable sharing their feelings about changing  behaviour. 
Before the activity begins, be sure to explain to the participants that it is okay if they are in the pre-
contemplation (NO WAY) or contemplation (YES, BUT) stages, because people are often in these 
stages for many different behaviours.  It is also important to remind the participants that it is okay 
and not considered a failure if anyone in the group has relapsed (DID IT AND STOPPED), because it 
is a natural part of the behaviour change process.

Remind the participants that honesty about their feelings and experiences regarding getting tested 
for HIV and STI will help them to determine where they are in the change process, and that honesty 
shows their agency and power to take control of their lives and overcome inner stigma or guilt. It will 
also help their peers who might be feeling the same way.

10. Close by distributing and reviewing handout 18: Preparing for action, and ask the participants to work 
individually to select an option that they will be willing to practice over a specified time period. Stress that 
this is a private and confidential activity that they do not have to share.

11. Remind the participants that this is a commitment to take the first step to change a behaviour, thus building     
on our agency and power for 3SB.

12. Conclude the module by discussing the following question:

      What have you learned from this module that helps you prevent or reduce your STI and HIV risk?
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Resources for module 13

HANDOUT 15
Three factors influence whether STI and HIV infect the body (Activity 13.1)

Three key factors influence whether STI and HIV infect the body:

• The amount of germ (i.e., quantity or dose)
• The length and number of times we are exposed to the germ (i.e., exposure)
• The health of our pink parts (i.e., resistance to infection)

1) Dose
• How much germ you get in touch with depends on the amount of HIV germ in your sexual partner when 

you have sexual contact and how much gets into your body.
• The amount also depends on which fluid you exchange (semen, vaginal secretions, or blood).
• The amount of germ also depends on whether or not your partner has an STI.
• If a person living with HIV says his/her viral load is undetectable, it means the amount of HIV in his/her 

body is low, but HIV can still be transmitted.

2) Exposure
• Exposure depends on how long the germ is in your body.
• Exposure also depends on how many times you came in contact with it.
• For MSM, exposure depends mainly on what kind of sex you have and who is left holding the semen inside 

their body.
• Exposure also depends on whether your sex partner has HIV.

3) Resistance
• Resistance depends on how many white blood cells you have on your pink parts.
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HANDOUT 16
Options for STI and HIV prevention and harm reduction (Activity 13.2)

This handout lists some of the prevention and harm reduction options for reducing your chance of getting an 
STI and/or HIV through sex or drug use. The best way to decrease your risk is to choose a prevention option. If 
you are not ready for a prevention option, you can still reduce risk by doing a harm reduction option.

Prevention means options that give us the most effective protection to keep the risk away from 
our lives.

Harm reduction / risk reduction means options to help us reduce the risk when and how we face it (i.e., 
to minimize the three factors that influence how STI and HIV enter the human body).

PREVENTION OPTIONS FOR SEX—THE BETTER APPROACH
A - Avoid rectal and vaginal intercourse. May choose to use other (outercourse) sexual techniques.
B - Be in a mutually monogamous relationship with an uninfected partner, in which both partners get tested 

and have negative results for STI and HIV.
C - Condoms and lubricants used correctly EVERY time with EVERY partner for anal and/or vaginal intercourse.

HARM REDUCTION OPTIONS FOR SEX - THE GOOD APPROACH

1. Reduce the amount of HIV and STI GERM you are exposed to.
• Get tested and treated for STI every three to six months, including throat testing (for gonorrhoea), to help 

reduce the amount of STI in your body.
• Use plastic wrap / dental dam for rimming (mouth-to-anal contact).
• Swish and spit—rinse mouth with mild mouthwash (or even water) and spit out right after oral sex—even if 

no semen (cum) is in your mouth.
• Avoid unprotected sex in the first three months of a relationship with a partner who is not known to be HIV 

negative.
• No semen (cum) in anus, vagina, and/or throat.
• Wash skin of penis and urinate within a few minutes after penetrative oral, vaginal, or rectal sex. If 

uncircumcised, be sure to pull back and clean under the foreskin with mild soap—no harsh soaps or solutions 
and no powders except for plain cornstarch.

2. Reduce the number of times you are EXPOSED and the chance that your partner has STI or HIV.
• Reduce the number of sexual partners.
• No sharing of sex toys, or make sure to clean them between uses.
• Look at partner’s genitals (including anus) for sores, irritated skin, or discharge before having sex—and do 

not have sex if these are seen.
• Feel arms for needle scars and feel for swollen gland (lymph nodes) in groin and neck—if you feel them, 

avoid having sex with this partner.
• Avoid partners who are highly exposed to risk—persons who exchange sex for drugs (cocaine, ecstasy, 

methamphetamine), and persons with multiple partners.
• Know your partner’s HIV status.
• Know your partner has been tested for STI.

3. Make your PINK PARTS (immunity) healthier.
• Get screened for STI every three months and treated for STI every time you get infected—keep the PINK 

PARTS healthy.
• Get tested for HIV every three months.
• Get Hepatitis A and B vaccines.
• Get HPV vaccine.
• Avoid unprotected oral sex if you’re sick, throat is sore, gums are bleeding, etc.
• Avoid anal douching before or after sex.
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• Avoid oil-based lubricants.
• Avoid unprotected insertive oral, vaginal, or anal sex.
• If uncircumcised, pull foreskin back and wash and completely dry every day (as above, with mild soap).
• If you have irritated haemorrhoids, avoid receptive anal sex until they are better.
• If uncircumcised, get circumcision. It is proven to reduce the risk for penetrative partners (tops), but you still 

need to always use condoms and lubricant correctly.

PREVENTION OPTIONS FOR DRUG USE - THE BETTER APPROACH
• Stop using drugs and reduce or eliminate alcohol consumption.
• Get into a substance-use treatment programme if you have a drug abuse issue.
• Avoid sharing needles.

HARM REDUCTION OPTIONS FOR DRUG USE - THE GOOD APPROACH

1. Reduce the amount of HIV GERM.
• Use a syringe exchange programme to get clean needles.
• Clean paraphernalia using bleach and water or boil for 10 minutes.

2. Reduce the number of times you are EXPOSED.
• Switch to non-injecting drugs—or use in other ways (e.g., snort, sniff).
• Use drugs or alcohol at home ALONE to reduce the chance of unsafe sex when you’re high.

3. How to increase the health of your PINK PARTS
• Get tested and treated every three to six months (for STI and HIV).
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HANDOUT 17
Stages of change theory (Activity 13.3)

Behaviour change is a process. Usually, it does not happen immediately, and we may go through several steps 
before we achieve our goal. When people are trying to change to reduce their chance of getting HIV/STIs, they 
go through the following stages:

1. Pre-contemplation (“NO WAY”)
• This is the stage in which a person sees no need to make the change.
• This may be because a person is unaware of the need to change or because he has a fixed emotional 

resistance to giving up a particular behaviour.
• In the case of HIV, a person may be unaware that this particular behaviour poses serious risk of getting HIV.
• Another example is a person who is in denial about needing to lose weight, because overeating is a way that 

he manages his stress, and he thinks he can’t change.

2. Contemplation (“YES, BUT…”) 
• This is the stage in which a person sees the need for change but has significant barriers to making that 

change.
• He can be said to be on the fence. A person in contemplation feels two ways about the change. He wants to 

change, because... But he doesn’t want to, because …
• For example, a person knows he needs more exercise, but he is too tired to go to the gym when he gets out 

of work every day.

3. Ready for action (“READY TO TRY IT”)
• This is the stage in which someone has not only made a commitment to change a particular behaviour but 

has also taken necessary steps to start the change.
• For example, a person is now willing to diet to lose weight, so he takes a first step by setting an appointment 

with a nutritionist.

4. Action (“BEEN DOING IT”)
• This is the stage in which a person has made the change and is actively working to not return to his old ways.
• For example, the person who wants to lose weight has been working out at the gym three times a week and 

eating healthier foods for the last six months. This person may also seek support from friends to help him 
maintain his new lifestyle.

5. Maintenance (“BEEN LIVING IT”)
• This is the stage in which a person has made the change and is doing it so long that it feels like a new habit. 

He also works to minimize potential opportunities for relapse.

6. Relapse (“DID IT BUT STOPPED”)
• This occurs when a person stops trying to maintain his behaviour change and goes back to an earlier 

behaviour. A person can relapse at any point in the five stages and go back to an earlier stage.
• For example, the person who was dieting goes on a vacation and gives up his diet and stops exercising. Then 

he feels so discouraged that, when the vacation is over, he goes back to overeating to manage his stress.
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HANDOUT 18
Preparing for action (Activity 13.3)

GETTING READY FOR ACTION!

LIST YOUR RISK REDUCTION OPTION, BARRIER TO MAKING THE CHANGE, AND HOW YOU 
PLAN TO OVERCOME THOSE BARRIERS.

The risk reduction option I choose to try is:

1

What will be hard for me in making this change? What are the barriers to change?

1

2

3

What will help me to make the change? What can I do to overcome the barriers?

1

2

3

First step to making the change:

1
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M O D U L E

Let’s Talk about 
Positive Prevention 

14
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Sufficient copies of the handouts

Signs: AGREE and DISAGREE (activity 14.1)

Flip chart: Pillars of positive prevention 
(activity 14.1)

Sufficient copies of cases studies from the 
resources section of this module (activity 14.2)

Signs used in module 13: NO WAY; YES, BUT…; 
READY TO TRY IT; BEEN DOING IT; BEEN LIVING IT; 
and DID IT BUT STOPPED (activity 13.2)

Three flip charts on key meanings of positive 
living (activity 14.2)

Post-it stickers for goals 

Handout 19: Positive prevention and its key goals 
(activity 14.1)
Handout 20: Additional important elements of 
positive prevention (activity 14.1)
Handout  21: Why positive prevention is important 
(activity 14.1)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
Prevention and risk reduction for people 
living with HIV

How to motivate people living with HIV to 
practice positive prevention 

Prevention and risk reduction options for 
different sexual roles

HIV is not a death sentence 

Positive living is more than taking medication 

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours Handouts 19, 20, 21

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure to cover 
all the key learning points. Prepare all the materials in advance as per instructions. Review the guidelines for 
male and female condom demonstrations, and ensure you are familiar with them.

Activities

Activity 14.1: Values clarification on positive prevention

Lesson: What positive prevention is and why it is important 

Note: Participants should learn that prevention never stops—even if people are HIV positive—and the reasons 
for this. This understanding is then applied to identifying how prevention and harm reduction options can be 
used for positive prevention. An important aspect of this activity is the values clarification exercise, which aims 
to address misconceptions about positive prevention. Participants should understand that behaviour change 
is a process that people living with HIV may need to go through in order to protect themselves and others and 
live a healthy and satisfying life.

Steps

1. Ask the group if they have heard of positive prevention, also called “prevention for people living with HIV”. 
Brainstorm the following question:

What are the main differences between positive prevention and prevention?

identify and practice options for positive 
prevention

identify and use strategies for healthy living

Methodologies
Brainstorm, group work, values clarification, 
pair work, discussion
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Record responses on a flip chart. Distribute handout 19: Positive prevention and its key goals, and review it with 
the group to draw similarities and differences between positive prevention and prevention.

2. Ask the participants to work in small groups of three or four people. Explain the instructions:
• The groups will use handout 16: Options for STI and HIV prevention and harm reduction.
• They will have 10 minutes to discuss which prevention and harm reduction options would be appropriate 

for positive prevention. They should identify options that 

• support people living with HIV to protect themselves from HIV reinfection
• prevent transmitting HIV to others
• protect or reduce the STI risk for themselves and others

• The groups also have to identify what other important issues they feel should be part of positive prevention.
• Each group presents its selections, explains the reasons, and responds to comments and feedback from 

other groups.

Note 
The discussion should highlight that all of the options can apply to people living with HIV as well. The important 
issue is to discuss which circumstances may make one option better than the other. The facilitator can do this 
by asking questions such as:

• What circumstances or situations would make option X more effective than option Y, and for whom (e.g., positive 
tops, bottoms, versatile MSM)?

• If a positive MSM was also a sex worker and could not give up sex work, which options would be most effective for 
him and his clients? Why? 

• If a positive MSM also had an alcohol abuse issue, how could this affect his prevention and harm reduction options?

3. When discussing what else the group has identified as aspects of positive prevention, distribute handout 20: 
Additional important elements of positive prevention, have a brief discussion on similarities and differences 
between what the group identified and what is in the handout, and invite the participants to express their 
opinions on the issues identified in handout 20.

4. If time permits, bring their attention to the section on key goals of positive prevention in handout 19: Positive 
prevention and its key goals. Show the following flip chart (prepared before conducting the module):

Pillars of positive prevention

• Knowing one’s HIV status and monitoring one’s HIV disease (e.g., CD4 count and viral load) 
• Supporting disclosure
• Partner/child/family testing and counselling
• Prevention, care, and ART adherence
• Behavioural interventions for PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV and partners
• Family planning services
• STI screening and treatment

Ask the following questions and briefly brainstorm with the group:

• Which of the prevention and harm reduction options that you identified before can support each of the pillars? 
• Are there more than one?

5. Invite the participants to stand in the middle of the room, and explain that they will participate in a values-
clarification exercise on positive prevention. Remind the participants of the discussions they have had during 
this course to explore the impact of values on agency and power for 3SB, for example, in relation to stigma 
and discrimination. Also, by exploring our attitudes we will correct any misconceptions we may have about 
positive prevention.
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Explain the instructions:

• AGREE and DISAGREE signs are posted at opposite ends of the room. You will read out a statement at a time 
(see below). The participants gather under either the AGREE or the DISAGREE sign, depending on how they 
feel about each statement.

• No one will judge or challenge anyone’s opinion. The facilitator will ask questions to clarify views and feelings, 
but this will not be a debate.

Sample statements 

Please note: You may not have time to use all the statements. Select those that you think will trigger more 
reflection and discussion and change stigmatising attitudes.

• One of the goals for positive prevention should be to promote and support the health and well-being of 
people living with HIV.

• Positive prevention should help people living with HIV develop and maintain self-esteem and self-worth.
• Positive prevention should help enable people living with HIV to have safe and pleasurable relationships.
• Positive prevention should enable people living with HIV to manage disclosure of HIV status and to make 

informed decisions about their health and relationships.
• Positive prevention should enable people living with HIV to develop agency and power to address their 

needs for healthy living. 
• Positive prevention should prevent HIV transmission, including parent-to-child transmission.
• Positive prevention should help protect the most vulnerable groups—especially those that face stigma and 

discrimination and inequalities—and their partners too.
• Positive prevention should prevent re-infection of people living with HIV by different strains of HIV.
• Positive prevention should place prevention of HIV in a holistic perspective of enhancing the health and 

quality of life of people living with HIV, their partners, and families.
• Positive prevention is part of ensuring the right to health for people living with HIV.
• Positive prevention is a responsibility of HIV-negative people.

Note: As you go through the statements, ask questions to enable the participants to reflect on the their attitudes 
about and perceptions of positive prevention. For example:

• If you were HIV positive, how important would maintaining your self-esteem be in order to sustain health-seeking 
behaviour?

• If you were HIV positive, how important would safe disclosure of your status be in order to help you have relationships 
without risk of transmitting HIV or getting STI?

• If you were HIV positive, how important would decision-making agency and power be in order to stay healthy?
• If you were HIV positive, how important would a stigma–free environment be to help you improve your quality of 

life?
• If you were HIV positive, how would you use your power within and power with in order to practice positive 

prevention?

6. Distribute handout 21: Why positive prevention is important, and review it with the group. Ask the participants 
to discuss the following question for a few minutes in pairs:

7. Ask the following questions and facilitate sharing and discussion of responses:
• Which of these reasons are the most important from your point of view? 
• Why?

8. Transition into the next activity by explaining that it will focus on the relationship between positive prevention, 
behaviour change, and a healthy and satisfying life.
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Activity 14.2: Behaviour change and positive prevention

Lesson: Positive people may face the same challenges as other people in their behaviour change processes in 
order to achieve 3SB.

Steps

1. Explain that in this activity we will use the behaviour change ladder again (you can use it on the floor or on a 
flip chart). Ask the participants to work individually.

• Each participant receives one of the case studies provided in the resources section (one or more participants 
will have the same case study).

• Allow a few minutes for reading. 

2. Ask each person to identify the stage of behaviour change that the character in their case study is at, and 
to stand under the corresponding sign (NO WAY; YES, BUT …; READY TO TRY IT; BEEN DOING IT; DID IT BUT 
STOPPED).

3. Ask the following questions and facilitate an exchange of views:

• If you were the person in your case study, what challenges would you face in your behaviour change process (or 
remain where you are if you are at BEEN LIVING IT)? What would help you overcome those challenges?

• If you were the person in your case study, what options would you practice to protect yourself and others from 
STI/HIV?

4. At the end of the exercise, ask the following questions and facilitate discussion:

• Based on the discussion we have just had and your life experience, what specific needs do people living with 
HIV—especially HIV-positive MSM—face in terms of STI/HIV prevention and risk reduction?

• How different are the prevention and risk reduction needs of HIV-positive bottoms, tops, and versatile MSM?
• How can circumstances like sex work or alcohol abuse influence these prevention and risk reduction needs (and 

for different sexual roles)?
• What have you learned that could be useful to HIV-positive MSM?

5. Ask the participants to refer to handout 19: Positive prevention and its key goals. Review the first key goal of 
positive prevention:

To enable people living with HIV to incorporate into their life attitudes, knowledge, and behaviours that help them 
stay healthy, have self-esteem and self-worth, prevent diseases, and sustain healthy choices.

6. Explain that this goal of positive prevention captures essential aspects of what we call positive or healthy 
living. 

7.  Show the following three flip charts that you will have posted on the wall, and explain that they focus on key 
meanings of positive living. 
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Being HIV positive is 
not a death sentence.

Access to drugs to treat HIV 
makes it possible to live a  
healthy and productive life.

A healthy life also includes good 
food, no drugs or alcohol, 3SB, 
and freedom from stigma and 
discrimination.

8. Instructions:

• Give three post-it stickers to each participant.
• Ask them to imagine that they are HIV positive.
• They will use one sticker per flip chart.
• On each sticker, each participant will write one practical action that he could take if he was HIV-positive 

towards realizing the aspect of positive living that is described on the chart.
• Allow five minutes for preparing the stickers. 
• Ask the participants to post them on the corresponding flip charts.
• Invite the participants to read all the stickers. Ask the following questions and facilitate discussion:

• Which actions that you wrote do you find most important? Why?
• Which of such actions are most difficult to do? 

9. If time permits, conclude by asking and discussing the following question:

What lesson from this module helps you to prevent or minimize your risk for HIV and STI?
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Resources for module 14

1. Positive prevention, or prevention for people living with HIV

Activities to enable people living with HIV to develop and maintain health-seeking behaviours in order to stay 
healthy, have quality of life, prevent new HIV infections (including parent-to-child transmission), and promote 
an environment that supports and respects the dignity of people living with HIV

Therefore, positive prevention aims to prevent new HIV infections and to promote and support the 
health and well-being of people living with HIV, their partners, and their families.

2. Key goals of positive prevention

• To enable people living with HIV to incorporate into their life attitudes, knowledge, and behaviours to stay 
healthy, have self-esteem and self-worth, prevent disease, and sustain healthy choices.

• To enable people living with HIV to have healthy, safe, and pleasurable relationships.
• To enable people living with HIV to disclose their HIV status with partners, reduce risks, and plan for 3SB 

(including with partners).
• To support and strengthen the meaningful participation of people living with HIV in addressing their own 

needs for healthy living.

To oppose and address stigma and discrimination in order to create supportive social environments for healthy 
living and quality of life for people affected by HIV/AIDS.
 

HANDOUT 19
Positive prevention and its key goals (Activity 14.1)
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HANDOUT 20
Additional important elements of positive prevention (Activity 14.1)

In addition to prevention and harm reduction for people living with HIV and partners, positive prevention also 
features the following:

• Finding out about HIV disease is more than knowing if one is HIV positive. For example, it is about knowing 
and monitoring HIV in the body, if the viral load (the concentration of the virus) is changing, or if there are 
any other infections or conditions that have to be treated to make sure that the HIV treatment can work at 
its best.

• Supportive and non-discriminatory social environments are very important to help people living with 
HIV access services and lead fulfilling lives. Without supportive environments, it is very difficult for people 
living with HIV to disclose their HIV status to partners or health providers. Disclosure is very important to 
ensure that everyone can choose to stay safer and to give support to people living with HIV.

• Partner/child/family testing and counselling are also necessary. People living with HIV are not the only 
ones in need of support. Family members also need information and support and may need to find out if 
they are positive so that they can access treatment and other types of help.

• Provision of care and antiretroviral treatment (ART) are linked to knowing and monitoring one’s own 
HIV status. ART has become easier to take and is saving many lives and making it possible to manage HIV as 
a chronic illness like heart disease or diabetes. Over time and if adherence is assured, antiretroviral drugs 
reduce the concentration of the virus in the blood, and this in turn reduces the chance of transmitting the 
infection.
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HANDOUT 21
Why positive prevention is important (Activity 14.1)

Some key reasons why positive prevention is important

• HIV transmission happens only if one of the people involved is already infected with HIV. Therefore, engaging 
people living with HIV in prevention is very important to prevent further transmission.

• People who are already infected with HIV can get re-infected with HIV—for example, with a different strain 
or a treatment-resistant strain of the virus. People living with HIV need to continue to protect themselves to 
stay healthy. Therefore, acknowledging the health needs of people living with HIV is important to strengthen 
prevention.

• Most people who are aware of their HIV status develop protective safer behaviours (e.g., using condoms 
correctly and consistently). Knowing one’s own status is in most cases a motivating factor to change behaviour.

• Due to the increasing availability of antiretroviral treatment (ART), more people are finding out about their 
HIV status, including HIV-discordant couples. Therefore, positive prevention is very important to help people 
manage their relationships safely and still have intimacy and pleasure.

• Prevention is part of the continuum with treatment and care. Recent studies have proven that, by lowering 
the concentration of the virus in the blood, ART significantly reduces the chance of transmitting HIV. Positive 
prevention can use this knowledge to motivate people living with HIV to maintain adherence to treatment 
and to practice safer behaviours.
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Sample case studies (Activity 14.2)

Facilitators are encouraged to change these case studies to make them more realistic and 
representative of the issues in their settings.

Case study 1: Ken
Ken is 27 years old. He found out that he was HIV positive last year. He was engaged, but the marriage 
was called off when his girlfriend found out that she was HIV negative. He didn’t really want to get 
married, but the pressure from his family was becoming too much for him to manage, and he also 
wanted some kind of social buffer to hide the fact that he prefers sex with men. Since he found out 
about being positive, he has learned a lot about STI and HIV. Ken still enjoys having sex with women 
every now and again, and he uses condoms every time he has sex (when he has vaginal sex with 
his girlfriend and anal sex with men). With men he is a top and does not like to give oral sex, and 
he doesn’t think there is need for him to use condoms when he gets oral sex from other people. He 
feels pretty safe and doesn’t feel there is need for him to be checked for STIs.

Case study 2: Joseph
Joseph is a 35-year-old MSM with two children. He divorced his wife when he found out he was HIV 
positive. He was scared that people might find out that he has sex with men, so he blamed his wife 
for getting HIV. Since his divorce, he has been feeling less guilty about having sex with men, and 
he has a few casual partners. He is versatile, but mostly top. He uses condoms only when he plays 
bottom, and he feels pretty safe. He is circumcised and he has heard that circumcision protects tops.

Case study 3: Tom
Tom is 30 years old. He found out he was HIV positive three months ago. He is still coping with the 
news and is confused about whether he will start ART and when. He is mostly bottom, and when 
he found out about being positive his immediate reaction was to stop having sex. Now, he is not 
sure, because he met a nice man, Joseph, in the support group he has joined. Joseph is 35 years 
old, divorced, and mostly top. Joseph told Tom that, as long as they do not have sex with anyone 
else, they do not need to use condoms, because both of them are HIV positive. Tom needs a lot of 
support now, and Joseph is very caring. Tom is going along with Joseph’s wishes.

Case study 4: Sam
Sam is 42 years old. He has been positive for many years, and now that he is on ART his health 
has improved a lot. He is versatile, and he has managed to establish a small circle of gay friends. 
He would like to have a stable partner, but it’s difficult in Kenya for gay men. He has three casual 
partners who live in different places, but each of them travels to the city frequently for business, so 
Sam has a pretty satisfying sexual life. Sam and his partners (who are all married) never talk about 
STI or HIV, but Sam uses a condom every time he has sex. He feels good about his condom use and 
is motivated to continue to practice safe sex.

Case study 5: Hassan
Hassan is a 25-year-old man in Kilifi. He was the only child in his family. Hassan lost his parents at the 
age of 12, so he stayed with his elderly grandmother until he completed primary education. At the 
age of 18, he left home to find a job in a nearby town. By then, he knew he was sexually attracted to 
men. He found a job as a cleaner. After two months, his neighbours discovered that he was gay. He 
got evicted and lost his job, which left him homeless and destitute. Around the same time, he was 
introduced to drugs and alcohol. He liked being high, because it made him forget his problems. He 
also started engaging in sex in exchange for money. At first, he had control over it, but he soon met 
men who would sometimes beat him up or refuse to pay him. Other clients would offer more money 
for unprotected sex, and it was difficult for him to refuse. Hassan got infected with anal gonorrhoea, 
and it wasn’t easy to access health care, mostly because of the stigma he experienced from health 
providers. One night, as he was walking home he met two men who started harassing him, at first 
asking him for money and then sex. They raped him, and Hassan got infected with HIV. His friends 
have deserted him. Hassan has no one to turn to and is contemplating suicide.
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M O D U L E

Negotiating with Partners

15
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Sufficient copies of the handouts

Flip chart: Definition of negotiation and types of 
agreements (activity 15.1)

Slips of paper containing excuses to reject practicing 
safer sex (activity 15.1)

Handout 22: Negotiation (activity 15.1)
Handout 23: Sample statements and responses for 
negotiation (activity 15.1)
Handout 24: Negotiation mini role-plays (activity 15.2)

Module Objectives
By the end of the module, participants 
will be able to demonstrate effective 
skills for negotiating 3SB with partners.

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour and 45 minutes Handouts 22, 23, 24 

Activities

Activity 15.1: What is negotiation?

Lesson: Skills for negotiating 3SB with partners 

Duration: 1 hour

Methodologies: Brainstorm, mini role-plays, discussion

Note: Participants should learn how to apply these skills. Most of the hour should be spent practicing the skills 
and analysing the effectiveness of the participants’ responses.

Steps

1. Introduce the objectives of the activity. In the previous modules we identified options to prevent or reduce 
STI/HIV risk, and we discussed the process of behaviour change for 3SB. However, being able to decide what 
may facilitate safer sex and being aware of factors that may support or hinder behaviour change is not 
enough, especially when we have to discuss options with the people we have sex with. For this reason, this 
activity helps us develop partner negotiation skills.

2. Ask the following question, and record the participants’ responses on a flip chart:

What is negotiation?

3. Display the definition of negotiation and the different types of agreements—which you have already 
written on a flip chart—and discuss the key elements that distinguish this definition of negotiation from the 
definitions of the participants. Also, discuss the difference between negotiation (a process for reaching a 
mutually satisfying agreement) and different types of agreements (shown on the flip chart).

Note:
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the lessons. Prepare all the materials in advance as per instructions. Review the guidelines for male 
and female condom demonstration, and ensure that you are familiar with them.

Module Lessons
How to negotiate 3SB
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4. There are some simple guidelines to conduct a real negotiation. Distribute handout 22: Negotiation. Review 
and explain the following tips:

• Be hard on the issues, not on the person. Don’t make the other person feel that he/she is the problem.
• Focus on the needs that have prompted the discussion (e.g., the need to be safe and healthy) and the 

advantages of the proposed solutions, not on who is right or wrong. Avoid turning the discussion into an 
issue of trust, because it opens up space for emotional manipulation (power over).

• Identify and build common ground, instead of emphasizing conflicts and differences.
• Be creative about options, instead of repeatedly pushing the same idea.
• Define clear agreements, instead of expressing generic intentions.
• Be aware of how you use power and which type of power you use. Do not use power over. If the other 

person tries to use it, stay calm and respond by using other types of power.
• If the other person tries to provoke you into a confrontation, do not fall into the trap. Instead, bring the 

discussion back to the needs that prompted the discussion.
• Sometimes it’s useful to take a break from the discussion and think about it separately.

Negotiation

A process to search for and reach an agreement that all involved are happy with

What types of agreements can we have?

• An agreement may be reached through bartering (an exchange) or through real negotiations.
• Bartering usually means that only one party wins—the party in a position of greater power—while 

the other party is forced to accept something less fair or satisfying.
• A real negotiation implies a win-win situation, in which all parties feel that they have reached a fair 

solution that satisfies all concerned.

5. Ask the participants to briefly share their experience of using these tips to negotiate with partners.
• Which of these strategies have you used in the past? What has worked? What challenges have you faced?

6. Explain that in the next exercise the participants will practice negotiation skills. Give the instructions:

• Participants arrange their chairs to form two lines facing each other very closely. They can bring handout 
22 with them.

• Participants facing each other will pretend that they are negotiating safer sex.
• The facilitator will give a strip of paper to each of the participants sitting in one row. The participants sitting 

in the opposite row will not have paper strips.
• Each strip of paper will have a statement written on it. The statements are excuses to reject safer sex 

(sample statements are provided in the resources section of this module).
• When the facilitator gives the signal to start, each participant with a strip of paper will read the statement 

to the person sitting opposite, who will negotiate.
• The facilitator will allow just one minute per interaction, and then he/she will clap to signal to stop. At that 

point the participants without paper strips will shift one seat. The facilitator will clap again to signal the 
beginning of a new one-minute interaction, and the process will be repeated  five or six times.

• After five or six interactions, the facilitator will ask the participants to swap roles: the participants with 
paper strips will give them to the people in the opposite row, and the activity will continue for five or six 
more interactions.

Note: Facilitators may want to demonstrate how the activity is done as they explain the instructions.

7. Once the exercise is completed, discuss as many statements as time permits (one statement at a time). Use 
the following questions:
• How did you respond to this statement? (Record responses on a flip chart.)
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• How useful is this response to advance negotiation? Is it negotiating or bartering? Which negotiation tips does
    it reflect?
• What alternative response can we develop that would be more useful for negotiation? Why would it be 
    more useful?

8. After the discussion, distribute handout 23: Sample statements and responses for negotiation, and 
facilitate a brief discussion to compare the sample responses to those developed by the participants. 

9. Finally, conclude the activity by asking the following questions and discussing the responses:
• What did you learn from this activity that strengthened your skills for 3SB? 
• How? 

Activity 15.2: Negotiation role-plays for 3SB

Lessons: Skills for negotiating with partners 

Duration: 45 minutes

Note: The most important part of the activity is the debriefing after each mini role-play to ensure that the 
participants use their reflective thinking.

Steps 

1. Distribute handout 24: Negotiation mini role-plays, and explain the instructions:

• Participants work in pairs, and each person will play one of the characters in the scenario that they are 
assigned. They can decide if the characters in the scenario are tops, bottoms, versatiles, gay, or bisexual. 
Alternatively, they can develop their own scenarios.

• They will have 10 minutes to rehearse their mini role-play, which must not be longer than five minutes. 
They are encouraged to refer to handout 22: Negotiation.

• Each pair will perform their role-play in front of the group and will be stopped after five minutes, even if 
they aren’t finished.

 
2. Conduct the role-plays. After each role-play, debrief using the following guidelines:

Role-play debriefing guidelines

Debrief the character who had to respond to the request and negotiate it:
• What aspects of your negotiation were effective and why?
• What would you do differently to make your negotiation more effective?

Debrief the other character:
• What aspects of your partner’s negotiation were done effectively? Why?
• If you were in their role, what would you do differently to make your negotiation more effective?

Invite feedback from the audience:
• What were the effective aspects of negotiation in this interaction?
• How would you improve negotiation in this situation?

3. Close the module by asking the following question and discussing the responses:

What have you learned in this module that you can apply in your lives for supporting your 3SB goal?
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Resources for module 15

HANDOUT 22
Negotiation (Activity 15.1)

Negotiation: the process of reaching an agreement that all are happy with 

What types of agreements can we have?

• An agreement may be reached either through bartering (an exchange) or through real negotiation.

• Bartering usually means that only one party wins—the party in a position of greater power (often power 
over)—while the other party is forced to accept something less fair or less satisfying.

• A real negotiation implies a win-win situation, in which all parties feel that they have reached a fair solution.

Tips for negotiation

• Be hard on the issue, not on the person. Don’t make the other person feel that he/she is the problem.

• Focus on the needs that have prompted the discussion (e.g., the need to be safe and healthy) and on the 
advantages of the proposed solution, not on who is right or wrong. Avoid turning the discussion into an issue 
of trust, because such discussion opens space for emotional manipulation (power over).

• Identify and build common ground instead of emphasizing conflicts and differences.

• Be creative about options instead of pushing the same idea again.

• Define clear agreements instead of expressing generic intentions.

• Be aware of how you use your power, and which type. Do not use power over. If the other person tries to use 
it, stay calm and respond by using other types of power.

• If the other person tries to provoke you into a confrontation, do not fall into the trap. Instead, bring the 
discussion back to the needs that prompted the discussion.

• Sometimes it’s useful to have a break in the discussion and think about it separately for a little while.
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HANDOUT 23
Sample statements and responses for negotiation (Activity 15.1)

Why a condom? Should I not trust you?
I know that we trust each other and I value it, but trust is not enough to protect us. We both have had 
other partners in the past and we do not know about their HIV status.

Do you not trust me?
I trust that you are telling the truth. But with some STIs there are no signs. Let’s be safe and use condoms.

It does not feel as good as without a condom.
I will feel more relaxed without worrying about possible risks, and in this way I can make it feel better 
for you too.

I don’t stay hard when I put on a condom.
I can help you put it on and make it good for you, and that will help you stay hard.

I cannot feel a thing when I wear a condom.
A condom will make you last longer, and maybe if you last longer that will make up for it.

I do not have a condom with me.
I do!

Putting it on spoils everything.
Not if I help you put it on…

But I love you!
I love you too, and this is why I really care about protecting both of us.

Just this once…
It can take just one time to get an STI or HIV.

We have never used a condom before.
I know, but I have been thinking about it for a while because I do not want to continue to put us potentially 
at risk.

We are not using condoms and that is it!
Ok. Let’s do something else. There are other ways to have a good time.

Sample statements to develop negotiation responses (Activity 15.1)

• Why a condom? Should I not trust you?
• Do you not trust me?
• It does not feel as good as without a condom.
• I don’t stay hard when I put on a condom.
• I cannot feel a thing when I wear a condom.
• I do not have a condom with me.
• Putting it on spoils everything.
• But I love you!
• Just this once…
• We have never used a condom before.
• We are not using condoms, and that is it!
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HANDOUT 24
Negotiation mini role-plays (Activity 15.2)

Scenario 1

John and Peter have been seeing each other for a while. They always practice protected sex, but 
John feels that now they can trust each other to start having sex without condoms. Peter wants to 
negotiate that first they both have an HIV test and that they seek the advice of a health provider 
about what to do next.

Scenario 2

Edwin wants his friend Joseph to go to a group sex party over the weekend and tells Joseph that it 
will be a lot of fun. Joseph doesn’t like the idea, but he is also worried that Edwin may go alone and 
put himself at risk, so he tries to negotiate with Joseph.

Scenario 3

Thomas has invited David over to his place for a drink, and David realizes very soon after he 
arrives that Thomas has already had a lot to drink although he is not drunk. Thomas becomes very 
explicit in asking David to have sex. David likes Thomas but he is also worried that under the effect 
of alcohol Thomas may do something risky.

David tries to negotiate a different arrangement.

Scenario 4

Mark is meeting his boyfriend Philip tonight. They haven’t seen each other in a long time because 
Mark has been working in another city. When they meet, they realize that they have no condoms 
and lubricant, but Philip wants to have sex anyway. Mark is tempted, but realizes that he has to 
negotiate to wait until they have condoms and lube.
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Flip chart: Disclosure (activity 16.1)
Flip chart: Relapse (activity 16.2)

Sufficient copies of handouts (activities 16.1 
and 16.2)

Flip chart: Preventing relapse (activity 16.2)

Handout 25: Disclosure (activity 16.1)
Handout 26: Role-play scenarios (activity 16.1)
Handout 27: Tips for managing disclosure 
(activity 16.1)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
Negotiation skills, communication skills, 
and problem-solving skills for practicing, 
managing, promoting, and sustaining 
behaviour change 

Materials

Duration: Handouts:2 hours Handouts 25, 26, 27

Note: 
Read this plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you cover all the 
key learning points. Prepare all the materials in advance.

Activities

Activity 16.1: Strengthening partner communication and negotiation skills

Lessons: How to communicate and negotiate with partners

Steps

1. Introduce the module’s objectives. Explain that the participants will role-play a series of short scenarios in 
order to practice skills for communicating and negotiating with partners.

2. Explain that some of the scenarios deal with managing disclosure of HIV status and disclosure of sexual 
orientation. Show the following on a flip chart:

manage disclosure

manage relapse

Disclosure

Disclosure is the process of revealing something very personal, such as HIV status or sexual 
orientation.

3. To many participants, it may seem unthinkable to disclose either issue. Therefore, spend a few minutes 
facilitating the next exercise. Divide the participants in four groups. They will have 10 minutes to brainstorm 
the following questions:

• Group 1: What could be the advantage for HIV-positive MSM to disclose their HIV status? To whom should 
they disclose?

• Group 2: What challenges can HIV-positive MSM face to disclosing their status?
• Group 3: What advantages could MSM gain if they disclose their sexual orientation? To whom should they 

disclose?
• Group 4: What challenges can MSM face to disclosing their sexual orientation?
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4. Facilitate the groups’ presentations. Distribute handout 25: Disclosure. Explain that the handout focuses on 
disclosure of HIV status for MSM, as well as similarities and differences with disclosure of sexual orientation. 

5. Ask the following questions and facilitate discussion:
• Which similarities and differences can you identify between advantages and challenges listed in the handout and 

those identified by groups 1 and 2?
• How are the advantages and challenges identified by groups 3 and 4 similar to or different from disclosure of HIV 

status?

6. Acknowledge that at this stage we may not have solutions for disclosing sexual orientation yet. The exploration 
of solutions will happen in the next exercise. Distribute handout 26: Role-play scenarios, and explain the 
instructions:
• Participants will work in small groups of three. They will have 15 minutes to practice in their groups the 

role-plays, which should last no more than five minutes. Each time they practice, one person will be “the 
observer”, who will keep the time and stop the role-play after no more than five minutes.

• The group will then spend up to five minutes discussing how effectively the skills were practiced and other 
ways to handle the situation.

• The group will then rehearse again, but participants will swap roles to ensure that someone else plays the 
observer.

7. Distribute handout 27: Tips for managing disclosure. These tips apply to disclosure of HIV status and sexual 
orientation. The participants can decide which tips may be useful to practice in their role-plays.

8. Remind the participants to also use the tips on negotiation discussed in previous modules.

9. Sample scenarios are provided in the resources section. Stop the groups’ rehearsals after 20 minutes. Invite 
each group to perform their role-play in front of the larger audience. Facilitate a debrief using the instructions 
provided for each scenario in the resources section.

Activity 16.2: Problem solving for managing behaviour change 

Lessons: Problem solving skills for managing the process of behaviour change

Steps

1. Explain that in this activity participants will practice skills for managing the process of behaviour change. 
Remind the participants that people who change behaviour may relapse. This is normal. Fortunately, there 
are simple techniques for addressing relapse.

2. Ask the participants if they remember how to describe relapse from our discussion in module 13. Invite a few 
suggestions and then show the explanation on a flip chart.

Relapse

Relapse – When talking about health behaviour, relapse means falling back into doing the old 
behaviour that you were trying to change. Relapse may happen during a behaviour change process.
For example, you used condoms consistently for eight months, but you stopped using condoms and 
began having unprotected sex.

3. Ask the participants to discuss in pairs for five minutes what they would do to help prevent relapse, and 
record participants’ responses on the prepared flip chart: Preventing relapse.
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4. After discussing the participants’ suggestions, summarize the discussions by stressing the following points:

• It is important to identify and avoid triggers that can lead to relapse. A trigger can be a place, person, or thing. 
For example, alcohol or other substances can trigger risky behaviour.

• It is also very important to seek support. For example, call a friend for support to avoid relapse. If you think 
you are in a situation that could cause you to relapse, call a friend or trusted person to help you during such 
a time. 
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Resources for module 16

HANDOUT 25
Disclosure (Activity 16.1)

Disclosure
Disclosure is the process of revealing something very personal (e.g., HIV status or sexual orientation).

Disclosure of HIV status is important because it

• is an entry point for exploring risk reduction and prevention with people living with HIV,
• enables access to health care and support services for people living with HIV,
• provides relief from the burden of “keeping it a secret” and feeling alone in managing one’s HIV status,
• allows others to provide support,
• enhances adherence to HIV treatment because it frees a person from the burden of secrecy,
• makes communication possible on how to manage a relationship, including safer sex, and
• helps people to work through their internalised stigma and overcome it.

Some challenges of disclosure for people living with HIV:

• fear of judgment, rejection, abandonment, isolation, and neglect
• fear of violence or other types of emotional, physical, and financial abuse
• fear of stigma and discrimination in the family, at work, at school, etc.
• fear of having to disclose more than HIV status (e.g., sexual life, sexual orientation, sexual relationships 

outside of the primary one)
• feeling of lacking the skills to talk about a range of very personal issues
• feeling of lacking the power and skills to negotiate and manage changes in one’s own life and relationships
• feeling guilty, ashamed, humiliated
• coming to terms with having HIV for the rest of one’s life
• coming to terms with the need to practice safer sexual behaviours for the rest of one’s life
• concerns and confusion about reproductive choices (e.g., Can I still have children?)
• being confused or worried about treatment implications once the HIV status has been disclosed
• denial (e.g., I’m still very healthy and I don’t need to tell anyone yet.)
• being worried about keeping disclosure confidential (e.g., Who else will find out?)
• being worried about potential stigma and discrimination for those close to the one who discloses his/her 

status (e.g., his/her children)
• coping with one’s anger, frustration, depression, or suicidal feelings

Some challenges that partners, family members, and significant others may face when involved in another person’s 
disclosure process

• feelings of anger, shock, rejection, or outrage
• fear of having been exposed to HIV infection
• fear of stigma and discrimination for all involved
• fear of being blamed for transmitting HIV to the other person
• fear of not being able to negotiate a safer sexual relationship with the HIV-positive person
• lack of confidence and skills to discuss personal issues openly
• concerns about having to discuss more than HIV status (e.g., sexuality)
• concerns about confidentiality (e.g., Who else will find out?)
• worry about the HIV-positive person’s health and life
• being unsure about how to support the HIV-positive person
• misconceptions about HIV
• lack of knowledge about managing HIV safely as a chronic disease
• concerns about financial implications for accessing care and support
• concerns about reproductive options and choices for the future
• worry about the future of the family
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HANDOUT 26
Role-play scenarios (Activity 16.1)

Scenario 1: Disclosure of STI status

You have been flirting with a new guy at your gym for about a month. He sometimes hangs out 
with you and some other friends from the gym on Saturday nights at a bar or club. For the past 
week, you have been treated for gonorrhoea. On Saturday, you two hit it off at a club and are back 
at his place, kissing on his couch. He starts to unzip your pants. You want to disclose that you have 
the clap (gonorrhoea). You really like this guy and don’t want to ruin a chance at a relationship. 
You say . . .

Skills to practice

• disclosure
• partner communication
• negotiation for safer sex

Debriefing instructions

Ask the participants who played the main character (the one with STI)
• How effectively did you manage disclosure? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you explain the situation to the other person? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you negotiate safer sex? How would you do it differently?
• What types of power were used in the interaction? By whom/when/how/ how effectively?

Ask the participants who played the other character
• How effectively did the other character manage disclosure? If you were the person, how would you do 

it differently?
• How effectively did he explain the situation to you? How would you do it differently if you were that 

character?
• How effectively did the two of you negotiate safer sex? How would you do it differently?
• What types of power were used in the interaction? By whom/when/how/ how effectively?

Facilitators are encouraged to change these scenarios or prepare others that better reflect their settings.

Scenario 2: Damn, he’s fine…

You had a scare when you last got tested for HIV. Fortunately, it came back negative, but you 
vowed to yourself to use condoms during anal sex. You are at your favorite place to meet men. 
You have been flirting with this really, really fine man, and he’s been flirting back. He walks over to 
you and says, “Why don’t we get out of here and go back to my place? I want to feel you raw.” You 
say that you don’t do bareback, but he tells you that he feels uncomfortable with condoms and is 
not very good at using them. What do you say and do?

Skills to practice
• negotiation of safer sex
• partner communication
• correct and consistent condom use
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Debriefing instructions

Ask the participant who played the main character (the one who had the HIV test)
• How effectively did you negotiate safer sex? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you explain the advantages of safer sex? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you explain how to use condoms correctly and consistently?
    
 Ask the participant who played the other character
• How effectively did he negotiate safer sex? How would you do it differently if you were that character?
• How effectively did he explain the advantages of safer sex? How would you do it differently if you were 

that character?
• How effectively did he explain how to use condoms correctly and consistently? How would you do it 

differently if you were that character?
• What types of power were used in the interaction? By whom/when/how/ how effectively?

Next, adapt the last three questions above to debrief the larger group.

Scenario 3: I’m gay . . . Pass the Ribs

You go home for Christmas. You haven’t been home for several years. Your parents suspect that 
you are gay, but they have never shared their suspicion with you. You are fearful of their reaction, 
especially your father’s. Before dinner, your father is watching the football game and sitting in his 
favourite chair. You tell him that you have something very important to tell him and can’t wait, and 
. . . 

Skills to practice

• disclosure of sexual orientation
• communication

Debriefing instructions

Ask the participant who played the main character (the son)
• How effectively did you manage the interaction? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you manage your parents’ reactions? How would you do it differently?
• How effectively did you explain what it means for you to be gay? How would you do it differently?

Ask the participant who played the father
• How effectively did your son manage the interaction? How would you do it differently if you were him?
• How effectively did your son manage your reactions? How would you do it differently if you were him?
• How effectively did your son explain what it means for him to be gay? How would you do it differently 

if you were him?
• What type of power was used in the interaction?  By whom/when/how/ how effectively?

Next, adapt the last three questions above to debrief the larger group.
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HANDOUT 27
Tips for managing disclosure (Activity 16.1)

• Have a disclosure plan (i.e., think very carefully about to whom, how, where, when you plan to disclose).
• Rehearse your disclosure plan with someone you trust (e.g., a good friend, a provider/counsellor).
• For your first disclosure, start with a person who is supportive.
• Choose the right time and the right place for you and for the other person.
• Be open and calm.
• Be realistic about your expectations of how people may respond to you. Have a plan B: What will you do if 

the person does not react as you expected?
• Be aware of how much the person/s you talk to already know about HIV/AIDS in general, or about sexuality 

and homosexuality.
• Be prepared to fill in their knowledge gaps about HIV/AIDS, other STIs, and sexuality.
• Be prepared to deal with their surprise/shock/anger/worry. Do not become defensive or aggressive.
• First, be a good listener.
• Do not judge the other person’s lack of knowledge or attitudes. However, be honest about how the other 

person’s attitudes make you feel, and explain what changes in the other person’s attitudes would help 
improve how you feel, your health, your quality of life, and why.

• Emphasize the benefits of disclosure for all concerned, but do not dismiss the other person’s worries. Be 
prepared to explain how the benefits of disclosure may help address the other person’s concerns.

• Be prepared to discuss other matters besides HIV or sexuality (e.g., relationships, any drug use that may be 
part of your life, etc.).

• Be prepared to offer, explain, and negotiate options for risk reduction.
• Be prepared to offer and negotiate next steps for referral to care and support for the other person if needed.
• Show empathy, respect, caring for yourself and others.
• Make sure that you have someone to talk to after your disclosure (no matter the outcome) to debrief and get 

support for yourself (e.g., a good friend, a health provider/counsellor).
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Flip chart

Participants will refer to 
handout 7: Sexual rights.

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
Leadership skills

Methods for developing partnerships

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour and 45 minutes Handouts 7

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the key learning points.

Steps

1. Ask the following question and brainstorm responses with the group:
What are the most important actions that Kenyan society should take to improve the situation of MSM?

2. Record responses on a flip chart. Explain that we will crosscheck with human rights in order to identify which 
actions in the list should be given priority. Ask the participants to refer to handout 7: Sexual rights from 
module 7. We are using sexual rights because they are human rights that have been developed to address 
inequities stemming from stigma and discrimination due to gender and sexuality.

3. Ask the participants to reflect for five minutes on the following question:
Which of the actions on your brainstorm list would most effectively advance MSM’s human rights and their agency 
and power for 3SB?

4. Facilitate a discussion to achieve consensus on the priority actions. Mark the agreed priorities with a star or 
any other symbol, and post the flip chart on a wall.

5. Divide the participants into four groups. They will have 10 minutes to brainstorm the questions below in 
relation to the agreed priority actions and prepare a short presentation.

• Groups 1 and 3 will discuss: What are the key principles for defining useful partnership to help realize the 
priority actions?

• Groups 2 and 4 will discuss: Which key potential stakeholders should we mobilize to help realize the priority 
actions?

6. Clarify the following with the participants before they start their group work:

• Key principles to define useful partnerships: The task is not to identify administrative criteria, such as agreed 
action plans. The task is about identifying principles that would ensure MSM become and are respected as 
partners. 

• Key potential stakeholders: Encourage the participants to think out of the box (i.e., beyond the typical/
common stakeholders).

identify MSM’s social needs that can be addressed 
through partnership

identify elements of partnerships, potential stakeholders, 
and elements of leadership for effective partnerships

advocate and mobilize stakeholders and resources in 
support of MSM social needs
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7. Facilitate discussion on the groups’ presentations. Stress that through this activity the participants have 
begun to strategize how to mobilize other sectors of society around MSM issues in Kenya. But how could 
they take their concerns to other stakeholders? The next activity aims to strengthen the capacity of the 
participants to do this, through practicing communication and negotiation skills.

Activity 17.1: Building communication and negotiation skills for advocacy

Lessons: Feedback on participants’ communication and negotiation skills 

Steps

1. Ask the participants to work in pairs or teams of three. Explain the instructions:

• Each pair/team self-selects a stakeholder and a priority action for their role-play of the following scenario:

• They have 10 minutes to rehearse before performing their role-play in front of the entire group and 
receiving feedback.

• Explain that you will facilitate the feedback using the following guidelines:

• The purpose of the feedback is not to criticise anyone’s performance. Feedback is about sharing 
suggestions to make our communication skills more effective.

• To achieve this aim, feedback must be constructive. This means that we do not point out what did not 
work. Instead, we give suggestions to improve communication by saying, ‘I would do it in such and such a 
way, because…….’

2. Ask for a pair/team to volunteer to perform. 

3. After each role-play, ask the actors to remain with you in front of the group. First, debrief the person who 
played the MSM who advocated action. Ask:

• What did you do well in your interaction to engage the stakeholders around that specific action?
• What negotiation strategies where you able to use effectively?
• What types of power were used in the interaction, by whom, and how?
• If you did this again, what would you differently? Why?

4. Debrief the person who played the stakeholder:

• What did your counterpart do well to engage you around that issue?
• What could your counterpart have done better? Why?

5. Invite feedback from the audience, stressing that it must be constructive feedback:

• What did the MSM advocate do well to engage you around that issue?
• Which negotiation strategies did he use well?
• What type of power did he use well? How?
• If you were the MSM advocate, what would you do differently to make the interaction more effective? How? 

Why?

You are going to meet one of the stakeholders identified in the previous activity. You want to 
mobilize the stakeholder around one of the priority actions to improve the situation of MSM in 
Kenya. You know that you have only five minutes to discuss the issue. What would you say?
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6. Ask the person who played the MSM advocate which suggestions seem useful and why. Stress that you are 
not opening a debate on these issues.

7. Thank the performers and invite them to go back to their seats. Continue the process with other role-plays 
as time permits.

8. Reserve a few minutes to conclude by asking the following questions and discussing the responses:
• What did you learn from this module that is useful for you to use your agency and power around the social 

issues that MSM face in Kenya?
• How could you apply what you have learned about partnership after the end of the course?
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6. Ask the person who played the MSM advocate which suggestions seem useful and why. Stress that you are 
not opening a debate on these issues.

7. Thank the performers and invite them to go back to their seats. Continue the process with other role-plays 
as time permits.

8. Reserve a few minutes to conclude by asking the following questions and discussing the responses:
• What did you learn from this module that is useful for you to use your agency and power around the social 

issues that MSM face in Kenya?
• How could you apply what you have learned about partnership after the end of the course?

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Duration: Handouts:1 hour No Handouts

Steps

1. On a new blank flip chart, write the word VIOLENCE.

2. Ask each participant to take a piece of paper and write two words or phrases to describe what we mean by 
“violence”. This is an individual activity, not group work. Allow a few moments for everyone to write their two 
words.

3. Ask each person to give one word/phrase they wrote. Participants usually give a combination of examples of 
types of violence, as well as some definitions of violence. Write all on the flip chart.

4. Stand back from the flip chart and facilitate a short discussion to thresh out the points to note. Clarify any 
confusing points; cross out any words or phrases that participants agree do not belong on the list.

5. Ask the participants to identify the types of violence. Write on the flip chart.

6. Make sure the following have been mentioned

identify types of violence among and against MSM

plan violence prevention and response mechanisms

identify the safety needs of an MSM who has 
experienced violence 

Flip chart

Sheets of paper 
and pens

Materials

Module Lessons
Types of violence that MSM experience

How to plan violence prevention and response

Causes and consequences of violence against MSM
Violence prevention and response skills for MSM

The meaning and importance of confidentiality when 
dealing with survivors of violence 

Examples

Rape or attempted rape; forced, coerced, psychologically intimated 
or socially/economically pressured to engage in any sexual activity 
against one’s will; refusal to wear a condom

Punches, mutilation, burns, use of knife and other arms 

Humiliation, exploitation, intimidation 

Economic blackmail, taking away a person’s 
money so that s/he loses financial control
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7. Ask the participants to discuss each type of violence as it relates to MSM, and write the points on a flip chart.

8. Tell the participants that in violent situations there is a SURVIVOR and VICTIM. Ask the participants to explain 
the difference between these two terms.

9. Ask the following questions and discuss the responses: 
• What comes to mind when you hear the word ”victim”? ”Survivor”? 
• What does a survivor look like? What does a victim look like?
• Who might be especially at risk of becoming a victim or a survivor?

Note

Survivor is the preferred term for a person who has lived through an incident of violence. It is useful to visually 
demonstrate with your body language what a victim looks like and what a survivor looks like: 

• The word “victim” conjures an image of someone who is weak, sick, small, hunched over, crying, clothed in 
rags, unable to function in the world. It is a sad, disempowering word.

• The word “survivor” conjures an image of someone who stands straight and tall, uses eye contact, walks 
with confidence, lives life to the fullest. It is a powerful, empowering word. 

Survivors/victims can include anyone who has experienced violence, such as
• MSM
• women
• sex workers
• people who inject drugs
• transgender people

10. Inform the participants that in addition to the survivor/victim, there is a perpetrator. Ask the participants to 
list types (i.e., categories or groups) of people who can be perpetrators—no names, just types of people. If 
needed, add examples from list below.  

Perpetrators of violence may include  
• MSM peers
• MSW clients  
• owners or managers of hotels, bars, and sex dens 
• bouncers, taxi drivers, bicycle taxi (boda boda) drivers 
• regular partners
• defence and security forces (police, etc.)  
• gang members (group of criminals)  
• family members  
• neighbours and other persons of the general public 
• health workers   
• photographers and journalists (not respecting privacy)

Causes and consequences 

11. On the flip chart, write “Causes” on one end and “Consequences” on the other end. Ask participants to 
discuss the causes and consequences of violence among MSM. Write all the answers on the flip chart. 

Note

• Many factors contribute to acts of violence. 
• Overriding causes are gender inequity, homophobia, misogyny, abuse of power, and lack of respect for 

human rights.
• The root causes of violence are society’s practices of gender discrimination—the disparity between men’s 

and women’s roles, responsibilities, limitations, privileges, and opportunities. 
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• Addressing violence’s root causes through prevention activities requires sustained, long-term action, with 
change occurring gradually over a long period of time. 

• A person who has been violated may have health, psychological, and security issues. All these issues need 
to be addressed by the programme.

12. Inform the participants that to address violence among MSM, we need to observe confidentiality. 

13. Ask the participants to brainstorm on what they understand by the term confidentiality and its importance 
when responding to violence.

14. Write the responses on a flip chart.

15. Address the definition and the importance of confidentiality when responding to violence.

Note 
 
Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the agreement between two individuals (in this case the peer educator and the survivor) not to 
share anything that is said or done with anyone else without the express permission of the client. Confidentiality 
is important when responding to violence, because it enables the survivor to feel safe in the helping session, 
protects the survivor after the helping session, and promotes trust between the survivor and the helper.

Activity 18.1: Planning a violence prevention and response intervention

Lesson: How to plan an intervention to prevent and respond to violence

Steps

1. Ask the participants to form four groups to discuss the following case study:
Andy is an MSM who frequents one of the joints in Nairobi. He does not currently have a partner and scouts for 
men who want sex. One day, he walked into a pub in town and started drinking and dancing. On the dance floor he 
met Paul, and they started dancing together romantically. He went back to his seat, and Paul continued dancing. 

After a while, Andy decided to walk to the toilets for a short call. While at the toilet, a man attacked him. The man 
kicked and hit Andy, and accused him of trying to steal his boyfriend on the dance floor. Andy tried to defend 
himself, but the man beat him mercilessly and then walked back to the pub. 

Andy had a swollen face. He could not tell anyone in the pub about the incident, so he left. He went to the police 
and reported the incident. The police accused him of being gay and refused to document/record the case. They told 
Andy that being gay is immoral.

2. Ask the participants to discuss how they could respond to Andy’s experience.

3. After approximately 20 minutes, ask for a volunteer from each group to share their response plan with the 
larger group.

4. Make sure that the presentations cover the following points: need for a violence response system, education 
of MSM on human rights and violence prevention and response, mapping services that support survivors of 
violence, and formation of an MSM-led advocacy committee.

5. Explain that the role of peer educators is to 
• educate peers on violence
• detect violence
• provide first-line response (active listening, delivering key messages, discussing safety, providing referrals) 

to peers who disclose violence
• accompany survivor to referred services or to a supervisor if survivor desires

6. Guide the participants to develop a sample violence response system for their organization.
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6. Ask the person who played the MSM advocate which suggestions seem useful and why. Stress that you are 
not opening a debate on these issues.

7. Thank the performers and invite them to go back to their seats. Continue the process with other role-plays 
as time permits.

8. Reserve a few minutes to conclude by asking the following questions and discussing the responses:
• What did you learn from this module that is useful for you to use your agency and power around the social 

issues that MSM face in Kenya?
• How could you apply what you have learned about partnership after the end of the course?

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will be able to:

Duration: Handouts:2 hours Handouts 28, 29, 30, 31

Steps

1. Explain that outreach involves detailed planning.

2. Tell the participants that this session will cover the tools of outreach planning: site load mapping, contact 
listing, peer planning, and opportunity gap analysis.

3. Ask the participants if they are familiar with the concept of outreach and its principles. Ask them the objectives 
of planning outreach. Make sure that their responses include the following objectives:

• to identify the number of MSM at each site
• to estimate the required risk reduction materials (like lubricants and condoms) for adequate and 

uninterrupted supply
• to facilitate tracking of each individual’s service access and behaviour modification
• to collect information for action plans 
• to enhance participation of MSM in programme planning

4. Ask the participants what information they would require from the field for planning outreach. Guide the 
discussion along the following questions:

• How many MSM are in the target area?
• Can we reach them all?
• How many regular injectors are there among the MSM?
• How many lubricants or condoms do we need in a month to cover all risk occasions? 
• What outreach timing suits the MSM?
• How many MSM are not reached with commodities (i.e., lubricants and condoms)?

5. Explain to the participants the activities/steps of conducting outreach as follows:

- Site load mapping 
- Contact listing
- Peer planning
- Opportunity gap analysis

understand micro-planning tools and the 
importance of outreach planning 

use the tools in the field

use the tools to review their outreach

Four flip charts and coloured marker pens

Manila papers and sketch pens of different 
colours

Handout 28: Site load mapping
Handout 29: Contact listing
Handout 30: Peer planning
Handout 31: Opportunity gap analysis

Materials

Module Lessons
How to plan and document outreach to ensure 
that all MSM in Kenya are reached with HIV 
prevention, treatment, and support services
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6. Divide the participants into four groups. As each activity is discussed, the peer educators develop the tool as 
shown in the sample.  Check if the groups have done the tool correctly. Give each group enough flip charts 
and markers of different colours.

Activity 19.1: Site load mapping 

1. Have the participants sit in groups based on their locality, distribute handout 28: Site load mapping, and 
explain to them: 

Site load mapping helps the key populations programme to understand and list the venues/ hot spots / injecting 
sites where key populations solicit, cruise, and/or inject, and also to assess the normal day and busy day key 
population attendance in each of the sites.

2. Explain to the participants that in order to reach key populations, it is important to know where and how 
many are available on a normal day and a busy day.

3.  Ask the participants according to sites/ hot spots to complete the following steps:

• Draw a map of their town or locality and then clearly depict the sex work hot spots, or the sites at which 
key populations solicit their clients or inject. If drawing is an issue, the participants can list the hot spots.

• Colour code the sites, based on key population typology.
• Write the number of key populations who are typically present on a normal day at/around the site.
• Write the number of key populations typically present at these sites on a busy day. If there are any specific 

days in a week when the number of key populations peaks, include this and the reasons why (e.g., more 
key populations are present on a market day).

• Add the normal day and busy day key population attendance in all the sites to give a picture of key 
population attendance in a site per month. 

• Compare these figures with their estimate, unique contact, and regular contact figures for these sites, if 
available, and analyse this information in the following way:

I. Are the total key populations available in these sites more or less than the unique contacts and 
regular contacts? Why? 

II. Are normal day or busy day attendance linked with any specific typology of key populations? For 
example, is there high attendance seen in mostly street-based sex work or venue-based sex work? 
Why?

III.  Are there specific sites where unique contact and regular contact is less than monthly attendance? 
Why?

IV. Which are the sites and typologies of sex work that need focused outreach? 

V. Who (outreach team) is responsible for these specific sites? 

VI. What should they do to improve outreach to ensure higher contacts?

4. Ask each group to share their process, analysis, and learning in plenary.

Activity 19.2: Contact listing 

1. In the larger group, distribute handout 29: Contact listing and explain contact listing:
Contact listing helps peer educators to map their contacts within the sex work community and, based on this 
understanding, plan outreach in different sites or hot spots. 
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2. Both geographic networks and social networks of peer educators play an important role in helping the 
outreach workers and peer educators to plan and deliver outreach to key populations.

3. Ask the participants to list all of their contacts on a flip chart paper.

4. Then ask them to write the name of the hot spot against each key population contact he/she has listed in the 
chart paper.

5. Count the contacts of each peer educator for each hot spot.

6. Check all chart papers to identify the peer educators who know key populations in a particular hot spot.

7. If there are common hot spots, where two or more peer educators know contacts, then bring together those 
peer educators to see if their contacts are known to other peer educators or are known to only one peer 
educator. Then, based on the contacts and in discussion with the peer educators, allocate each hot spot to 
the peer educator who has the highest number of contacts. 

8. Repeat the exercise for all hot spots in which two or more peer educators have contacts.

Activity 19.3: Peer planning 

A hot-spot-based peer plan is the core micro-planning tool that is developed by a peer educator for the hot spot 
and the MSM he works with. 

This tool helps peer educators plan their outreach at the appropriate time, day, and place. It also helps peer 
educators understand the relative risk of each individual they reach out to, and calculate individualized weekly 
and monthly distribution targets for the prevention commodities that the key population members need. 

Site-based peer plans tell peer educators what they must achieve, and help the outreach team to support the 
peer educators.

Such knowledge enables peer educators to plan when and where to meet MSM and how many commodities 
each community member should be given. 

Please note: This exercise is led by peer educators, with other project staff (from community or non-community) 
being passive participants.

1. Distribute handout 30: Peer planning. Explain to the peer educators the importance of planning outreach. 
Stress that, in order to extend adequate services to the entire community, each peer educator should 
understand what time MSM are available in a given site and each individual’s risks. 

2. Each peer educator takes a sheet of flip chart paper and writes down (himself or with help of project staff) 
the name of each site that he services. 

3. For each site the peer educator writes the names of key population members who operate from that site.

4. Once the names are listed, the outreach worker asks the peer educators to specify the typology of each MSM 
on their list, and indicates the typology of each MSM on the list with a colour code. Then the outreach worker 
again goes through the list and asks the peer educator about the number of sex acts that each listed MSM 
has every week. This number is plotted using colour dots beside each MSM ’s name.

5. For each site, the outreach worker asks peer educators the peak cruising times / best times for outreach. 
These are noted along each site. 

6. Finally, the outreach team discusses with the peer educator the best days for outreach for a particular site. 
This is also recorded in the peer plan.
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7. It is to be ensured that all sites are visited at least once every week, with most time being spent in the biggest 
sites.

8. Analyse the site-based peer plan to understand who is at higher or lower risk, and to learn each individual’s 
need for condoms and lubricant. 

9. Calculate how many condoms and lubricants each peer educator should distribute to the key populations. 
These quantities must be supplied to the peer educators for distribution. Tabulate all peer plans to arrive at 
overall condom/lubricant requirement and to consolidate the overall outreach plan for the programme. 

Activity 19.4: Opportunity gap analysis

1. Distribute handout 31: Opportunity gap analysis. Explain to the participants that it is important to periodically 
analyse their records in order to learn what the project has been able to achieve and what it has not been 
able to achieve. This analysis should be done for each hot spot since every hot spot is unique and hence 
needs a specific outreach plan.

2. Share with the participants the following steps when carrying out the gap analysis:
 

• Peer educators compare their outreach records with their peer plan to learn whether any MSM are not 
being contacted.

• Peer educators compare their outreach records with their peer plan to identify MSM who are using fewer 
services than they should use.

• For each key population member who has not been adequately contacted or who has not used a 
programme service, the peer educator identifies the reason.

• The peer educator then makes a plan to address the reasons.
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Resources for module 19

SPOT 1

Total - 100
Daily - 50
Weekly - 85
Monthly 95

SPOT 1

Total - 30
Daily - 15
Weekly - 25
Monthly - 28

SPOT 1
Total - 25
Daily - 14
Weekly - 22
Monthly - 24

24 - 04 - 14

Hotspots

KEY

HANDOUT 28
Site load mapping (Activity 19.1)
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HANDOUT 29
Contact listing (Activity 19.2)

Janets Contacts. Hotspots

1. Mary - Lovespot Hotel

2. Sally - Smooth Bar

3. Judy - Envy Pub

4. Violet - Panda K Lodging

5. Georgina - Dores Hotel

6. Betty - Tears Pub
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HANDOUT 30
Peer planning (Activity 19.3)
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Name Typology Peak
Time

Peak days
for outreach

No of sex
acts per 
week

No of 
condoms 
per month

AnalysisName of
Hotspot

Age

24

28

27

34

31

34

21

Kajo

CBD

Kangemi

Temple

Downtown

Gypsm

Blizz

Peter

John

Mark

Richard

Brian

Bernard

Bill

Top

Top

Top

Versatile

Bottom

Bottom

Top

8:00am

8:00am

10:00am

9:00 pm

10:00 pm

12:noon

1:00 pm

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Friday

Friday

Friday

Wednesday

80

67

83

76

74

34

56

320

268

332

304

296

136

224

Age
20-25=2
26-30=2
31-35=3

Risk
High =3
Medium=2
Low=2

Name of peer educators: 

Month: Date:



HANDOUT 31
Opportunity gap analysis (Activity 19.4)

Estimation No. Gap %

Estimation

Enrolled / Registered

Contacted

Condoms Distributed

Clinic Visits

HTC

80

30

45

30

3

3

-

50

35

50

17

17

-

62.5

43.75

62.5

85

85

Reasons

Enrolled :
- other organization
- ignorance
- stubborn

Contacted :
- Peak variability
- SW mobility

Condoms :
- Prefer buying
- Condoms smelly
- Other sources

Clinic visits/ HTC :
- Not sick (no need)
- Busy (time waiting)
- Fare (transport)
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Post-Workshop Assessment 

and Workshop Reflection 
and Evaluation
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Post-training questionnaire (appendix 2)

Module Objective
To determine what the participants learned 
from the training

Materials

Duration: Handouts:1 hour No Handouts

Steps

• Distribute the questionnaire in appendix 2 to the participants. Explain that this activity is to help the trainers 
and the participants measure what the participants learned from the course. 

• Ask the participants to write their unique code number on their questionnaire.

• Let the participants take 10 minutes to complete the questions.

• Collect the questionnaires from the participants and mark them. 

• In an Excel spreadsheet, use the unique code numbers assigned to the participants at the beginning of the 
training to compare participants’ pre-training and post-training questionnaire responses. 

• Present the analysis in PowerPoint to the participants.

• Ask them how they feel about their performance.

• Ask them to comment on their performance, and thank them for working hard to improve their skills and 
knowledge during the training.
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Closing the Course
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Flip chart: What will I use that I learned 
in this course? (activity 21.2)

Post-it note stickers (at least six per 
participant)

Module Objectives
By the end of this module, participants will:

Module Lessons
How MSM can use their new knowledge and 
skills for positive change and to prevent HIV

Materials

Duration: Handouts:45 minutes No handouts

Note: 
Read this module plan carefully. Decide if and how you want to adapt it for your group, but make sure you 
cover all the key points.

Activities

Activity 21.1: How can I use what I have learned?

This activity enables participants to share ideas to apply the learning from this course in their lives.

Steps

1. Give each participant at least six Post-it note stickers. Ask the participants to work individually for 10 minutes 
to answer this question (show the following flip chart):

What will I use that I learned in this course?

Participants write one answer per sticker (i.e., they identify up to six lessons—specific attitudes, knowledge, or 
skills that they have learned in this course and that they will apply in their lives).

2. Stop the individual work after 10 minutes. Invite the participants to post their stickers on the flip chart, and 
ask them to form a semicircle around it. Ask the following questions and discuss:

• What lessons that other participants have identified would you also consider important to your life. Why? How 
would you apply them to your life?

• What lessons are the most challenging to apply in your life and why? What can MSM do to support each other 
around these challenges?

identify course content that they 
found useful

explain how they can apply what they 
learned

suggest improvements
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3. Make sure that you reserve the last five minutes of this activity to do the following:
• Ask the participants to form a semicircle and to hold hands.
• Starting from the facilitator, each person will share one thing about the course that he feels has been the 

most useful.
• Agree on how the group will demonstrate their respect and appreciation for what each person shares 

(e.g., by jumping up and down and making loud noises, or any other fun way that the group agrees).

4. Use the last five minutes for delivering official closing and thank you remarks.
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APPENDIX 1

Members of NASCOP’s training 
subcommittee

Committee members involved in the development of
‘My life My power’: Peer education curriculum for MSM

Dr. Martin Sirengo

Helgar Musyoki

Serah Malaba

Catherine Mwangi 

Maria Mensah 

Naomy Siele 

Jafred Mwangi

Dr. Joshua Kimani 

Bernard Ogwang 

Alfayo Wamburi 

Abigail Rukwaro 

Mary Nderitu 

Tom Marwa 

Obwiri Kenyatta

Kirui Geoffrey 

Henry Digolo 

Fred Abayo

Dr. Mercy Karanja 

George Owino

Peter Njane

Mark Mbiu 

Francesca Odhiambo 

Dr. Fayzal Sulliman 

Dr. Saade Abdallah 

Doris Naitore

Dr. Jackline Ochieng 

Javan Ochieng

Elijah J. Odoyo

Taib Basheeib 

Grace Kamau

Dr. Norah C. Talam 

Khalda Mohammed

Lorna Dias

Onesmus Musau

Phillip Waweru

Job Akuno

Peter Onyancha

Ruth Kimani 

Nzioki Kingo’la

Stephen Oguta

Peter Njane

Jeffrey Walimbwa

Eric Gitari

Silus Mukangu

Leonard Mutisya

Mary Pere

Abubakar Muindi

Josephat Kairu Kijabe

Bryan Otenga

Johna Chinga

Javince Ochieng

Franklin Matala

John Hinga

Jafred Okoyana

Caroline Wambui

Johnson Kale

Brenda

Samson

Radvan Vitalis

John Mathenge

Lorna Dias

Mercy Ouko

Ruth Masha

Mercy Muthui

NASCOP

Programs Manager Key 

Population Program 

Head, Technical 

Support Unit 

NASCOP 

NASCOP  

NASCOP 

NASCOP 

PHDA/UOM 

FHI 360 

FHI 360 

MDM 

Coptic Hospital 

JHPIEGO 

EGPAF

I CHOOSE LIFE AFRICA 

KASH

MAAYGO

ICAP

IAVI

ISHTAR

PWID REPRESENTATIVE 

UOMB

UNODC

UNODC

ICAP

MATHARE HOSPITAL 

IRDO

CDC

REACHOUT

KESWA

US DOD/WRP

KENYA RED CROSS

GALK

LVCT

NOPE Executive Director

NOPE

NOPE

NOPE

International Committee Reproductive Health

International Committee Reproductive Health

ISHTAR MSM

ISHTAR MSM

Identity Kenya

International Rescue Committee

Kenya Initiative for Positive Empowerment

University of Nairobi

Hope World Wide Kenya

AIDS Relief

MPEG

MPEG

Gay Trust, Kenya

Keeping Alive Societies Hope

APHIAplus Rift Valley

Health Options for Young Men on HIV/STI /

APHIAplus N-C

Kenya Sex Workers Alliance

Kenya Medical Research Institute, Kilifi

University of Manitoba

University of Manitoba

Kenya Human Rights Commission

Health Options for Young Men on HIV/STI /

APHIAplus N-C

Liverpool VCT Care & Treatment

APHIAplus N-C

UNAIDS

Centers for Disease Control Kenya
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APPENDIX 2
Pre- and Post-Training Questionnaire

Your assigned code number: _________________

Instructions: Select only one of the multiple answers provided for each question or statement below

1. To have agency means:

a. To be part of an organization

b. To have awareness of the issue that affect one’s own life

c. To be aware of the issues affecting one’s own life and to be able to do something about them

d. To be able to organise to influence or impact important issues

2. When we talk about social determinants of health, we mean:

a. Social factors influencing people’s health

b. Social factors influencing people’s risk and vulnerability to health problems

c. Social factors influencing health equity

d. All the above

3. Sustainable safer sexual behaviour (3SB) is:

a. Something that a person can do when he/she has sex that reduces his or her risk to get HIV/STIs

b. Something that a person can do in the right way every time he/she has sex, that reduces his/her risk to
     get HIV/STI infection when having sex

c. Something that a person can do in the right way every time he/she has sex that completely eliminates any 
    risk for STI/HIV

d. All the above

4. Attitude is:

a. Deeply felt ways of reacting to issues or situations

b. Abilities that we have to deal with issues or situations

c. Concerns that we feel about issues or situations

d. All the above

5. Write in the space provided the component of HIV behaviour change intervention that is missing in the list 
    below

a. Combination of activities tailored to the needs of a specific group

b. Activities developed with that group

c. Activity to help reduce risk behaviours and the influence of social factors contributing to HIV risk

d. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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6. Risk is defined as:

a. Something that someone else does which puts our health in danger

b. The probability that a person may acquire HIV infection, usually as a result of behaviour that enables HIV 
    transmission 

c. Something over which we have no control and that jeopardizes our health 

d. All the above

7. Vulnerability to STI/HIV is defined as:

a. Having inadequate or impaired agency and/or power to protect oneself from risk

b. Being weak physically and not having the physical strength to resist the infection

c. Doing something that puts us at risk of infection

d. All the above 

8. Sexuality is:

a. Engaging in sexual practice

b. An aspect of our identity as human beings

c. The sexual orientation of a person

d. All the above

9. Gender means

a. Being male or female

b. Having male or female genital organs

c. The social constructs of how men and women are expected to be and behave 

d. All the above

10. Write in the space provided below the type of power in sexual relationships missing from the list:

a. Power over

b. Power within

c. Power with

d. _____________________

11. Which of the following is not one of the sexual rights defined by the World Health Organization?

a. The right to the highest attainable (achievable) standard of sexual health, including access to sexual and 
    reproductive health care services

b. The right to pursue (lead) a satisfying, safe, and pleasurable sexual life

c. The right to decide the age of marriage for their children

d. The right to bodily integrity (freedom from sexual coercion, abuse, or violence)

12. Which of these factors plays a very important role in whether STI and HIV infect the body?

a. The length and number of times we are exposed to infection and the amount of bacteria or virus that
    enter the body

b. Being a man or women
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c. Being a man who has sex with other men

d. All the above

13. Which of the following is an STI/HIV harm reduction option?

a. Practicing non-penetrative sex  instead of rectal and vaginal intercourse

b. Getting tested and treated for STIs every 3 to 6 months to help reduce the amount of STIs in the body

c. Being in a mutually monogamous relationship with an uninfected partner, in which both partners get 
    tested and have negative results for STIs and HIV

d. Using condoms and lubricants EVERY time with EVERY partner for anal and or vaginal intercourse

14. Which of the following is not an element of the stages of change theory?

a. Pre-contemplation

b. Post-contemplation

c. Action

d. Maintenance

15. Which of the following tips of using the male condom is partially incorrect?

a. Check expiration date to make sure condom is still good.

b. Open the package carefully, be careful not to damage the condom with fingernails, teeth, or any sharp
    object.

c. Most condoms are lubricated. However, if extra lubrication is desired, use water-soluble lubricants, such 
    as KY Jelly. Lubrication is very important for anal sex. Water, saliva, are good substitutes in the absence of 
    lubricants.

d. To prevent spilling semen, the condom must be held at the base while withdrawing from the partner’s body. 
    The penis should be removed from the body before the penis goes limp.

16. Which of the following is not an element of problem-solving for relapse in behaviour change

a. RELAX. Calm down and try not to become too worried.

b. IDENTIFY the problem.

c. ELIMINATE unwanted influences.

d. BRAINSTORM possible solutions to the problems.

17. If an STI is treatable, it means:

a. It can be cured and eliminated from the body                                                                            

b. There are medicines to make it better, but it cannot be cured.                                               

c. It can be cured and eliminated from the body , but it takes a long time                                

d. None of the above

18. Tick the STI below for which there is no cure:                                        

a. Syphilis                                                                                                                                                 

b. Gonorrhoea                                                                                                                                          

c. Genital herpes                                                                                                                                   

d. All of the above
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19. Which of the following is a long-term result of excessive alcohol consumption?                

a. Liver damage                                                                                                                                      

b. Brain damage                                                                                                                                     

c. Both a and b above  

d. None of the above               

                                                                                                          

20. Which of the following is not a way to prevent HIV transmission?    

a. Ensuring no semen(cum) in anus and /or throat when having unprotected sex   

b. Avoiding anal and vaginal sex completely                                                                                      

c. Condom and lubricants used correctly EVERY time with EVERY partner for anal and/or vaginal intercourse                                                                                                                             

d. All of the above                                                                                                                                                                  
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APPENDIX 3
Participants’ Daily Reflection 

At the end of each day, distribute the following form to the participants. Ask them to complete it individually. 
Analyse the responses and prepare a simple summary to present and discuss briefly the following day. If more 
appropriate for your group, you may want to conduct these reflections as a group discussion. In this case, we 
recommend that the group selects a person to facilitate while you wait outside. Once the group has completed 
their discussion, you will re-enter the room and be given a summary of their reflections.

What we learned today and how useful it is to our lives

1. I found today ‘s modules:

Very useful for my personal learning [   ]                            

Useful [   ]                          

Not useful [   ]

2. The most interesting topic today was:

3. The most useful thing I learned today that I can use in my life (please describe in your own words):

4. The facilitation of today’s modules was:

Very effective [   ]                            

Effective [   ]                          

Adequate [   ]

Inadequate [   ]

5. Best facilitated module(s) of today [please write below the number(s) or the name(s) of the module(s)]:

6. Please explain in your own words what topics discussed today you would like more clarification about:
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APPENDIX 4
Facilitation Techniques

Brainstorming 

This technique encourages active and imaginative input from participants and taps into the knowledge and 
expertise of the participants. The facilitator’s role is to encourage all participants to say the first thing that 
comes to their minds, and to keep ideas flowing quickly. Brainstorming is used to help focus or clarify activities 
or to generate information that can help jumpstart a topic. 

Process – The facilitator asks a question on a topic to be investigated. The participants are asked to draw upon 
personal experience and opinions and to respond with as many ideas as possible. As participants put forward 
their ideas, every idea is recorded on the board. Thereafter, the group analyses the information collected. 

Advantages – It promotes creative problem solving. It is particularly effective in opening sessions to establish 
goals, objectives, and norms for training programmes.

Case Study
 
This technique encourages participants to analyse situations that they might encounter and to determine how 
they would respond. A case study is a story that provides a detailed description of an event. It is followed by 
questions for participants to discuss. The story can range from a paragraph to several pages in length. Stories 
of people with similar problems in other villages make ideal subjects for case-study analysis. The case study 
should be designed in such a way that the story is relevant to participants, and they should have enough time 
to read, think about, and discuss the story. 

Process – The facilitator hands out a case study that describes a relevant situation or problem to be addressed. 
Participants read the case study (if they can), or the facilitator reads the story. Participants either form small 
discussion groups or stay in the large group to discuss the story. The instructor asks questions to facilitate 
discussion. 

Advantages – A case study encourages participants to explore ideas and to identify alternative behaviours, 
solutions to situations, and problems. A Critical Incident is a variation on a case study. It is short—seldom 
longer than a couple of paragraphs—,describes a critical situation, and ends with a single question. A critical 
incident activity addresses, but does not try to solve, a problem. As it is short and problem oriented, it need not 
always be handed to participants in written form. 

Note: Pay attention to use the case studies well, without pointing at an individual directly and without leaving 
the case study at study level. Relate it to the community’s experiences.

Demonstration 

This technique is used to allow participants to watch how something should be done. A demonstration brings 
to life some information that has been presented in a lecture, discussion, or explanation. For example, a 
discussion of how to apply fertilizer or a cooking demonstration may not be nearly as effective as a direct 
demonstration, which participants can both watch and try for themselves. 

Process – The facilitator should explain the purpose of the demonstration. The facilitator demonstrates 
the procedures or new behaviour. Participants are encouraged to ask questions and engage in discussion. 
Participants practice what has been demonstrated. 

Advantages – Participants’ active involvement in trying the demonstrated activity indicates if they understand 
the information and makes this information easier to remember.
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Drama  

When people come together and act out parts, they are often able to say more than they might in a normal 
discussion. Drama can be an interesting, entertaining, and, effective way to get people to discuss and solve 
problems. As dramas (plays or skits) identify the specific ideas/messages presented by actors (i.e., they have 
scripts), they are best used when key messages or complex information needs to be shared. 

Note that drama is different from role-plays, in that drama has a script while role-plays are created 
based on a story line without rehearsed scripts. 

Process – Once a problem has been identified, participants can come together, write a script, and perform 
a play for the class or the community. The drama they depict should present the main ingredients of the 
problem, but no solution. After (or even during) the play, they can ask the audience  for advice on what to do. 
After the play, actors and audience discuss the problem and come up with solutions. Problems might be as 
simple and local as people coming late, or as complicated as the different sanitation and nutrition problems 
that affect village health and development. 

Advantages – Facilitators just have to encourage a small group of participants to try this technique with the 
whole class. It is usually considered such fun that, given the opportunity and a bit of encouragement, participants 
will begin to do these on their own. Trainers may even consider using this as a way to have participants present 
new material for a lesson.

Field trips 

This technique allows participants to directly observe how something is done. 

Process – Participants should be briefed on the field trip location, time, and purpose. Participants and the 
facilitator should make a list of questions that participants can use during the field trip. Following the field trip, 
participants should discuss and analyze what they have seen. 

Advantages – Field trips expose participants to how information discussed in sessions can be applied in 
real life.

Film shows 

Film shows and videos can be specially arranged for participants. 

Process – Trainers should select films according to participants’ interests and topics under consideration. 
Participants should be introduced to the film, and viewing should generally be followed by a discussion of the 
film and the information it contained. 

Advantages – Film shows are generally entertaining and easily capture the interest of participants. If well done, 
films can quickly present information that might take months to cover.

Games 

Games are structured activities that 

• have a certain number of players, 
• work in a special situation, 
• accomplish a task, 
• follow certain rules. 

Process – Trainers can easily invent games that help participants to learn information or practice new skills. If 
you do decide to develop a game, make sure that it has all of the components described below. 
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As you develop a game, here are some tips to remember: 

a. To be good and useful, a game must be well thought out, so set aside some time to develop and test the 
game. 

b. If you decide to award points, do so for right answers, but do not take away points for wrong answers – this 
can discourage adults from participating. 

c. Try to involve participants in developing the games (e.g., let them come up with the questions). 
d. Have participants work in teams so that quick learners play alongside slower learners and no individual ever 

wins. 

Advantages – Games are generally fun and effective ways for participants to learn or practice new skills. Good 
games can be challenging and effective ways to involve even the most hesitant of learners.

Icebreakers/energizers 

This technique is used to introduce participants to each other or to help them relax, wake up, or recapture their 
curiosity. As its name implies, the icebreaker warms the learning environment to the point that the ‘ice’ keeping 
participants from interacting with each other is broken.

Process – This technique is usually short and has no specific form. It is how it is used that makes it an icebreaker. 
A joke, short game, or physical activity of some sort can all be icebreakers. For example, to begin a class with 
new participants you might randomly pair off participants. Have participants draw a picture that describes 
something about them and then explain it to the group; solve a puzzle together; or take a “blind walk” in which 
one person (whose eyes are closed) is led by a partner’s verbal instructions.

Lecturettes 

Lecturettes are short lectures that highlight key points of content. Lecturettes differ from traditional lectures in 
that they often are interactive and, at times, give the impression of a discussion. They are useful as introductions 
to topics and experiential activities. Lecturettes never last longer than 15 minutes. 

Process – Review or read through the information that you want to present. Write an outline of the key points 
that you want to cover. Consider what visual aids could help your presentation and prepare them in advance. 
Identify points where you can involve participants through questions, discussion, or other activities. Practice 
and time your lecturette to make sure that you have not prepared either too little or too much for the time 
allotted. As you present your lecturette (or any lecture), keep an eye on the participants, and make sure that 
you are holding their attention. If people start to drift off, you may want to do an energizer or another activity 
that will awaken them. A lecturette is effective only if you are able to keep participants listening, involved, and 
aware of the points you are trying to share. 

Advantages – Lecturettes can provide detailed and specific information in a short amount of time.

Role-plays 

This technique encourages participants to explore solutions to situations or problems under discussion. It is 
a small, often unrehearsed drama where participants are given roles that they are supposed to act out. There 
is no ‘script’ that participant-actors must follow, but there is a description of the situation, the roles, suggested 
actions, or opinions to express.

Process – Roles may be set up by the facilitator, or participants may make up their own roles. The description 
of a role-play can be given orally or in a handout. Participants act out the role-play. The facilitator facilitates 
discussion and analysis of participants’ reactions. The actors are given a chance to describe their roles and 
actions, to compare with what participants observed. Participants then discuss how the role-play relates to 
their own experiences.

Advantages – Discussion following the role-play can focus on the role, opinions, and actions of the characters, 
and thus avoid criticism of the participants themselves. Role-play is entertaining as well as educational, and it 
improves participants’ skills of expression and observation.
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Panel Discussions 

This technique allows participants to gather information on several new topics at a time from visiting experts 
or authorities in that field. It encourages critical and informed participant questioning and interaction between 
guest speakers and participants. 

Process – Experts or authorities are identified. The trainer (or predesignated participant) acts as a moderator 
(facilitator) of the panel discussion by asking initial basic questions of panel members and/or encouraging 
participants to ask questions of their own. 

Advantages – This can be a good opportunity to invite guest speakers (up to four at one time) into the training 
setting. It offers participants a different format for learning and changes the focus of attention from the trainers 
to the panel. Also, it can give participants contact references for future work in the field. If you design your 
sessions in such a way that the participants become the “resident experts” on a given topic, then they can 
experience a distinct feeling of involvement and accomplishment.

Pictures 

Many training activities can benefit from incorporating a creative component into participants’ expression of 
ideas. This can be done in two ways: 

a. Choose a picture beforehand and bring it for discussion with a series of guided questions— usually starting 
with what participants see, or what comes to mind/their feelings towards the picture. Distill lessons after the 
discussion. 

b. Encourage participants to draw pictures. This encourages participants to express their opinions and feelings 
symbolically. 

Process – 
a) Trainer identifies a picture beforehand and brings it for discussion with a series of guided questions— usually 

starting with what participants see, or what comes to mind/their feelings towards the picture. Distill lessons 
after the discussion. 

b) Trainer identifies a focus for the drawing, breaks participants into groups, and gives them a time frame in 
which to complete the drawing. Trainer explains that the quality and technical expertise of the drawing are 
not important; as long as participants can explain the ideas in their drawing to the group, it need not be 
even recognizable. Participants should think of the drawing as shorthand notes that record their discussion. 
Trainer calls participants back together, and asks them to post, share, and explain their drawings to the large 
group. Trainer keeps comments and discussions lighthearted and downplays negative criticism. 

Advantages – If this is done well, participants can have very deep discussions on a specific situation. It also 
helps trainer/participants to overcome their aversion to drawing. It can be a lighthearted and enjoyable activity 
that can evoke participants’ feelings. Facilitators should have practice drawing in a nonthreatening situation. 
(Note: there is usually hesitation to participate in this activity. Placing participants in groups allows them to 
choose an artist to render their ideas or to work together to draw them. If trainers are careful to encourage and 
to help participants get over their initial hesitation, this activity can be quite rewarding).
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APPENDIX 5
Co-facilitation

Co-facilitation styles

Co-leading models 

There are three distinct models for co-leading or co-facilitating groups: the alternate leading models, the shared 
leading model, and the apprentice model. The decision to utilise one of the following particular models will 
depend upon the experience of the two facilitators, their styles, and the degree to which the co-facilitators feel 
they can coordinate their activities. 

1. Alternate leading 
This model simply assumes that each leader will take the prime responsibility for leading parts of the group 
process. Alternating roles and functions are usually decided as part of the planning process. For example, if 
one facilitator takes responsibility for the group warm-up for one session, the other facilitator undertakes 
the warm-up for the following session. The challenge in alternate leadership style is to get a smooth flow in 
the changeover of facilitators and requires some degree of planning to make it appear seamless. 
The alternate leading model is more effective where there is a different style of facilitation. It can also 
function particularly well where there is a need for intense focus around a particular piece of work. Changing 
leadership style would interrupt the particular flow of the exercise or issue being dealt with. This does not 
mean, for example, that the second leader is totally inactive during the process. For example, while one 
facilitator leads an activity, the other facilitator acts as a scribe at the whiteboard. 

2. Shared leading 
This model is one where the co-facilitators flow in and out of the material rather than being responsible 
for a designated piece of work. Although there are times when one facilitator might have the lead role, the 
relationship is one of trust, and each can negotiate (often subtly) to move into the other’s working space. 
The key challenge in this model is for the facilitators to be tuned in to each other in knowing when, and if, to 
involve themselves in a piece of work. They need to see the issue in the same way and support each other 
in the instruction. 

One of the challenges in shared leadership for co-facilitators is to be careful not to echo the other’s words: 
that is, for one leader to say something and the other to also feel that they have to say something regarding 
the issue. It is also important that the facilitators do not end up responding to each other. This can end up in 
a dialogue between the facilitators rather than between them and the participants. 

3. The apprentice model 
In this model, one leader is more experienced than the other. The more experienced leader takes the major 
leadership role, allowing the apprentice facilitator to stay out and practice safer activities. One of the benefits 
of this particular model, is that it allows the less experienced facilitator to know that there is someone who 
can step in if things become too difficult. The experienced facilitator has the benefit of having someone to 
debrief with after the session.

Advantages and disadvantages of co-facilitation 

In many situations, two or three heads are better than one. When it comes to presenting a workshop it is often 
much easier on everyone if there is more than one person leading the group. Here are several ways in which 
co-facilitation can benefit both the facilitators and the participants.

Capitalising on strengths - Co-facilitation allows one person to present while the others observe and support 
their partner. Partners can divide the material in a way that lets them capitalise on individual strengths and 
have their own moment in the spotlight.
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Conserving energy - Presenting can be tiring for facilitators and participants. Co-facilitators provide diversity 
in voices, presentation styles, and energy levels, which can hold the attention of the group, while giving each 
facilitator time to shine and time to rest.

Maximizing diverse resources - No one, no matter how well educated or skilled, has a talent for or knows 
everything. Working as a team allows each person to contribute the best of his or her gifts, talents and resources.

Extra eyes, ears, and hands - Two facilitators can manage a group better than one. The second person can 
help gauge participants’ reactions and notice whether people seem to tracking with the process. Co-facilitators 
can also help hand out materials, assist in monitoring discussions and/or coaching participants in breakout 
groups. Finally, co-facilitators can monitor and handle problems with the physical environment, latecomers, 
phone calls, audio-visuals, and other logistical matters.

Providing mutual support - Everyone can have an “off” day. Perhaps an activity did not go as planned, or 
maybe your energy is low or scattered. Co-facilitators bring balance to the team. I find that when one facilitator 
is off, usually the others will be on. Co-facilitators’ behaviour towards one another— if it’s supportive, respectful, 
and collaborative—serves as a model for the way participants should behave towards each other.

Co-facilitation best practices

While working effectively with other facilitators might happen naturally, that isn’t always the case. Here are 
some tips to consider when working with facilitation partners.

Before the workshop

• Plan and document. For a facilitation team to work together seamlessly, more planning and documentation 
are required than when you’re working alone. Imagine the complexity of a script needed for a one-person 
monologue versus one required for a three-act play with multiple characters. All the characters need to have 
a way to know when and how they fit into the whole.

• Practice what you preach. As a co-facilitation team, you are essentially a group working through its process to 
achieve goals, just like you will be helping others to do. Get to know each other, and do what it takes to build 
healthy, authentic relationships where honest and compassionate feedback is welcomed and differences 
are worked through in healthy ways. Do this because the relationship you develop as co-facilitators will 
comprise, to a large degree, a silent yet tangible teaching to your groups.

• Leverage strengths, minimize weaknesses. Discuss each other’s style of planning and facilitating, and share 
each other’s triggers. Verbalize what you feel you are best at and what you are most challenged by. Discuss 
how you’d like to work with strengths and weaknesses in the context of the workshop material.

• Test assumptions. Take time to discuss your views about the workshop topic—especially areas of 
disagreement—and any assumptions you have about each other.

• Facilitate your planning sessions. Just because you’re facilitators doesn’t mean you’re immune from the need 
for facilitation. Even if you have only a two-person team, have one of you facilitate your meetings to make 
sure that you have clear objectives, that you stay on course to achieve them, and that results and action 
items are documented.

• Handle logistics. Take about whether, when, and how it’s okay to interrupt each other. Decide how to keep 
track of time. Plan ways to give signals to one another. Strategize about how to stick to the original outline 
and how to switch gears. Divide facilitation of activities fairly. Agree to how you will share responsibility in 
preparing and bringing workshop materials and resources. Agree to arrive at the workshop site in time to set 
up and check-in before the workshop begins. Schedule time after the workshop to debrief.
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During the workshop

• Communicate liberally. During activities that don’t require constant attention, check-in with one another. 
Sharing the subtleties of what you see and experience can be invaluable to making course corrections and 
inspired innovations in the moment. Support and validate one another, and use lots of eye contact.

• Facilitator interventions. Include your co-facilitator, even when you are leading an exercise or discussion, by 
asking, for example: “Do you have anything to add?” Assert yourself if your co-facilitator is talking too much, 
and take the initiative to step in if your co-facilitator misses an opportunity to address something.

• Embrace mistakes. Pointing out a mistake that was made while facilitating can be an invaluable teaching 
opportunity if the mistake relates to the context of what you’re teaching. The willingness to admit and look 
at your mistakes also does wonders for bolstering the group’s trust in you, as well as providing wonderful 
modelling in resilience.

After the workshop

• Conduct a debrief. If you can’t meet right after the workshop, schedule a time to debrief before you leave. 
Listen carefully to one another’s self-evaluation before giving feedback. Discuss what worked well and what 
did not. Brainstorm what could have been done differently. Name particular behaviours, for example: “When 
you kept interrupting me, I felt undermined and frustrated” or “I got the impression that some participants 
were bored”, instead of “You always interrupt me” or “You were very controlling during the workshop.” 
Realize the importance and potential difficulty of debriefing a challenging workshop.

• Use evaluations. Use written evaluations as a reference point to talk about the workshop, and to assess your 
effectiveness as co-facilitators. 
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APPENDIX 6
Association between HIV/AIDS and STI 

Association between HIV/AIDS and STI/RTI (2)

Association between HIV/AIDS and STI (1)

Association between HIV/AIDS and STI/RTI (3)

HIV and STI/RTI share the same risk factors.

HIV infection affects STI/RTI through

Epidemiological synergy between STI/RTI and HIV

• STI/RTI that primarily cause inflammation such as gonorrhea, 
trichomoniasis, and Chlamydia weakens the skin barrier to HIV.

• Increased viral shedding has been reported in genital fluids of patients with 
STI/RTI.

• STI/RTI treatment has been demonstrated to significantly reduce HIV viral 
shedding.

• STI/RTI primarily disrupt the integrity of the skin/mucosal barrier enabling 
HIV easy access to the body.

• The presence of genital ulcers is known to increase the risk of HIV 
transmission by 10-100 times.

• HIV alters the response of STI/RTI pathogens to antibiotics. This has been 
reported for chancroid and syphilis.

• HIV alters the clinical appearance and natural history of STI/RTI as in genital 
herpes and syphilis.

• HIV infected individuals have increased susceptibility to STI/RTI.
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Association between HIV/AIDS and STI/RTI (4)

Other Cofactors for HIV Transmission (1)

Other Cofactors for HIV Transmission (2)

• STI/RTI serve as both a marker of increased number of sexual partners, 
high risk partner selection, and is associated with increased heterosexual 
HIV transmission.

• Due to this epidemiological synergy STI/RTI control is considered a key 
strategy in the primary prevention of HIV transmission.

• Sex with insufficient lubrication leads to micro-ulcers which facilitate HIV 
transmission.

• Cervical ectopy: results in weakermucosal lining within the end cervical 
canal and extends outside the cervical opening towards the vaginal walls. 
- Risky sexual behaviour predisposes persons with Cervical ectopy to STI  
  infections, mainly gonorrea and Chlamydia, which put one at a higher risk 
  of HIV.

• Cervical ectopy can happen in females around pubertyand in those taking 
combined contraceptive pills.

• Uncircumcised males have an independent increased risk of HIV 
acquisition.

• Sex during menstruation or shortly after delivery may expose raw bleeding 
areas to the risk of HIV transmission.
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Images of Common STIs in Kenya
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APPENDIX 7
Introduction to psychoactive substances

Drug Abuse and Addiction
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At the end of this training you will be able to:

1. Understand basic principles and concepts of drug abuse and 
dependence.

2. Understand the basic pharmacology of alcohol, benzodiazepines, 
psychostimulants, volatile substances and cannabis

Training 
Objectives

Key Motivators: 
• Fun (pleasure)
• Forget (pain amelioration)
• Functional (purposeful)
• (NCETA, 2004)

Why do people initiate drug use? 
Also initiation starts through:
• Experimental use
• Peer pressure
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1. Risk-takers / pleasure seekers

2. Socially disconnected

3. Self-medicators

Understanding 
young people’s 
motivation to 
use drugs

Enormous variability 
and range include:

• Experimenters
• Social users
• Regular heavy users
• Dependent users

Types of 
drug users
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Patterns of drug use

dependent

intensive

purposive

Experimental

There are at least three different categories of factors to 
consider:

• predisposing factors
• precipitating (enabling) factors
• perpetuating (reinforcing) or maintaining factors
• Predisposing factors: economic deprivation  personal trauma, 

genetic factors
• Precipitating factors :availability, peer pressure
• Perpetuating factors or maintaining factors reinforcing power 

of certain drugs

Factors that influence drug use
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• While psychological theories account for a large proportion of the 
behaviours related to drug use, other factors are also important

• It is increasingly recognised that genes play an important role 
in an individual’s response to drugs and the propensity for the 
development of dependence

Drugs and genes

• Price and availability of both licit and illicit drugs 
• Prenatal problems
• Early childhood experiences,
• Family relationship and bonding
• Early educational opportunities.
• Cultural norms

Environmental factors
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Psychoactive drugs are generally 
defined as substances that alter:

• mood
• cognition (thoughts)
• behaviour

Psychoactive 
drugs (1)

• Affect mental processes and behaviour

• Affect thought processes and actions

• Alter perceptions of reality 

• Change level of alertness, response time, and perception of the world

• Achieve effects by interacting with the central nervous system (CNS)

Psychoactive drugs (2)
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• Is a common activity 

• Is part of a range of human behaviours

• Can be classified in many ways, including legal status, drug effects

• Alters mood or consciousness, although there are other ways to 
achieve this: 

• e.g., skydiving, meditation, extreme (and non-extreme) sports, sex. 
Children, for example, love to alter their consciousness by spinning 
around. 

Psychoactive drug use

Psychoactive drugs may be classified 
according to their:

Drug classifications

1. Status
• legal 
• chemical
• medical
• social

Action and properties
• depressant
• stimulant 
• hallucinogenic etc.
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Patients with drug problems:

• often have multiple health and social problems 

• expect doctors to ask and provide information about 
alcohol and drug issues – failure to inquire may lead to 
medical malpractice in some situations

Drug use and health

• Different patterns of drug use result in different 
types of problems 

• Because individuals have different genetic make 
ups and early experiences, they may respond 
differently to drugs and have a different risk for 
drug abuse and dependence

• Drug use may affect all areas of a patient’s life, and 
problems are not restricted to dependent drug use

Types of problems (1)
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Regular / 
excessive Use
• Health
• Finances
• Relationships
• Child neglect

Types of problems: Thorley’s Model

I R

D

Dependence
• Impaired control
• Drug-centred behaviour
• Isolation / social problems
• Withdrawal symptoms and 

psychiatric problems
• Health Problems

Intoxication
• Accidents / injury
• Poisoning / hangovers
• Absenteeism
• High-risk behaviour

Interactive Model of Drug Use
DRUG

Individual 
Physical / emotional 
reaction, current 
health, age, beliefs,
tolerance,mood, 
knowledge,   
memories, 
expectations

Environment
Where, when, who, 
how, employment, 
social context,
supply, peers, 
legality, culture,
media, advertising, 
availability

Route,  effects,  actions,
purity,  potency, quality

Form,  price,  availability,
interaction with other 
drugs, previous experience
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Important terminology
1. Harmful use

2. Physical dependence vs. addiction

3. Psychological craving 

4. Tolerance

5. Withdrawal symptoms

6. Neurotransmitters and receptors

What is harmful use? (ICD-10)
A pattern of psychoactive substance use that is damaging to 
physical and / or mental health. 

What is drug addiction?
Drug addiction is a complex illness characterised 
by compulsive, and at times, uncontrollable drug 
craving, seeking, and use that persist even in the 
face of extremely negative consequences.

(NIDA, 1999)
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Psychological craving
Psychological craving is a strong desire or urge to use drugs. Cravings are 
most apparent during drug withdrawal. 

Tolerance
A state in which a person no longer responds to a drug as they did before, and 
a higher dose is required to achieve the same effect.
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Withdrawal (1)
A period during which somebody addicted to a drug or other addictive 
substance reduces their use or stops taking it, causing the person to 
experience painful or uncomfortable symptoms

OR

A person takes a similar substance in order to avoid experiencing the effects 
described above.

Withdrawal (2)
When a drug is removed, physical and / or mental disturbances may occur, 
including:

• Physical symptoms
• Emotional problems
• Cognitive and attention deficits
• Aggressive behavior
• Hallucinations
• Convulsions
• Death
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DSM V criteria for substance 
dependence 
Three or more of the following occurring at any time during the same 12 
month period:

• Tolerance
• Withdrawal
• Substance taken in larger amounts over time
• Persistent desire and unsuccessful efforts to cut down or stop
• A lot of time and activities spent trying to get the drug
• Disturbance in social, occupational, or recreational functioning
• Continued use in spite of knowledge of the damage it is doing to the 

user or others

Addiction = Brain Disease
Addiction is a brain disease that is chronic and relapsing in nature. 
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